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PREFACE

In the decade following the Civil War the Texas polit-

ical scene was dominated by revisionist activity with regard

to the state's constitution. In that period the organic law

of the state was altered three times, twice because of the

exigencies of National Reconstruction and a third time to

satisfy the retrenchment impulses partially stimulated by

the Reconstruction experiment. None of the three consti-

tutions written during this ten year period can be properly

understood in isolation from the other two, nor can any of

them be correctly interpreted separate from the serious

post-war political, social, and economic issues faced by

the entire nation. Hence, a uniform study of the three

constitutions in their local context and their relations to

national problems of the period provides a field of signi-

ficant research and evaluation. A brief review of consti-

tutional revision during this period becomes even more

desirable in view of the debate over the necessity for a

complete revision of the document as it stands today.

Finally, the current scarcity of historical scholarhip in

the area of Texas constitutional revision prompts a resto-

ration of constitutional history to its proper place in

interpreting the unique characteristics of contemporary

institutions in the Lone Star State.
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Texas certainly did not stand alone in its revision

activities, but the manner in which these revisions were

effected and many of the individual constitutional changes

which resulted reflect characteristics singularly represen-

tative of a southwestern frontier culture. It is the

purpose of this study to analyze the constitutional changes

of the Reconstruction era in Texas in their historical per-

spective, giving special attention to both the internal

political structures and the socio-economic considerations

dominant during that period. The wealth of material avail-

able on this subject makes it even more surprising that

historians have given so little attention to this volatile

and productive period of state history. When the tenor of

each of the Reconstruction constitutions is analyzed and the

contents of the three documents compared and contrasted,

patterns of thought and principles of government, society,

and economics emerge. Since the current constitution of

Texas is the product of the actions and reactions of polit-

ical forces during Reconstruction it is essential that the

chief documents produced in the period, i.e., the written

constitutions, be examined at length.
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CHAPTER I

CONSTITUTIONAL RECONSTRUCTION UNDER THE JOHNSON PLAN

1865-1866

In late July, 1865, Andrew Jackson Hamilton, recently

appointed by President Johnson to be provisional governor of

Texas, landed at Galveston and assumed the task of recon-

structing the state government along those lines laid down

in his presidential commission. Hamilton's directives in-

cluded the responsibility of putting together a working

provisional government which would restore order in the state

and make possible a proper atmosphere for the political dis-

cussion and activity necessary to the establishment of a new

government. The President had directed that Hamilton set up

the necessary rules and apparatus for the election of a con-

vention of delegates who would, in turn, alter the state's

constitution to facilitate the full resumption of Texas'

constitutional relations with the federal government. In so

doing, Hamilton was to see that no person served either as

an elector or delegate to the convention until he had taken

the oath of amnesty as prescribed in the President's proc-

lamation of May 29, 1865, and only then if he was qualified

1
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as an elector under that state constitution in effect in

Texas immediately prior to secession.1

In his first proclamation, issued July 25, 1865, from

Galveston, Hamilton instructed the people concerning steps

for registering to vote and electing delegates, but he fixed

no date for the election or the convention. He declared

that only those state laws enacted before February 28, 1861,

with modifications made by Congress since that date, were in

force in Texas.2

While still in Galveston, the provisional governor was

besieged by applicants asking his recommendation for a

special presidential pardon. The bulk of these petitions

came from wealthy planters whom Hamilton regarded with con-

siderable suspicion, feeling that they sought pardon not out

of genuine repentance or newly developed loyalty, but rather

with a view to securing political power with maximum speed

so that the new order in Texas would not radically alter

their economic situation. In a letter to the President the

governor expressed these suspicions and lauded the wisdom of

excepting this wealthy class from the amnesty. Hamilton be-

lieved that "the most determined and powerful opposition to

the reorganization of such state government as will be

'Charles W. Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas (New York,
1910), p. 56.

2The American Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Impor-

tant Events, 14 Vols. (New York, 1861-1874), V, 786.

Hereafter cited as American Annual Cyclo
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acceptable" would come from this group unless "they are

kept under bond for their good behavior."3

Upon arrival in Austin, Hamilton set immediately to re-

organizing the state government and restoring order. Of

primary concern, aside from the roofless capitol building,

and the absence of visible state officials, was the condition

of the state treasury. The collapse of the Murrah government,

and the attending flight of responsible government officers,

had opened the property and stores of the state to general

plundering to the extent that even the treasury had been

looted. Hamilton immediately appointed a committee, consist-

ing of former governor Elisha M. Pease and Swante Palm, to

examine the financial affairs of the state which reported

later that fall that the total indebtedness of the state

stood at more than $8,714,000.4 The provisional governor

sent agents out over the state to take charge of government

property; ordered the assessment and collection of taxes;

instructed the courts to proceed with civil and criminal

cases under the laws and statutes in effect before 1861; and

appointed such known unionists as could be found to state

offices.5

3A. J. Hamilton to Andrew Johnson, July 24, 1865,
Johnson Papers, on microfilm in the North Texas State
University Library, Denton, Texas.

4American Annual Cyclopedia, V, 786.

5 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 58-62.
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In succeeding announcements to the citizens of Texas,

the provisional governor revealed several attitudes repre-

sentative of his, and presumably President Johnson's, basic

reconstruction goals. Hamilton would hear of no suggestion

of gradual emancipation, nor would he tolerate the implied

design of many former slave owners to establish some system

of compulsory labor for the freedman. Making Negro equality

the core of his reconstruction policy, Hamilton threatened

that "if, in the action of the proposed convention, the

Negro is characterized or treated as less than a free man,

our Senators and Representatives will seek in vain admission

to the halls of Congress."6 Another guiding conviction of

the governor's policy was his firm belief that the people of

the South were the misled victims of a "deliberate conspir-

acy" which had culminated in the "treasonous" act of

secession. The answer to past delusions was, in the mind

of the governor, to renounce secession and incorporate into

the constitution of the state a provision outlawing slavery.7

To further extend the freedom of the Negro, Hamilton urged

an end to any racial discrimination with regard to court-

room testimony. Only by proper treatment of Negroes in civil

courts, he believed, could Texas hope to demonstrate that the

"machinery for their protection," namely, the Freedman's

6American Annual Cyclopedia, V, 786.

7 San Antonio Daily Herald, September 21, 1865, p. 2.
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Bureau courts, was unnecessary and ought to be removed. 8

Obviously, the paramount question of freedmen's rights

would dominate all other issues in the coming convention.

The matter of timing the convention evoked some contro-

versy. Hamilton, while urging the people to register, de-

clared that he would delay the calling of an election until

"the public mind of the state shall be directed to the great

questions upon which the convention will be called to

act . . . ."9 Privately to President Johnson the provisional

governor explained that he found it necessary to delay the

election because the "public mind was wholly unprepared for

prudent and wise counsel," having been "poisoned by the argu-

ments that slavery was not dead . . . ." Sufficient time

should be allowed, advised Hamilton, "to diffuse through the

minds of the masses a recognition of the truth," a task which

the governor deemed would be "comparatively easy" since most

of the masses had never owned slaves. In addition, Hamilton

called the President's attention to the absence of mail

facilities and the scarcity of good presses, factors which

made the process of establishing the electorate painfully

slow.10

8Ibid., September 23, 1865, p. 2.

9Ibid.

10 A.J. Hamilton to Andrew Johnson, September 23, 1865,

Johnson Papers.
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The process of registration was indeed tedious and

difficult. With one hundred and forty counties to be orga-

nized, and the registration boards available only to those

informed, able, and interested enough to journey to the

county seat, it is understandable that the governor, who was

anxious that a large number register, would delay calling an

election as long as possible. By October, however, the

various editors of the state were convinced that the people

were amply prepared. Editorials urging the governor to call

the election and set the date for the convention were

numerous, and Hamilton, yielding to the growing demand for

action, issued the desired proclamation on November 15, in

which he called for a general election on January 8, 1866,

and directed that the delegates so chosen assemble in Austin

on the seventh of February following.1 2

With the announcement of the election, political de-

bate and activities measurably increased in volume and

intensity. The post-war political chaos and confusion of

issues was giving way, seemingly, to more clear-cut patterns

of political alignment. Texas observers were aware not only

of what President Johnson demanded as conditions for resto-

ration, but now they had before them the actions of other

state conventions who had focused upon the -basic issues of

San Antonio Daily Herald, October 19, 1865, p. 2.

12 Ibid., November 20, 1865, p. 2.
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reconstruction. The questions for consideration by those

who would be candidates for the new Texas convention revolved

about the abolition of slavery, repudiation of the state's

war debt, nullification of the act of secession of 1861, and

the status of the freedman in the new society. On these

issues the convinced secessionists were reasonably quiet,

intimidated by the presence of Union troops and the announced

hostility of the President and his agents toward them. The

failure of many of their number to secure quickly a presi-

dential pardon temporarily divested their party of their

leadership. Some of the wealthier of their number still

entertained some ideas of compensation or gradual emanci-

.13pation, a state of mind which possibly explains their

reluctance to take any amnesty oath which might later prove

a bar to claims for compensation.14

Returning refugees and original state unionists, em-

boldened by the war victory and bolstered by the presence

of federal troops, became quite vocal and animated in orga-

nizing for the coming election. Associations of "loyal men"

emerged in most major population centers and attracted to

their membership those who had, throughout the war, continu-

ally demonstrated their fealty. These men above all, it was

A. J. Hamilton to Andrew Jackson, July 24, 1865,
Johnson Papers.

1 4 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 65-66.
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felt, ought to have a strong voice in the reconstruction of

the state. As a minority organization, most of these groups

realized that they could assume significant political power

only if the larger citizenry could be persuaded to support

unionist aims, or, failing that, be divested of political

power altogether by disfranchisement.15 The dominant fear

of the unionist faction was that unless something was done,

the pre-war political leaders would return to power in Texas

and "re-inaugurate something like the good old days of

Buchanan's administration." 16 Provisional Governor Hamilton,

unofficial spokesman of the Texas unionists, hoped that by

investing with power the masses of the state, whom he was

convinced had been "deluded into rebellion, "J7 the state

and national administrations might secure the desired aims

of a substantial loyalty by the people and security for the

freedmen.18 In time, this unionist faction would itself

divide into extreme and moderate wings, particularly over

the question of Negro suffrage, but prior to the constitu-

tional convention of 1866 they were united in their desire

15 Ibid.

16 Speech by A. J. Hamilton, delivered in Washington,
D. C. on July 2, 1866, Hamilton Papers, MS. in the Archives,
Texas State Library, Austin.

17 Ibid.; also, see A. J. Hamilton to Andrew Johnson,

July 24, 18'65, Johnson Papers.

18 Speech by Hamilton of July 2, 1866.
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to wrest control of political affairs in Texas from the

former conservative-secessionist element.

Decidedly the most vocal element in pre-convention

debate was the conservative Democrats of the state, who

were spurred to feverish activity, not in defense of slavery

or the right of secession, but in heated opposition to the

"bare idea of Negro equality."1 9 When the conservatives

spoke of making "a constitution adapted to the times,"20 it

was usually quite clear that they meant mere adherence to the

minimal requirements for restoration laid down by the Presi-

dent, followed by as few social changes as possible. In

fact, the conservative majority in the state came to see the

Johnson plan of reconstruction, and the President personally,

as the primary line of defense against Negro equality. In

consequence, they early determined to unite behind the Chief

Executive in any possible conflict he might have with the

Congress.21 As early as September, 1865, the conservative

press in Texas was predicting the formation of a "Conserva-

tive Democratic" or a great "National" party, with the

President at its head, which would oppose Negro suffrage,

declare political equality between the races to be a "polit-

ical fallacy," generally advocate a strong states right

1 9 San Antonio Daily Herald, August 31, 1865, p. 2.

20 Ibid., December 25, 1865, p. 2.

21 Ibid., August 31, 1865, p. 2.
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position, and which would eventually "extend over the

whole country, embracing the southern states, the people of

which will rally to its standard almost en masse."22 It was

the fervent hope of this conservative majority that the new

"Johnson Party" could stop the "fanatics of the North" from

imposing racial equality in the South.
2 3

An even more definite picture of these dominant polit-

ical groupings comes into focus when viewed from the

standpoint of principles advocated by individuals actually

campaigning in the fall of 1865 for seats in the constitu-

tional convention of Texas. W. C. Dalrymple, a conservative

Democrat of Travis County, published a circular in which he

openly declared that he desired the perpetuation of a "White

man's government." And, though willing to acknowledge the

Negro's freedom and right to protection of person and prop-

erty, Dalrymple was opposed to suffrage for the Negro "in

whatever form or with whatever limitations it may be proposed."

He conceded them "nothing but the station of 'hewers of wood

and drawers of waters.'"2 4  Dalrymple's opponent in the

22 Ibid., September 7, 1865, p. 2.

23 Ibid., August 31, 1865, p. 2.

2 4Circular of W. C. Dalrymple in U. S. Congress, House

of Representatives, Thirty-ninth Congress, First Session,

Report of the Joint Reconstruction Committee, 3 vols.

(Washington, 1866), III, Pt. 4, 92, hereinafter cited as

Joint Reconstruction Committee Report. As an extreme state-

ment of this "white man's government" point of view, the

editor of the San Antonio Daily Herald warned the Negro that
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Travis County race, James H. Bell, a moderate unionist who

also disclaimed suffrage for the Negro, implied that while

the North did not want to force Negro suffrage upon the

southern states,

If the people of the South are so unwise
as to attempt by state legislation to establish
a compulsory system of labor within their limits,
and thus practically to put the blacks into a
state of slavery, and if they refuse to do what
reasonably may be demanded as a condition of
restoration to their former condition as states
of the Union, the people of the North may be
easily driven to act upon those views which are
now considered Radical, and the result will be
that the Southern states will be continued under
military rule indefinitely, or the right of
suffrage will be conferred upon those who will
be prompt to organize state governments in ac-
cordance with the views of Congress.2 5

Thus, while not advocating total political equality of the

races, Bell used the threat of possible radical recon-

struction as a lever to gain support for moderate unionist

views. Interestingly, I. W. Paschal, a candidate for the

convention from Bexar County on a unionist platform, opposed

Negro suffrage on the grounds that as no other state in the

South had extended such voting privileges, for Texas to do

"this is our government and country and not his . . . like
aliens or strangers to our government, if he don't like it,
he is at liberty to seek another." San Antonio Daily Herald,
September 12, 1865, p. 2.

25 Circular of James H. Bell, Joint Reconstruction Com-
mittee Report, III, Pt. 4, 93.
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so would certainly induce a large Negro migration into the

state "to enjoy the political privileges conferred here."2 6

It seems clear that there was little difference of opinion,

except perhaps with regard to the question of compulsory

labor for the black, between conservative Democrats and

moderate unionists in their respective attitudes toward the

status of the freedman.

With regard to other Presidential prerequisites for

restoration, however, commonality of viewpoints was not so

noticeable. Responses to the demand that the state repudiate

its sizeable war debt, for example, varied from approbation,

to partial and reluctant acceptance, to outright opposition.

One conservative editor denied that such a step was either

necessary or correct, injecting his opinion that "whatever

may be the merits or demerits of secession, it is perfectly

obvious that no state which seceded can in common honesty or

decency repudiate the pecuniary liabilities which she in-

curred in the attempt." 2 7  Some candidates for the convention

favored repudiation of all the debt except that part incurred

in frontier defense during the Confederate period.2 8

26 San Antonio Daily Herald, December 25, 1865, p. 2.

2 7Ibid., December 20, 1865, p. 2.
28 Ibid., December 25, 1865, p. 2.
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All of the issues debated during the campaign were, as

far as the public was concerned, far from being simply

matters of academic or a high-level political concern. Such

matters as secession, the war debt, the Negro problem, and

state's rights, were discussed with great emotion in public

and private. Those who had lost sons defending secession,

or had a vital interest in the state debt, or were deeply

concerned and threatened by the prospect of a crumbling

racial structure, saw in the impending election an oppor-

tunity to express their fears, prejudices, frustrations, and

political judgments on concrete issues.

In addition to these key reconstruction issues, a

variety of positive suggestions for changing the existing

constitution were offered. A new educational system which

would encourage institutional development was urged.29 A

desire for the development of an independent judiciary, with

more justices appointed instead of elected, was given edi-

torial voice by many leading newspapers.30 Some leaders

proposed that the convention give serious attention to new

corporation provisions in the constitution which would en-

courage manufacturing, mining, and railroad development in

29 Ibid., September 12, 1865, p. 2.

3 0 Austin Tri-Weekly Gazette, February 8, 1866, p. 1;
editorial from the Gonzalez Inquirer, cited in the Dallas
Herald, February 17, 1866, p. 1.
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the state, and at the same time would "guard against monop-

olies." 31 Others urged the delegates to restrict more

severely the banking privileges of the state, ostensibly to

curb land and railroad speculation. 32 For others, the in-

clusion in the new constitution of an expanded homestead law

assumed great importance.33 There were some, however, who

supported none of these movements to change the social order.

Citizens who were apprehensive that the convention might go

beyond its intended purposes, consequently, urged that the

delegates concern themselves strictly with the "restoration

of the constitution as it stood before the war,'"34 and limit

possible changes in the document to those "absolutely

necessary to bring our constitution within the demands of the

general government. "35 In the light of the public concern and

heated debate already in evidence in the campaign, it was,

however, highly unlikely that the convention would restrict

itself to merely assenting to presidential demands and the

reinstitution of a previous constitution.

The elections in January passed off quietly and with a

surprisingly disappointing public response. Less than half

31
San Antonio Daily Herald, October 21, 1865, p. 2.

32 Dallas Herald, August 5, 1865, p. 1.

33 Austin Tri-Weekly Gazette, February 22, 1866, p.l.

34 Dallas Herald, August 5, 1865, p. 1.

5Ibid.,February 17, 1866, p. 1.
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of the registered voters cast a ballot. One explanation of

the light vote pointed to the absence of opposition candi-

dates and real issues. "They were all of one mind," exclaimed

the San Antonio Daily Herald. 36 This excuse perhaps grossly

oversimplified and overstated the unanimity of the people and

the candidates, although it is probably true that the people

expected little significant change in the social order from

the convention.

The delegates to the new constitutional convention

assembled in Austin on the appointed day to begin the process

of reconstructing the state constitution and reorganizing the

state government. The political character of the new body

was, however, not immediately observable. Benjamin G. Truman,

a correspondent for the New York Times, sized up the con-

vention membership as comprising "eleven real malicious

rebels . . . thirty-five extreme loyal men . . . and the

balance, some forty odd, were conservative men on both

.37sides." Truman also noted in his report that the most

common distinguishing mark among convention members was that

of a record of creditable service in the rebel army, half

to two-thirds having worn the grey, including "eleven who

had been colonels and seven who had been generals in the

3 6 San Antonio Daily Herald, February 20, 1866, p. 2.

3 7 Testimony of Benjamin C. Truman, March 14, 1866,
Joint Reconstruction Committee Report, III, Pt. 4, 137.
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rebel army." "The secretary pro-tem,'" Truman went on, "took

his seat clothed in his Confederate Uniform. "38 The San

Antonio Daily Herald noted that the Sergeant-of-Arms of the

convention had lost an arm in the Battle of the Wilderness

with Hood's Brigade, and suggested that "gunpowder had much

to do with the election, and the one essential qualification

was, has he been a soldier?" 3 9

A small but vocal minority of the delegates were "un-

conditional union men," notably, I. A. Paschal and Edward

Degener of San Antonio, John Hancock of Austin, Edmund J.

Davis, X. B. Saunders, R. H. Taylor, J. W. Flanagan, and

others. An equally small minority were "unconditional seces-

sionists," led by Oran Milo Roberts, past President of the

Secession Convention, ex-governors Hardin R. Runnels and

J. W. Henderson, J. W. Whitfield, T. N. Waul, John Ireland,

R. A. Reeves, and Judge C. A. Frazier, all prominent in Con-

federate state politics and many of whom had not secured the

required presidential pardon. The numerically dominant

group, as reporter Truman had observed, could be classed as

merely conservative, though their fear of radicalism and

38 Ibid.

3 9San Antonio Daily Herald, February 19, 1866, p. 2.
40 San Antonio Daily Herald, February 21, 1866, p. 2.
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their obvious southern sympathies led them more often than

not to vote against the unionists.41

Proceeding to the selection of convention officers, the

delegates elected as convention president on the second

ballot, James W. Throckmorton, an original unionist, and one

of the seven who had voted against secession in 1861.42 His

election met with a great deal of editorial approval since,

"as a conservative man, he will be able to harmonize the dis-

cordant elements that may compose this body," and "while he

loved the Union with idolatry, he did not hesitate to draw

his sword and couch his lance on the side of the state of

his adoption,"43 and obvious reference to his service as a

Confederate brigadier general.

Following the election of subordinate officers and

completion of the organization of the convention, I. A.

Paschal of San Antonio offered a resolution which sounded

the gun for the first verbal battle of the session. He

called upon the convention to appoint a committee to notify

the provisional governor, Hamilton, that the duly organized

convention was "ready to take the constitutional oath" and

to receive any statements he thought proper to make at that

41 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 89.

4 2 Journal of the Constitutional Convention of Texas
(Austin, 1866), p. 5, hereinafter cited as Convention Journal,
1866.

3SanAntonio Daily Herald, February 19, 1866, p. 2.
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time. This call upon the members of the convention to take

a constitutional oath evoked an immediate response from the

secessionists who claimed that such an oath was unnecessary

since the members of the convention were not serving in any

capacity as United States officials. The unionists argued

in return that the convention, having been called by the

authority of the United States government, was acting in an

official capacity under federal authority and hence each

member must take the loyalty oath. Finally, a compromise,

proposed by John Hancock and adopted by only a two vote

majority, permitted those members who had not already done

so to take the amnesty oath, which was required of all

voters in the state, but required no further act of dele-

gates who had already taken the oath. Surprisingly, the

convention voted the next day to rescind the compromise

action and passed by a comfortable margin Paschal's original

motion. Ramsdell interprets this reversal as an indication

that the delegates feared "their act would be interpreted

as an act of hostility or disrespect to the Constitution of

the United States."45 At least it indicated the uncertainty

and lack of political focus which dominated the earliest

days of the convention.

4 4 Convention Journal, 1866, pp. 11-12.

4 5 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 91.
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With this initial debate under control, the convention

was ready to receive the message of Governor Hamilton,

which came to them on February 10. In his preliminary re-

marks, Hamilton sought to explain the delay in calling a

convention. He then expressed his disappointment about the

apparent apathy of the people toward the recent election and,

in addition, confessed his disapproval of the presence of

unpardoned rebels among the body of delegates. The gover-

nor then proceeded to outline what changes in the organic

law he believed the President, the Congress, and the people

of the North expected this convention to effect if Texas

was to regain its congressional representation. First, it

was incumbent upon the convention that the right of seces-

sion be renounced by a "formal and solemn recantation of

this political heresy." Second, the convention was expected

to manifest a "cheerful acquiescence" in the abolition of

slavery by including in the new state constitution a proper

amendment recognizing as final such a change in the social

order. The governor called also for the repudiation of that

portion of the state debt created in support of the late re-

bellion, which he calculated to amount to at least three-

fourths of the state indebtedness existing at that moment.

Such a demand was, in the opinion of the governor, eminently

just since, "to provide for the payment of this debt would

be equivalent to a justification of the purposes for which
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it was created." 46 Most important of all, to the governor,

was the manner in which the convention determined the civil

and political status of the freedmen in the post-war social

structure. On this matter Hamilton prefaced his remarks by

admitting that his views would probably not find much ac-

ceptance within the convention. Nevertheless, he felt he

must warn the assembled delegates that "there could not be

devised a more successful mode of procrastinating our return

to our original position in the Union than to deny the

freedman in our midst those civil rights and privileges" to

which he was entitled. Striking out at the concept of a

"White man's government," Hamilton called for immediate and

full civil rights for the Negro, including equality before

the courts, protection of life and property, and the eventual

attainment of full suffrage privileges.48 The governor

closed his message with a solemn warning that any attempt

to deprive the Negro of "the actual fruits of victory," by

any system of laws intended to operate only upon the freed-

man, and to keep them in a condition of necessary dependence

upon their former masters'""would meet radical opposition and

drastic action by the Congress of the United States." 49

Thus, Hamilton's demands simply represented what he believed

46 Convention Journal, 1866, p. 23.

Ibid. ,p. 24. 4 8 Ibid., pp. 25-27.

49 Ibid.
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was within the President's designs and the desires of the

Congress for the reconstruction of the state.

Addressing itself to these proposed changes, the con-

vention faced first the disposition of the Ordinance of Se-

cession. Upon the wording of an ordinance which was to set

aside the secession act there was, however, little agreement.

The major point of contention in the proposed methods of in-

validating the secession action was whether the Ordinance of

Secession should simply be repealed or annulled in recog-

nition of the results of the war, or declared null and void

from the beginning of its enactment. On February 13, the

delegate from Red River County offered a resolution in

support of the latter contention. John Hancock immediately

offered a substitute which proposed that the secession

ordinance be declared "in legal contemplation void, being a

revolutionary measure and subject to the general provisions

of revolutions."5 0  The following day, former governor

Henderson voiced the secessionist position by proposing that

the preamble to the new ordinance declare that since the

United States, "by the exercise of its power during the late

war . . . has determined that a state has not the consti-

tutional right to secede . . . be it ordained . . . that the

Ordinance of Secession . . . be and is hereby repealed."5 1

X. B. Saunders injected the extreme unionist position into

5 0 Ibid., p. 35. 51Ibid., p. 38.
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the debate when he introduced a resolution declaring the act

of secession null and void ab initio, or from the inception,

a position which would in effect bring into serious question

all state laws and judicial renderings enacted during the

Confederate period.52 To further cloud the issue Judge C. A.

Frazier developed the interpretation that as a "conquered

people," Texas was not required to repeal, annul, or void

the ordinance in question, since the South's surrender had

made all state law subordinate to the will of the conqueror.53

Some chaffed at the amount of time and attention given

to the disposition of the secession ordinance,54 but it is

indisputable that members of the convention considered the

matter of vital importance. To the secessionists it was a

question of either accepting defeat or acknowledging the re-

bellion to have been a gross error at least and a treasonable

crime at worst. To the Unionists the ordinance represented

a sign by which the South would reveal its true disposition

toward the late war and its current loyalty. And, looming

always in the background was the possible Pandora's box of

legal suits which might erupt if it was implied in the action

of the convention that the government of the past four years

had been erected on questionable legal grounds. Judge

Frazier expressed this fear in a speech to the convention

5 2Ibid., p. 60. 5 3Ibid., pp. 47-48.

54 Austin Tri-Weekly Gazette, February 22, 1866, p. 1.
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on March 9 in which he maintained

If you declare this ordinance null and void
ab initio . . . in accordance with the report of
the minority of the committee, what do you do?
You invalidate all the marriages--you bastardize
all the children of the country--you annul every
contract made, and you annul every debt, since
the Ordinance of Secession.5 5

Finally, in the minds of many convention members, renunciation

of the right of secession was tantamount to branding as

traitors those who had fought for the South. Colonel John

Ireland of Guadalupe County with tremendous emotion appealed

to the convention on behalf of those "gallant souls" who had

gone into battle "in defense of constitutional liberty. "56

While such influence and argument was certainly not the

single most important factor in the convention's decision on

the ordinance, this appeal to emotion and sentiment cannot be

discounted, especially since so many Confederate soldiers

filled the ranks of the convention.

When the Committee on the Condition of the State re-

ported the ordinance, it recommended that the convention

simply acknowledge the supremacy of the Constitution of the

United States and declare the secession ordinance "annulled

and of no further effect."57 The minority of the committee

55
Speech of C. A. Frazier to the Convention, March 9,

1866, as reported in the Austin Tri-Weekly Gazette, March 15,
1866, p. 1.

5 6 Speech of John Ireland to the Convention, as reported
in the Austin Tri-Weekly Gazette, March 20, 1866, p. 1.

5 7 Convention Journal, 1866, p. 62.
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dissented and returned an ab initio ordinance for consider-

ation, and by employing obstructive tactics, the extreme

unionists were able to delay final action on the matter

until March 15. More than a month had elapsed since the

original resolution dealing with secession had been intro-

duced. Finally, by sheer strength of numbers, the con-

servatives of the convention adopted a measure, by a vote

of 43 to 37, which followed substantially the majority re-

port of the committee and declared the secession ordinance

null and void, and stated that "the right heretofore claimed

by the state of Texas to secede from the Union is hereby

distinctly renounced."58 The decision, as declared by the

content of the resolution, and the close vote passing it,

satisfied neither extreme group in the convention.

Stimulating debate of equal ferocity was the question

of what to do about the rebel war debt. An ordinance was

proposed, and supported by the Committee on Finance, which

repudiated those debts incurred in support of the war, and

even went so far as to deny future legislatures any authority

to "assume or make provision for, the payment of any portion

of the debts contracted or retained, or warrants issued by

this state, from the 28th day of January, 1861, until the

5th day of August, 1865."59 In justifying such a sweeping

move, the Finance Committee claimed that the treasury

5 8Ibid., pp. 146165. 59 Ibid., p. 117.
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warrants, which composed the greater part of the state debt,

had been issued in clear violation of constitutional re-

strictions.60 To adopt the recommended resolution meant that

a debt in excess of $8,000,000, including the direct "war

debt" and other state obligations assumed during the war

years, would be repudiated. This figure included $3,000,000

owed for "soldiers pay, supplies, transport, etc.,"

$1,137.406.65 due the School Fund, $1,888,397.90 in out-

standing treasury warrants, and $998,440 outstanding in the

form of 8 per cent state bonds and interest to January 1,

1866. Only the residual debt of the Republic, consisting of

$110,613.23, was to be retained.6 1

Such action was justified further on the grounds that

most of the state warrants had found their way into the hands

of "heartless stay-at-home speculators" who had preyed on the

poverty stricken soldiers.62 Strongly worded newspaper

editorials questioned the proposal and pointed out that much

of the debt had been incurred for strictly civil services,

60 Article VII, Section 8 of the 1845 Texas Constitution
states that "'in no case shall the legislature have the power
to issue 'treasury warrants,' 'treasury notes,' or paper
money of any description intended to circulate as money."
This stipulation was carried over into the 1861 Confederate
State Constitution. John Sayles, editor, The Constitutions
of the State of Texas (St. Louis, 1888), pp. 208, 320.

6 1 American Annual Cyclopedia, V, 787; E. T. Miller, "The
State Finances of Texas During the Civil War," The Southwest-
ern Historical Quarterly, XIV (July, 1910), 87-109.

6 2 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 102.
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particularly in defense of the frontier and as such ought to

be honored.63

Support within the convention was strong, based partic-

ularly on the fear that an excessive debt would be an impediment

to immigration into the state and threaten bankruptcy for the

government.64 On March 15, after less than two weeks con-

sideration, an ordinance passed declaring that all debts

"created by the State of Texas in aid of the late war,

directly or indirectly" were null and void, and denying

future legislatures the right "to assume or provide for the

payment of . . . any portion of the debts contracted or in-

curred, directly or indirectly, by the Confederate States,

or by its agents, or by its authority . . . or warrants issued

by this state, from the 28th day of January, 1861, until the

,,655th day of August, 1865. . The resolution as adopted

was essentially the same as proposed earlier by the Finance

Committee. Interestingly, the old soldiers in the convention,

who had bitterly and successfully campaigned against any

denial of the right to secede, easily repudiated every ex-

pense remotely associated with the conduct of the secession

government, and, in so doing, went far beyond the mandatory

requirements of both the President and the Congress.

63 San Antonio Daily Herald, April 3, 1866, p. 2; Austin
Tri-Weekly Gazette, February 15, 1866, p. 1.

6 4 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 102.

6 5 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 333-334.
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Apparently, in the minds of the convention members, the

secession and the fighting had been both legal and laudable,

while the debts resulting from the same were anathema.

The most critical issue, insofar as northern public

opinion was concerned, which the convention considered, was

the matter of the status of the freedmen. Since the thir-

teenth amendment had been ratified in December, 1865, declaring

slavery unconstitutional, there was little question as to the

action of the Texas Convention on that issue. The Committee

on General Provisions recommended that article eight of the

state constitution be stricken and replaced with the pro-

vision that African slavery, "having been terminated within

this state by the government of the United States, by force

of arms, and its reestablishment being prohibited by the

amendment to the Constitution of the United States," then

such slavery, except for punishment for crime, "shall not ex-

ist in this state." 6 6

Although the question of slavery evoked little comment,

the remainder of the committee's recommendations concerning

the freedmen brought forth a storm of debate. It was further

proposed that the Negroes should have full rights of testimony

in any court case "involving rights or injury to any of them

provided that, in all cases in which they may be heard

66 Convention Journal, 1866, p. 52.
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as witnesses against a white person, it shall be in open

court and the latter shall have the right to testify in his

own behalf, and they shall have the same right when testified

against by a white person. "67 A strong and active unionist

minority within the convention objected to any restrictions

whatsoever on Negro testimony,68 while the ultra-conservative

element did not feel the proposed restrictions were strong

enough. Supporters of unlimited Negro testimony were moti-

vated by both a genuine concern for the freedmen's rights6 9

and a recognizable fear that the refusal of the convention to

extend such rights might well bring retaliation from Congress.7 0

Numerous amendments were offered further restricting or

liberalizing Negro testimony, but the original committee

report on the measure was adopted with few essential changes.

Under the new constitution, as proposed by the con-

vention, the Negro would be free, howbeit "by force of arms;"

would be protected, hopefully, in his personal and property

rights "by appropriate legislation;" and would be treated

equally in court, with his testimony acceptable in all cases

involving "any of them," and, by special action of future

legislatures, admissible in cases against whites.7 1

67 Ibid. 6 8 Ibid., p. 97.

69Ibid.

70 Dallas Herald, September 30, 1865, p. 1.

7 1 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 326-329.
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The attitude of the convention on the subject of Negro

suffrage was registered early in the deliberations when on

February 15, Edmund J. Davis, destined to serve as president

of a later state convention and as governor during Radical

Reconstruction, introduced a resolution requiring that the

constitutional provision on voting pay no attention to color

or race. An observer noted that Davis' motion "was laid on

the table without much ceremony. "72 Edward Degener of Bexar

County, a prominent unionist, issued an impassioned and

lengthy plea, on behalf of the minority report of the Com-

mittee on the Legislative Department, that the convention

extend suffrage to the Negro, with literacy qualifications

attached to the privilege.73 Little support, however,

could be found in the convention for what was considered by

most to be radical and unnecessary. In fact, Oran Roberts,

spokesman for the militant secessionists, went so far as to

introduce an ordinance declaring that as "the permanent pre-

servation of the white race" was the "paramount object of the

people of Texas," the legislature should be granted by the

constitution the power "to pass all such laws, relating

especially to the African race within her limits, as may be

necessary to secure their ultimate removal or colonization,

72 San Antonio Daily Herald, February 20, 1866, p. 2.

73 Convention Journal, 1866, pp. 81-91.
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so as to give place to an unmixed white race. "74 Although

this extreme measure died quietly in committee, it did in-

dicate the presence within the convention of the strong

feeling among many that if the essential socio-economic

distinctions between the races were to be maintained, severe

legislative restrictions on the Negro would be necessary in

the future. In any case, the exclusion of "Africans and

descendants of Africans" from voting was secured with little

opposition. 75 Notably, the Negro was also excluded from any

educational opportunities accruing from the public school

fund of the state, although it was provided that any special

educational taxes collected from Negroes would be allocated

for the schooling of that race. The convention would go only

so far as to "encourage schools among these people." 7 6

Early in the convention there had been numerous attempts

to limit the work of that body to dealing with key recon-

struction issues. These matters had been dealt with, but

the work of the convention was far from over. Other vital

matters, having nothing to do with the restoration of the

state to the Union, clamored for attention. One such item

4Ibid.,p. 119.

75 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 302.

76 Ibid., pp. 328-329.

7 7 Convention Journal, 1866, p. 49; Dallas Herald,
February 24, 1866, p. 1; March 3, 1866, p. 1; Austin Tri-
Weekly Gazette, March 22, 1866, p. 1.
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was the necessity for action with regard to the acts of the

Confederate state government and the recent provisional

government. All parties recognized that the non-rebellious

acts of these governments must be embodied into organic law

and legitimized if the preservation of an orderly society

was to be insured. Over the past five years the state

government had in some form supervised property transfers,

estate dispersals, the registry of vital statistics, judicial

decisions, business contracts, and a host of other normal

business and social activities, which were obviously dis-

tinguishable from the laws enacted in aid of the rebellion.

To validate such transactions as were not offensive, a gen-

eral "omnibus" ordinance was passed on March 30 by which the

convention "declared to be in full force" all laws enacted

by the state legislatures since February 1, 1861, and all

acts of courts and officers of courts, and acts of the state

executive and his agents, not in conflict with the state

constitution as it existed prior to February 1, 1861, or the

U. S. Constitution, and not annulled by this convention.

Further, the ordinance validated the acts of the provisional

government and declared "null and void" all the proceedings

of the Secession Convention.78 This same ordinance prohibited

the initiation of any suit or prosecution in pursuit of

recovery of any property or money surrendered to officials

78 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 342-343.
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who were acting on the authority of the Confederate Congress.

Neither could any person be prosecuted for any damage in

flicted on person or property "'in pursuance of military or

civil authority given by the Confederate States' government

or by this state. . . ." Furthermore, persons absent from

the state during the war, against whom any judgment had been

rendered in that absence, were allowed two years from the

first day of April, 1866, to "reopen and set aside such

judgment. . . ."79

An ordinance providing for the election of state

officers, and fixing a time for the meeting of the legis-

lature, evoked unexpected debate. The initial resolution

offered called for the election to be held on the first

Monday in May, 1866. The majority report of the Committee

on the Legislative Department placed the election date on

the first Monday in July, with the state officials so elected

to assume their duties on the first Monday in August. The

report of that committee's minority, representing the

unionist view, wanted to submit the convention's work to

the people on the first Monday in June, have an election

for state officers the first Monday in August, and convene

the legislature on the first Monday in September.80

79 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 343-344.

80 Convention Journal, 1866, pp. 140, 261-265.
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These differences on timing were closely associated with

questions about the manner of submitting to the people the

work of the convention. Actually, a variety of plans had

been offered, including a resolution to submit each amend-

ment proposed by the convention to the electorate for

separate action. This suggestion was quickly tabled.81 A

plan gaining vigorous support was that proposed by M. T.

Johnson of Tarrant County which called upon the convention

to consider as "final," without submission to the people,

those major reconstruction ordinances such as dealt with

secession, the war debt, and slavery. All other amendments

would then be submitted to the electorate.82 A third plan

was presented in the form of a resolution making the action

of the convention on all matters final with no part of the

document or ordinances being submitted to the people.
8 3

Outside the convention, it was suggested that the Consti-

tution of 1845, as amended up to 1861, stand as the

constitution of Texas, and that the ordinances and some of

the amendments, particularly those relating to the Negro's

status and the war debt be voted on by the people separate-

ly. 84Obviously, preference for a particular method or date

8 1Ibid., p. 297. 8 2Ibid., p. 49.

83 Ibid., p. 300.

8 4AustiLn Tri-Weekly Gazette, March 27, 1866, p. 1.
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for submitting the work of the convention would be largely

determined by an individual's political point of view or

his private interests. The plan finally adopted called for

the immediate validation of the constitution in force as of

January 28, 1861, the chief reconstruction ordinances on the

freedmen, the war debt, and secession, and an additional

ordinance assuming the United States direct tax. All other

amendments to the constitution were to be submitted to the

people at the first general election, to be held on the

fourth Monday in June, 1866. At that time the people were

to pass only on "the whole Constitution as proposed to be

amended," and not vote on each amendment separately. State

officials were to be elected at the same time, and were to

be installed on the first Monday in August, 1866, at which

time the legislature would begin its session.85

These decisions regarding the organization of the

state government represented a victory for the conservative

forces in the convention. The people would be forced to

accept without voice the major reconstruction decisions, and

would be forced also to either adopt the other amendments in

a body, or live under the constitution adopted for the

state in 1845, an organic law based on pre-Civil War con-

ditions.

85 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 334, 335, 341.
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Insofar as other organic changes in the constitution

were concerned, some noteworthy .observation might be made.

The convention extended the terms and increased the salaries

of many high level state officials. Several executive and

judicial positions were made appointive that had previously

been elective under the old constitution. In a move to

prevent possible carpetbagger influence in the state, the

convention injected a provision in the constitution requir-

ing that only those resident in the state for at least five

years immediately preceding an election were eligible for

seats in the Texas legislature.86 Another victory for

conservatism was the section providing that legislative ap-

portionment among the counties, cities, and towns was to be

distributed "according to the number of white population in

each . . ,"87 which meant that the freeing of the slaves

would not be allowed to radically alter the political make-

up of the state.

Under the article on General Provisions, power was

granted the legislature to guarantee the bonds of railroad

companies to the extent of $15,000 per mile, provided that

the railroad "shall have previously graded and prepared at

least twenty-five miles of its roadways" in advance of any

grant, and provided that all funds so guaranteed were to be

used exclusively in the development of the railroad itself.

8 6 Ibid , pp. 303-305. 8 7 Ibid., pp. 306-307.
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Strict regulations providing heavy fines for misappropriation

of railroad funds, placing a first lien by the state on the

railroad, and requiring that periodic reports on railroad

affairs be made public were included as a part of the rail-

road article. Further, a two-thirds vote of both houses of

the legislature was made necessary to secure the state's

guarantee of such bonds for any railroad line.8 8

In response to the business conservatism represented

in the convention, the new constitution continued the out-

lawing of banking corporations in Texas, while other private

corporations required a two-thirds vote of both houses of

the legislature to secure a charter.89 Such action by the

convention certainly represented the cautious attitude with

which Texans approached the banking and industrial boom then

taking place in the United States and which would in a few

years result in a major nation-wide depression.

The Committee on General Provisions also recommended a

major change in the mode of calling a convention and amend-

ing the constitution in the future. The proposal set forth

by the committee instructed the legislature, by three-fourths

vote of both houses, and with the approval of the governor,

to call a convention of the people "for the purpose of

altering, amending, or reforming the constitution," when it

deemed such a course desirable. It was also stipulated that

8 8 Ibid. pp. 324-325. 8 9Ibid., p. 323.
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the legislature by a two-thirds vote of both houses, could

propose amendments to be voted upon by the people. When

engrossed into the constitution, these provisions simply

tightened the control over the ability of the legislature to

propose amendments or to call an amending conference.
9 0

The convention proposed numerous alterations of the

constitutional provisions on education, increasing the

article on that subject from four to eleven sections. The

most significant changes included the allocation of sections

of land out of those granted to railroads for the enrichment

of the school fund; granting the legislature the power to

levy school taxes; and the creation of a permanent univer-

sity fund and the office of State Superintendent of Public

Instruction. Another change was a section restricting the

legislature from investing any part of the perpetual school

fund of the state, except in United States or Texas state

bonds, or such bonds as the state might guarantee. The last

stipulation presumably opened up the possibility of invest-

ment of the school funds in railroads chartered by the

state.91

In the closing days of the convention, a volume of

ordinances were passed which provided for the assessment

and collection of state taxes for 1866; requested federal

aid for frontier protection; authorized the legislature to

90Ibid. , pp. 249, 325. 9 1 Ibid., pp. 328-330.
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provide for the possible future division of the state; vali-

dated the government's obligation to those state troops who

served under Governor Houston prior to secession; appropri-

ated money to pay the expenses of the convention; and urged

the Congress to use its power to "cause a south branch of the

Union Pacific Railroad to be immediately constructed through

the Indian Territory. . 0.192

Almost two months after its first meeting, the Consti-

tutional Convention of Texas adjourned on April 2, 1866.

The document it had constructed and the ordinances it had

prescribed reflected the essential conservatism of the

majority of its membership. Slavery had been abolished "by

force of arms" and its demise was reluctantly accepted by

the delegates. Secession was repealed but not repented.

The Negro was accorded minimal civil rights but denied

certain testimonial privileges in court, citizenship,

suffrage, the right to hold office, as well as access to

the public schools. More importantly, the guarantee sought

by provisional governor Hamilton and the unionists that the

legislature would be prohibited from instituting a compul-

sory labor system aimed at the freedman was not to be found

in the new constitution. Yet, it is true that the document

could be considered progressive when compared with the

other "Johnson State" constitutions of the South. Though he

92 Ibid., pp. 336-353.
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was thoroughly disappointed in the convention's treatment of

the freedmen, even Hamilton was forced to admit that the

Texas body had avoided some of the more flagrant abuses of

the other rebel state conventions.93 It is difficult to

imagine, however, an objective desired by the secessionist

element in the convention which was not achieved in the con-

struction of the new state constitution. The conservative

majority in the convention, encouraged by the developing

belligerency between the President and the congressional

radicals, and guided by their own desire to maintain an

essentially unchanged socio-political structure in Texas,

had supported the basic principles of the secessionist

minority. It remained to be seen, however, how far the

people of the state would support the work of the Convention,

and how long a constitution devised in accordance with

Presidential policies but devoid of the additional "guarantees"

sought by the Republican Congress could stand.

9 3A. J. Hamilton to Andrew Johnson, March 28, 1866,

Johnson Papers.



CHAPTER II

THE RISE AND FALL OF CONSERVATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL

GOVERNMENT, 1866-1867

The people of Texas had almost three months, from

April 2 to June 26, 1866, to evaluate the proposed consti-

tution and select state political leadership under its

provisions. During that brief but hotly contested campaign

debate over the actual content of the new constitution be-

came a secondary consideration since the internal politics

of the state and the growing storm in Washington over recon-

struction policies dominated the thinking and utterances of

all public figures. To properly interpret the events sur-

rounding the rise and fall of the Texas constitution of

1866 and the state government which was erected upon it,

it is necessary to examine the total historical context which

produced and then destroyed that document.

Just prior to the adjournment of the constitutional

convention, both major factions met to select the standard-

bearers of their respective caucuses. Twenty-five delegates,

self-styled "Union Republicans," called upon the provisional

governor, A. J. Hamilton, to lead them as their candidate

for the governorship of the state. Hamilton declined the

nomination, saying that his desperate financial situation

40
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must command his attention. "To be brief, I am too poor,"

said Hamilton.1 A more correct evaluation of the provisional

governor's motives can be made, perhaps, from an undated

letter, entitled "The Union Story of Texas Before, During

and After the Civil War," which he sent to Washington by

a John Allen sometime prior to the constitutional convention

of 1866. In this circular letter to national Republican

leaders Hamilton revealed that even before the convention

began he had no intention of supporting any government which

might grow out of its deliberation. The governor had, in

his estimation, given the President's policy of reconstruction

an adequate trial in Texas and found it "insufficient and

impractical," and he hoped that the chief executive "would

feel constrained to refer the whole matter to Congress."

Hamilton himself, now thoroughly convinced that not even the

proposed fourteenth amendment was a sufficient guarantee of

Negro equality or southern "loyalty," confessed that he was

growing restive and did not intend "to play the role beyond

the close of the forthcoming convention. . . ." He indicated

plans to come to Washington by March 1, "When I intend to

resign unless Congress in the meantime shall have taken the

case of the rebellious states under its jurisdiction and

control." Hamilton also evaluated what he believed to be

1 A.J. Hamilton to Committee Nominating Him as Governor,

March 25, 1866, as published in San Antonio Daily Herald,
April 4, 1866, p. 2.
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the design of the "slave oligarchy" in Texas as a scheme to

promote

An issue between the majority in Congress

and the President. They have tried to induce

him to believe that they greatly favor and ad-

mire him, while the truth is they hate him as

much as they do the majority in Congress. They

have hoped and prayed that he was intent upon

rebuilding the old Democratic party and to that

end intent upon his policy of reconstruction

mainly to secure an accession of strength for

this purpose.2

From this correspondence it is understandable that Hamilton

would have little interest in being a candidate for a

government to be erected under the new constitution.

Consequently, the Union Republicans nominated Elisha M.

Pease, an ex-governor of the state who had enjoyed much

popular support in earlier days. For the other high execu-

tive and judicial offices they nominated such known original

unionists as James H. Bell, Ben H. Epperson, William H.

Johnson, William E. Jones and Judge Colbert Calwell. 
3

The conservatives, composed of original secessionists

and old Democratic party leaders, chose in their caucuses

the designation of "Conservative Union Party" and nominated

the convention president, James W. Throckmorton for governor.

George W. Smith, Richard Coke, George W. Jones, and other

2Undated Circular Letter of A. J. Hamilton carried to

Washington, D. C., by John Allen [c. 1865-1866], MS.

Hamilton Papers.

3San Antonio Daily Herald, April 9, 1866, p. 2.
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ultra-conservative figures joined Throckmorton on the "Con-

servative Union" ticket.4

The ensuing campaign was a bitter struggle for control

of the state government between those interested in main-

taining an essentially unchanged socio-political structure

in the state and those who sought additional guarantees of

liberty and equality for the Negro and the establishment of

a truly "loyal" state government. The conduct of the cam-

paign exhibited a distinct lack of public interest in the

character of the new constitution and a fixed public concern

with the National Reconstruction policies of the President

and the Congress.

The platform of the Union Republicans, as seen in the

speeches of its standard bearers, was moderate enough. With

regard to the work of the convention, Pease conceded that

that body had granted to the freedman a greater measure of

civil rights than any other of the Confederate states, al-

though it did stop short of full civil rights on an equal

basis with white men. He suggested that the convention had

erred in failing to declare the Ordinance of Secession null

and void from the beginning "as was recommended by President

Johnson," and in so doing had actually aided the cause of

congressional radicals "who assert the right to take

possession of our state and govern it as a territory for an

4Ibid.
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indefinite period on the grounds that we were out of the

Union by virtue of the ordinance of secession." The Repub-

lican candidate also upbraided the convention for denying the

freedman access to the general school fund, an act which

created "the impression that our people are opposed to the

improvement and education of this unfortunate race." Pease,

in a move for conservative support, stated his conviction

that the question of Negro suffrage "belongs to the state

governments alone," and since it had been settled in the new

constitution, it should not be an issue in the election.

He weakened his own position, however, by admitting that

"some of the Union men of Texas favor qualified Negro

suffrage" and "if Congress demanded it" he would assent to

Negro suffrage, qualified by literacy tests, "rather than

to have Texas remain in a provisional or territorial con-

dition." Finally, Pease denounced as "unwise and unjust"

the urging of conservative opponents of his party that the

citizens of the state renounce "the majority in Congress,

or the Union Party of the North as hostile to our interest

and unworthy of our confidence." This recommendation of

the Conservative Union ticket, so Pease declared, came from

"Believers and advocates of the doctrine of secession . .

the same politicians who deposed General Houston and over-

threw our state government in 1861. "5

5San Antonio Daily Express, May 24, 1866, p. 2.
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The conservative reply to "The Radical Platform" as

they saw it was to accuse the Pease party of political

duplicity, of trying to support the President and court the

congressional radicals simultaneously. The conservative

press announced that the key issue of the election was

Whether the enlightened and liberal recon-
struction policy of President Johnson shall be
carried out, or whether the Radical majority in
Congress shall be sustained in their efforts to
hold eleven states as "conquered provinces" de-

prived of all their privileges, except that of
paying taxes! . . . Let all minor issues be un-
thought of. If the President is overslaughed
the last hope of the white race in the South is
extinguished.7

The conservatives applauded the President's veto of the

Freedman's Bureau and Civil Rights bills, calling the Bureau

a "Hydra-headed monster"8 and reminding the people that

their interest unquestionably "lies on the side of the

President."9 Referring to the Union Republicans only as

"Radicals," the conservatives further accused their opponents

of being "a combination . . . for the purpose of perpetuat-

ing military rule, with the ultimate objective of territor-

ializing the state for the better carrying out of a wholesale

confiscation policy." 10 To substantiate their claims that

6 The Dallas Herald, April 21, 1866, p. 1.

7 San Antonio Daily Herald, April 9, 1866, p. 2.

8Ibid., June 19, 1866, p. 2.

9The Texas Republican, March 2, 1866, p. 1.

10 Galveston Daily News, April 14, 1866, p. 1.
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the Texas Republicans were pro-Congress and for Negro

suffrage, the conservatives challenged the opposition party

to repudiate the recent passage by the Congress of the

fourteenth amendment, which made the Negro a citizen and was

tantamount, so the conservatives claimed, to validating

Negro suffrage.1 1

Throckmorton, the Conservative Union candidate for

governor, tended to be more moderate and noncommittal in his s

public utterances than was the press who supported his candi-

dacy. He called for strict adherence to the President's

program of reconstruction yet voiced a real concern that the

President's policy was about to be defeated. He urged Texans

to be patient, support "whatever law is passed, however

odious it may be," and "by our conduct and example sustain

the majesty and supremacy of the law. "12 Support for the

conservative candidate grew steadily and anti-radical ani-

mosity proliferated as the election neared. The San Antonio

Daily Herald, on June 13, estimated the strength of the Con-

servative Union ticket as six to one over the radicals and

looked confidently toward a "triumphant victory. . . .13

In the midst of the campaign's final weeks, Provisional

11 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 19, 1866, p. 2.

1 2 Speech by J. W. Throckmorton, published in the Houston

Telegraph, as cited by Ramsdell in Reconstruction in Texas,

p. 110.

13 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 13, 1866, p. 2.
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Governor Hamilton, observing the hopelessness of the cause,

and true to his earlier declarations, turned over the duties

of his office to his Secretary of State, James H. Bell, and

trudged north to enlist the aid of Congress for his cause

in Texas. Making the most of the incident, the San Antonio

Daily Herald chided Hamilton for being overcome with a

"nigger and persecution" complex and in his behalf phrased

the following:

His native senses forsook him, all save that

of smell, and as he journeys Washingtonwards, to

see and rub against Thaddeus, surnamed Stevens .

we fancy we hear him repeating:

Oh your rose and water
I bery much do scorn
For de nigger hab de sweet scent
De moment dey is born.1 4

Later, from Washington, Hamilton proved to be a much more

formidable foe of Texas conservatives than he had been while

in the State, but for the moment such ridicule proved effec-

tive in garnering votes for the Throckmorton ticket.

Fear of Negro equality, hostility to congressional

radicals, the hint of possible confiscation of property and

of externally imposed political domination, all combined to

bring the Conservative Union ticket a total victory on

election day. Throckmorton and his supporters triumphed by

an overwhelming majority of nearly four to one, or 48,631 to

12,051. Of the thirty-three state senators elected only two

14 Ibid., June 14, 1866, p. 2.
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were Republicans, while the ninety members of the new state

House of Representatives included only five supporters of

the Hamilton-Unionist faction.5 The constitutional amend-

ments, which had been subordinated to the internal political

struggle all through the campaign, were ratified by 28,119

to 23,400 votes. Ramsdell speculates that this comparatively

small majority may have been due to the unpopularity of the

general increases in salaries for state officials.16 A more

likely evaluation might be that the conservatism of the con-

vention on non-reconstruction issues, particularly with

regard to railroads, banking privileges, and the judicial

system, had met with widespread public disapproval.

The results of the election were greeted by a variety

of responses. The conservative press hailed the "unexampled

unanimity" of the people as simply the result of "devotion to

that great champion of constitutional right, Andrew Johnson,

who has so nobly defended the people of the South from the

attacks made upon them by a radical Congress. "17 Modern

historians have likewise acknowledged that the election was

a mandate for presidential reconstruction in the state.
1 8

1 5American Annual Cyclopedia, VI, 741-742.

1 6 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 112.

1 7San Antonio Daily Herald, July 18, 1866, p. 2.

18Seth Shepherd McKay, Seven Decades of the Texas Con-

stitution (Lubbock, 1942)., pp. 14-i5.
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If this judgment is correct, it tends to lend value to the

supposition that the voters of the State were quite confident

that the President would win his ensuing struggle with

Congress.

In July, 1866, shortly before the inaugural, Throckmorton,

now the governor-elect, wrote the President expressing his

fear that there would be some attempt made to prolong the

provisional government and negate the results of the election.

Throckmorton assured Johnson that should the state govern-

ment be turned over to those elected, "It will pass from the

hands opposed into that of those who are alike the friends

of your policy and the lovers of the Union of the states."1 9

Apparently Johnson agreed, and when the new constitutional

government was installed in early August, the President

issued a proclamation on August 20, 1866, to the effect that

with the restoration of Texas the insurrection was at an end

and "peace, order, tranquility and civil authority now exist

in and throughout the whole of the United States of America. "20

During that same summer of 1866, Texans had read with

interest the report of the Joint Reconstruction Committee of

Congress.21 When in June the committee presented its

19 J.W. Throckmorton to Andrew Johnson, July 24, 1866,

Johnson Papers.

20 James D. Richardson, editor, Messages and Papers of

the Presidents, 10 vols. (Washington, 1880-1897), VI, 438.

2 1 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 17, 1866, p. 2.
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recommendations to both Houses of the national legislative

body, it contained little to encourage the new state govern-

ments of the South so recently effected under the presidential

plan. The legislative examiners had probed deeply the abstract

and complex constitutional questions regarding the legal

status of the conquered rebel states. Their conclusions were

momentous in setting the stage for the reconstruction policies

which their successors would adopt in the next session of

Congress which would convene following the fall elections of

1866.

Briefly, the committee adjudged that the state govern-

ments erected under the Johnson Plan were invalid, having

been established without legal authority. In reviewing the

character and activities of these new state authorities the

Committee was severely critical. The glaring sins of the

rebel governments most prominently mentioned in the committee

report involved such things as the election of unpardoned

ex-Confederates to high public office; refusal to secure for

the newly freed slave the civil rights due him as a citizen

of the United States; abuse of the Freedman's Bureau and

southerners of Union sympathies; and generating obvious

hostility to the people and government of the United States

through the press and other public utterances. In the eyes

of the Joint Committee, the people of the South were obvious-

ly "affording no evidence whatever of repentance for their

crime," and had expressed no regret "except that they no
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longer had the power to continue the desperate struggle."

The investigators, therefore, recommended that Congress

summarily reject the elected representatives of the "re-

stored" states to the federal legislature, lest "treason,

defeated in the field . . . take possession of the Congress

and the cabinet," and that recognition of the newly created

rebel state governments be withheld until such time as new

governments, obviously loyal by congressional standards,

could be formed.2 2

The new Texas Constitution and the state government

erected upon it came into existence and both were substantially

approved by the people only weeks after the publication of

the Joint Reconstruction Committee's report. It remained to

be seen just how long the new state government of Texas could

escape the condemnation of Congress, and what might be done

to erase the taint of disloyalty and oppression placed on

the state by the Joint Committee. It was perfectly clear to

the new Texas governor that his administration must conduct

itself with great care in order to prevent agitating Congress

further. In his inaugural address Throckmorton carefully and

bluntly laid before the people and legislature the difficul-

ties which had to be acknowledged, declaring that the status

of his government was anything but sure, that the loyalty of

the people of the state was generally disbelieved, and that

2 2Joint Reconstruction Committee Report, III, pp. vii-

xviii.
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at best "The surroundings are uninviting, the future appears

inauspicious. ,23

Assuming the leadership of the state government,

Throckmorton was made immediately aware of a variety of

problems which could possibly obstruct effective government

of the state. Economically, the state was sound. Located

as they were well outside the major fighting zones, Texas

fields were unravaged. Texas commerce and agriculture

generated a "hopeful, even cheering" attitude on the part of

observers.24 Immigrants to the state were promised cheap

land and immediate success.25 The state treasury, thanks

to the repudiation of practically the entire state debt and

the economy of the provisional government, had a balance of

$96,OOO.26

Socially, post-war Texas was troubled by both a general

lawlessness, a frontier ravaged by wild Indians, and the ever

present problem of the disoriented Negro. The last mentioned

problem presented the most formidable obstacle to the general

peace. Wholly unprepared for the task of assimilating the

freedman into post-war culture as the average Texan was, it

2 3 Journal of the House of Representatives of the State

of Texas, Eleventh Legislature, First Session (Austin, 1866),
p. 19; hereinafter cited as House Journal.

A. J. Hamilton to Andrew Johnson, March 1, 1866,

Johnson Papers.

25
The Texas Almanac (Dallas, 1867), pp. 225-226.

2 6 American Annual Cyclopedia, VI, 741.
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is not surprising that a great deal of the 
violence and law-

lessness of the period immediately after the 
war was

associated with Negro-white relations. The newly freed

laborers tended either to roam the countryside aimlessly 
or

congregate in villages and around military posts. An in-

spector for the Freedman's Bureau found over 
400,000 Negroes

in Texas in his tour of the state in the fall of 1865. Many

of these freedmen refused to work, laboring as they were

under the impression that on January 1, there would be a

general distribution of land, stock, and farming equipment

among the Negroes by the Federal government.27 
In many

sections of the state Negroes were unaware that they had

been freed at all,28 while relations generally between

whites and Negroes were so strained that the Union 
commander

of the Southwest proclaimed that should federal troops 
be

withdrawn from Texas "a war of races, to some extent, would

probably be a consequence. "29

In the meantime, relations between white political

factions, worsened by the bitterness of the recent election,

often erupted into violence. The bitterness of defeat com-

bined with arrogance of the victor often produced an

2 7Testimony of General W. E. Strong, Joint Reconstruction

Committee Report, III, Pt. 4, pp. 35-39.
28 Ibid.

2 9 Communication of Major General Phil Sheridan, 
Joint

Reconstruction Committee Report, III, Pt. 4, 123.
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inflammatory situation which, at times, eventuated in the

maiming or death of one or both of the contesting parties.

More often than not, if reports can be believed, it was the

Union man who suffered most. 3 0

In the light of dominant conditions Throckmorton's aims

as governor were simple. He desired to restore law and

order; to secure removal of military garrisons from the

state's population centers, where they were allegedly inter-

fering with civil authorities, to the frontier where the

governor assumed they were more greatly needed; and to bring

to an end any need for the courts of the Freedman's Bureau.

In attempting to accomplish these goals, the governor faced

a weak treasury, a hostile military establishment, popular

confusion and unrest, and, above all, daily rumors emanating

from a variety of sources that his government would be dis-

placed at any moment and military control substituted. 31

To eliminate the need for military courts, Throckmorton

urged state and local civil officials to greater diligence

in enforcing the law, hoping thereby to at least encourage

the military to yield jurisdiction. Efforts in this respect

noticeably lacked success, however, as responsible officials

encountered the usual direct, rough, frontier citizen who

3F. W. Reinhard to lst Lt. J. P. Richardson, April 5,
1868, The Texas Indian Papers 4 vols. (Austin, 1959-1961),
IV, 93.

31 San Antonio Daily Herald, July 8, 1866, p. 2.
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often preferred to dispense his own brand of justice. And,

while overall lawlessness might actually have been decreas-

ing, to visitors, especially federal inspectors and military

attaches, who usually resided in the more settled climes 
of

the North, the Texas "fair fight" method of settling personal

differences seemed to bespeak a chaotic state of local

affairs. As long as such unregulated methods of dispatching

transgressors of the law prevailed, it was unlikely that

northern observers, used to the more orderly processes of an

established judiciary, would report Texas as a safe place

for unionists and freedmen.32 In addition, Throckmorton

himself constantly clashed with military officials who re-

fused to respect his authority as governor in the manner he

deemed proper. In Texas, as in the rest of the South, the

military and Freedman's Bureau officials tended to act in

such a way as to facilitate the congressional overthrow of

the civil government which had come into being under presi-

dential orders. Agents of the Bureau and some military

commanders were accused of defying civil authority in Texas

by preempting civil court decisions, releasing prisoners,

and protecting almost anyone accused of a crime so long as

the accused claimed that his threatened incarceration was

the result of his loyalty to the Union rather than any

32 "Reports of Civil Disorders and Violence in Texas,"

Congressional Globe, Thirty-ninth Congress, Second Session

(Washington, 1866),, p. 1376.
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actual misdeed.33 Such antagonism between federal and state

authorities made effective cooperation in bringing law and

order to the state almost impossible.

Meanwhile, the Eleventh Legislature of Texas was not

aiding the governor's efforts to convince northerners of the

new state government's loyalty. The legislature had

assembled in Austin shortly before the adjournment of Congress.

The constituency of the new state assembly, as previously

mentioned, contained few Republicans whose body politic in

Texas was neither numerically strong nor sufficiently orga-

nized to alter significantly the direction of the government.

The membership of the legislature was, consequently, over-

whelmingly conservative, with power being divided between

the conservative unionist and the original secessionists.
3 4

With the Report of the Joint Reconstruction Committee and

the examples of other southern legislatures before them, the

Texas lawmakers proceeded to handle, or mishandle, the basic

issues of reconstruction in such a way as to make almost

certain a congressional rejection of the state's constitu-

tional government.

3 3 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 127-128; San

Antonio Daily Herald, September 16, 1866, p. 2; J. W.

Throckmorton to Adjutant General E. D. Townsend, June 8,

1867, Johnson Papers.

34 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 114.
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The first order of business for the legislature was the

election of congressional representation. In the United

States Senate election the Conservative Unionists, with a

wary eye on northern opinion, put forth the more moderate

John Hancock and B. H. Epperson. The former secessionists,

ignoring possible Republican reaction, nominated Oran Milo

Roberts, president of the Secession Convention of 1861, and

the aged David G. Burnett, once ad-interim president of the

Republic of Texas. Burnett, the candidate from the western

portion of the state, easily bested Hancock. In the battle

for the eastern seat, however, it was not until the thir-

teenth ballot that Roberts finally defeated Epperson, and

then only by a twelve vote margin, 61-49. 35 The resistance

encountered by Roberts was explained by one conservative

legislator who, although he admired the "Old Alcalde," had

nonetheless voted against him because:

Hamilton and his radical friends will cry

aloud in the streets and from the housetops,

"We told you so; Texas has elected Roberts to

the Senate, who was President of the Secession

Convention that led Texas out of the Union!"

This is what they wil1 say and for fear of it

I voted against him.36

Former Confederate notables were also elected to seats in

the House of Representatives,, thus assuring that the Texas

35 Texas, Eleventh Legislature, First Session, House

Journal, pp. 577-583.

3 6San Antonio Daily Herald, August 29, 1866, p. 2.
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delegation to the new Congress would bear the common stigma

of the secessionist brand. Supporters of Johnson's recon-

struction policy in Texas had, by this action, simply supplied

the President's opposition with additional ammunition for

the supplanting of the very state government they were en-

deavoring to protect.

Perhaps even more significant to the repudiation of the

work of the Eleventh Legislature by Congress was the state

lawmaker's disposition of the thirteenth and fourteenth

amendments to the federal Constitution. Playing a direct

role in the matter, Governor Throckmorton recommended that

the legislators simply ignore the thirteenth amendment, since

it had already been ratified by a sufficient number of states

to assure its passage, and was, in essence, already included

in the Texas Constitution of 1866. 37 Pertaining to the

fourteenth amendment, Throckmorton expressed wholehearted

disapproval of the measure and recommended its rejection.3 8

Particularly offensive to Texans was the stipulation in the

amendment that no person could serve as an official in any

federal or state capacity, military or civilian, who had held

any such responsibilities, or taken oath to such offices be-

fore and then joined the rebellion or "given aid and comfort

3 7 Texas, Eleventh Legislature, First Session, House

Journal, pp. 219, 243.
38 Ibid.
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to the enemies thereof." 39 To accept such a measure would

mean the disqualification of many who had long provided the

political leadership of the state, including several of the

legislators themselves. In response the legislature simply

refused to ratify the fourteenth amendment, stating that to

do so would deprive them of their constitutional autonomy as

a state, effect wholesale Negro suffrage, and degrade the

people of Texas. Fully aware of the repercussions that the

Texas legislature's action on the amendments would have in

Washington, the conservative press nonetheless praised the

lawmakers for their courageous rejection of such an "iniq-

uitous scheme . . . devised for the destruction of our

government," and expressed their apprehension that Congress,

when it met in December, would probably declare the state

government null and void. They counseled

. . . the Southern people and legislatures [to]

follow the example of our Texas Legislature, re-
ject the amendment, stand by the President, and

principle, do their duty and trust the event to
God.40

Of ultimate consequence in any reconstruction debate

was, as always, the civil and social status of the freedman.

Insofar as northern public opinion was concerned, nothing

could unite the people behind the radicals in Congress so

completely as the suggestion that the Negro was again being

3 9Ibid. , pp. 577-583.

4 0 San Antonio Daily Herald, October 28, 1866, p. 2.
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abused in the South. Many in Texas were perceptive enough

to see the political explosiveness of this issue. On

October 12, 1866, John H. Reagan, a formidable political

influence in the state in pre-war days, and then on federal

parole to his farm near Palestine, Texas,, wrote to Governor

Throckmorton expressing his earnest hope that the Texas

legislature would grant full citizenship rights to the Negro.

He urged that the right to vote, qualified only by literacy

or property tests, and full and equal access to the courts be

extended the freedman. Realizing the ingrained opposition

of many to any hint of full racial equality, Reagan never-

theless urged these partial concessions in the hope "that

by ascending [sic] this we might avoid the establishment of

military government and universal Negro suffrage."
4 1  Largely

because of the conservative nature of the legislature, how-

ever, Reagan's advice went unheeded. The representatives in

Austin excluded the Negro from suffrage privileges, noting

in so doing that only five states of the Union at that time

in their existing constitutions exempted color or race as a

42
legal barrier to voting rights. Negroes in Texas were also

forbidden by the legislature to testify in court except in

such cases "where the prosecutor is against a person . .

4 1John Reagan, Memoirs (New York, 1906), pp. 240, 301-

303.

42 The Texas Almanac, 1867, pp. 225-226.
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of color; or where the offense is charged to have been com-

mitted against the person or property of a person of color."
4 3

The state lawmakers also discussed key questions re-

lating to the regulation of the labor of the freedman. Other

ex-Confederate states had passed so-called "Black Codes," which

had been particularly repugnant to the North, and which, to

northern eyes at least, appeared to restrict the Negro al-

most to the point of practical economic enslavement. What

Texas would do in this vital area of the socio-economic regu-

lation of the former slaves would be closely scrutinized by

Congress.

The apprentice law passed by the state legislature in

October, 1866, was comparatively mild. The act stipulated

that any minor could be bound out as an apprentice by the

county judge until the youth reached twenty-one years of

age; that the employer must treat the apprentice fairly,

educate him, and administer moderate chastisement only when

necessary; and that anyone enticing an apprentice away from

his employer, or harboring one who had deserted, could be

fined severely. Also, if a runaway could present just cause

for his action, he could be released from his apprenticeship.
4 4

4 3Hans P. N. Gammell, Laws of Texas, 13 vols. (Austin,

1898), V, 977.

44Ibid., pp. 979-981.
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In another move to determine the Negroes' position in

the new economic structure of the state, the legislature

enacted a contract labor law in November 1, 1866. Aimed

ostensibly at countering the colored man's purported erratic

labor habits under the wage system, 45 the new law stipulated

that all persons wishing to contract their labor "may do so"

under certain conditions, namely, any contract longer than

one month in duration, had to be in writing, in triplicate,

witnessed and registered by the county clerk. Full liberty

was to be exercised in the choice of employers, but once the

choice was made, the laborer was not allowed to leave his

place of employment "unless by consent of the employer or

on account of harsh treatment or breach of contract on the

part of the employer." A lien on one-half the crop was

granted the laborer as a guarantee of wages, and no laborer

could break a contract, nor could he be enticed away or

lured by another while under contract without heavy fine to

both. 46 This labor law had been formed with due regard to

northern feeling and had avoided most of the more obvious

abuses in similar codes in other southern states. It was,

however, difficult to conceal the fact that this law was in-

tended solely for the regulation of the ex-slaves, and when

shortly thereafter a vagrancy law was passed providing for

45 The Texas Almanac, 1967, p. 59.

4 6 Gammell, Laws of Texas,! V, 994-997.
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the imprisonment of anyone "strolling about without employ-

ment" and calling for the sending of juvenile vagrants

"before the police court to be bound out as apprentices,"

it began to appear that Texas, too, was determined, as

Hamilton had feared, to subject the Negro to utter economic

dependence on the white planter.4 In evaluating the signi-

ficance of these regulations of Negro labor, Ramsdell notes

that such laws were regarded by those who passed them as

necessary for the protection and responsible conduct of the

Negro, but "keenly conscious only of local needs, the law-

makers had neglected to take sufficiently into account the

forces preparing for their destruction in the North. "
4 8

In an effort to show some consideration for the freed-

man, and anxious to make some concessions to northern

opinion, the Eleventh Legislature did extend certain bene-

factions to the Negro. Laws implementing the freedman's

right to make and enforce contracts, to sue and be sued, to

hold and convey property, and to enjoy, on paper at least,

equal protection of the laws, were passed. 49 A requirement

that each railroad in the state provide one car "for the

special accommodation of the freedman"50 was enacted, and

47Ibid., pp. 1020-1022.

48Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 126.

4 9 Gammell, Laws of Texas, V, 1049-1050.

5 0 Ibid., p. 1015.
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the legislature even went so far as to purchase twenty-six

acres and a house adjoining the state lunatic asylum, the

property to be used in the housing of insane blacks. Ap-

parently the lawmakers were anxious to maintain rigid

segregation even among those out of touch with reality.

Notwithstanding these "concessions," the Negro in Texas still

could not vote, hold office, or testify in court cases, other

than as narrowly defined in the state constitution. And, in

spite of the urging of prominent state educators that Negro

schools be provided,51 the legislators called for the enroll-

ment of white children only.5 2

Completing this session, the Eleventh Legislature

adjourned on November 13, 1866, just as the new Congress was

gathering in Washington. In summary, the Texas lawmakers

had defied the congressional radicals and sensitive northern-

ers by sending known rebels to Congress, by answering with a

negative voice the amendments Congress had demanded as

guarantees of "loyalty" and good faith, and by disregarding

the warnings voiced by the Reconstruction Committee with re-

gard to the social and political status of the Negro. If

Texas had not been as blatantly rebellious in these matters

as had other southern states, in the eyes of Congress the

5 1 Report of a meeting of Texas Teachers, The Texas

Republican, August 11, 1866, p. 1.

5 2 Gammell, Laws of Texas, V, 1080, 1113-1114.
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Lone Star State still had given the federal lawmakers real

cause for alarm.

The Texas "image" in Washington was the result of a

variety of convergent factors. First, the testimony given

before the Joint Reconstruction Committee concerning con-

ditions in Texas was decidedly damaging to the claim of the

conservatives that all was in order in the Lone Star State.

A parade of witnesses, both military and civilian, had

testified that the loyalty of Texas, and the security of

Negroes and unionists in that state were anything but sure.

The oppression of the Negro in Texas according to committee

witnesses was the calculated and systematic policy of white

53
planters in the state. It was reported that loyal men were

not safe in Texas apart from the protection of federal troops.
5 4

From the consensus of testimony it is obvious that by the

time the Throckmorton government got underway it was already

considered by many in Congress to be an instrument for the

oppression of those loyal to the Union. It should be pointed

out, however, that the witnesses were possibly subjected to

partisan judgments. Scholars of late have questioned the

objectivity of the Committee of Fifteen, pointing out the

committee approached its examination of conditions in the

5 3Joint Reconstruction Committee Report, III, pt. 4,

36, 114, 153-154.

54 Ibid., p. 74.
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South with certain Republican presuppositions and "in collect-

ing its material and examining witnesses the committee

intended to supply the evidence to substantiate these

propositions." 55 Certainly the witnesses questioned about

affairs in Texas sought in no way to present any positive

picture of the results of presidential reconstruction. Of

interest is the fact that of the three civilians questioned

about Texas, one was a unionist who had left the state to

avoid conscription into Confederate service, while another

was a correspondent of the New York Times who, in less than

ninety days, had "inspected" Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,

Tennessee, and Texas.56 Of the military witnesses, two of

the most damaging testimonies were given by commanders of

Negro troops, who were indeed most likely to have witnessed

intense hostility in the early days of occupation.
5 7

Equally damaging to the Texas cause in Washington was

the work of a contingent of Texas "Union men" in Washington

led by A. J. Hamilton, the state's former provisional gover-

nor. Joining Hamilton in placing the cause of the state

radicals before a sympathetic Congress were such men as the

55William Ranuff Brock, An American Crisis: Concfress
and Reconstruction 1865-1867 (New York, 1963), pp. 86-123.

56 Joint Reconstruction Committee Report, III, pt. 4,

86-113,~I p46C140.

57 Ibid., pp. 43-46 , 47-50 .
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defeated candidate for governor in the state's recent

election, Elisha M. Pease; the former Secretary of State

under the provisional government, James H. Bell, who had

himself lost to a secessionist in his bid for a seat in the

Eleventh Legislature.5 8  The movements of these men were

carefully followed by the conservative press in Texas. Be-

sides making inflammatory speeches against the Throckmorton

government,59 these Texas radicals adroitly contributed to

the downfall of the constitutional government of the state

by supplying a steady stream of information concerning

conditions in Texas to the northern press and, more impor-

tantly, to the radicals debating the reconstruction issues

on the floors of Congress. Oran Roberts, unable to gain ad-

mission to Congress where he could present conditions in

Texas in a way more favorable to the Throckmorton adminis-

tration, complained bitterly that the members of Congress got

their information:

Not from the messages of the President; not

from the reports of the General of the Army; not

from any published reports of the officers of the

Judiciary or revenue of Texas; not from our patri-
otic and vigilant governor, or any other state

5 8Oran Milo Roberts, "The Experiences of an Unrecognized

Senator," The Southwestern Historical Qua XII (July,
1908), 102-103.

5 9 Speech of A. J. Hamilton, given in Washington, July 2,

1866, Hamilton Papers. See also, Speech by Hamilton re-

ported in The Texas Republican, July 28, 1866, p. 1.
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officer . . . [but from] disappointed men and

violent partisans . . .60

Doubtlessly he was referring to the statistics and evidences

of violence in Texas supplied the Congressmen by Hamilton and

the Texas radicals. Yet Senator Henry Wilson pointed to the

murder of seventy-four Negro and loyal men in Texas as an

"illustration of murders and outrages in the rebel states,"

and proposed that Congress demand by force the adoption of the

fourteenth amendment and with it universal manhood suffrage.
6 1

Thus, Texas became the symbol in Congress of the violent

oppression of Negroes and Union sympathizers.

To counteract such unfavorable publicity, and to

explain and interpret the acts of the Throckmorton govern-

ment that were being questioned in the North, Senator-elect

Roberts, in conference with the other rejected Texas dele-

gates to Congress, wrote and published an "Address of the

Texas Delegation. "62 In his "Address" Roberts claimed that

the Texas legislature had refused to ratify the fourteenth

amendment because the state was not represented in the

Congress which adopted it and because "She believed its

provisions prejudiced to best interests and dangerous to

the public good." He dismissed the idea that Texans were

6 0 Roberts, "Experiences of an Unrecognized Senator,"

pp. 110-111.

6 1 Concgressional Globe, Thirty-ninth Congress, Second

Session, (Washington, 1866) , p. 1375.

6 2 Roberts, "Experiences of an Unrecognized Senator,"

pp. 106-119.
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showing disloyalty by rewarding ex-rebels with Congressional

seats with the contention that "with the very slight prospect

of getting seats, it could not have been regarded as a very

valuable reward." He also rejected the congressional test

oath, which disqualified himself and other ex-rebels from

serving in government as a war measure which was no longer

worthwhile or necessary. Roberts pleaded for patience with

regard to the situation of the freedman and unionists in

Texas and promised eventual equal justice to all citizens.

He attributed the wrongs done the Negroes to the presence of

large numbers of recently discharged soldiers, the unsettled

state of the Negroes themselves, and the lack of assurance

among civilian authorities as to the extent of their own

power to act.

On the question of Negro suffrage, the Texas Senator-

elect voiced the concern that enforcement of such a measure

in the face of the "almost universal sentiment" of the

people of the state against it, under the threat of exclusion

from Congress or the destruction of the existing state govern-

ment, would engender such violent bitterness against the

North that it would take generations to heal the wounds.

Finally, in a warning to the Republican party in the North,

which might have designs on extending party influence into

Texas, Roberts offered the observation that any party struc-

ture based on radical disfranchisement of whites and
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enfranchisement of Negroes in Texas would be soundly re-

pudiated for many years to come.63

The arguments of Roberts and other southern sympathizers

and anti-radicals in Congress had little effect on the out-

come of events. The Congressional majority were convinced

of the validity of the Joint Committee of Fifteen's report

which stated that the governments effected under the presi-

dential plan of reconstruction were invalid constitutionally;

that no loyal man or Negro was safe in person or estate in

the South without the protection of the federal government;

that freedom of speech and the press were being abridged by

southern conservatives, and that immediate action was

necessary in these "disloyal" state governments lest violence,

lawlessness, and rebellion continue and spread.64 In March

of 1867, Congress passed the Reconstruction Acts., which

brought to an end the conservative constitutional government

of Texas along with those of the remaining Confederate states,

excepting Tennessee.

The state government of Texas, based on the 1866 Con-

stitution, lasted only seven months, from August through

March, 1866-1867. It began under ominous clouds of doubt

which had grown out of the threats of the defeated state

6 3 Roberts, "Experiences of an Unrecognized Senator,"

pp. 109-118.

6 4Congressional Globe, Thirty-ninth Congress, Second

Session, Part III, Appendix, pp. 77-78.
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radicals and the negative assessment of the Joint Recon-

struction Committee with regard to conditions in Texas.

The political leadership of the state was doubtlessly aware

of the uncertain ground upon which the Throckmorton govern-

ment had been erected, but, overanxious to guarantee white

Democratic control over local affairs, they had subordinated

the desires of the northern victors to more pressing local

designs. By granting political power to ex-rebels so

quickly after the war; by rejecting key amendments to the

federal constitution; by failing to give adequate pro-

tection to the civil rights of Negroes and unionists; and

by honest, though inopportune, attempts to control and

regulate Negro labor through contract and vagrancy laws,

the Texas legislature had made itself noxious to the North

and placed the state in the orbit of the other condemned

"Johnson States."

Contributing also to the collapse of the Throckmorton

government was the lack of cooperation, and the hostility

which existed between the state civil and federal military

officials in Texas. Finally, the work of the Texas radicals

in Washington could be accounted as having served to repre-

sent Texas at its worst to the northern public and the

Congress.

The most significant question, however, remains: Had

Texas heeded the report of the Joint Reconstruction Committee,

accepted the fourteenth amendment, and disfranchised many of
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its heroes and political leaders, and enacted more liberal

and considerate legislation on behalf of the Negro, would

the constitutional government of the state have stood and

Texas been spared the bitterness, expense, and social up-

heaval of eight further years of reconstruction? To

answer that question affirmatively one must assume that

Texas, like Tennessee, would have been given individual

consideration by Congress and not simply "grouped" with

the other rebel states. One must also assume that such

progressive Legislation ever was a live possibility, es-

pecially since Andrew Johnson's belligerency to Congress

had, by late 1866, extended to Texans the hope that such

social changes might not be necessary. While the first

assumption has possible merit, the second cannot long with-

stand critical analysis. Texas' new constitution was

written after the President revealed his intentions to

withstand any significant Congressional alterations of the

South's socio-political structure. Granting Negro suffrage,

repudiating battlefield heroes and long-trusted political

figures, and meek submission to federal authority were, to

say the least, distasteful to Texans in 1866. To accept

such when there was the slightest possibility of avoiding

them was, perhaps, too much to expect of the political

leadership of the state at that time. Had the voices of

Hamilton and Pease prevailed, and been underscored by the

authority of the President who appointed them to lead in the
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reconstruction of Texas, additional years of military occu-

pation and congressional domination might have been avoided.

Without giving way to historical determinism completely,

however, one can safely assume that the Throckmorton govern-

ment and the Constitution of 1866, given the historical

context, probably never had a chance of serving in more than

an ad interim capacity. The triumph of radicalism and the

flood of northern indignation swept both aside in the winter

of 1867.



CHAPTER III

REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES

1867-1869

The Reconstruction Acts of Congress, passed in March,

1867, negated the political reorganization of Texas that had

been effected under the reconstruction policies of President

Johnson. Congress displaced the constitutional government

of the state, made the existing governmental structure pro-

visional and subject to military supervision, and called for

the creation of a new state constitution. The new consti-

tution was to be framed by a convention of delegates who were

to be elected by the male citizens of the state, "of what-

ever race, color, or previous condition," twenty-one years

old and upward, and resident in the state one year prior to

the date of the election. It was also stipulated that the

new document was to allocate the elective franchise to all

"who are qualified as electors of delegates;" that the con-

stitution was to be ratified by the same electors; that said

constitution was to secure the approval of Congress; and that

the legislature elected under the new constitution was to

adopt the fourteenth amendment to the federal constitution.

When these conditions had been met, the state would be al-

lowed congressional representation, and the Reconstruction

74
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Acts would then become inoperative in Texas. It further

provided that no person excluded from holding office by the

provisions of the fourteenth amendment, namely, those who had

previously taken an oath of office under the federal or state

government and then engaged in the rebellion, "or given aid

and comforts to the enemies thereof . . . ," could serve as

an elector or delegate to the convention to frame a new con-

stitution.'

A supplement to the first Reconstruction Act called for

the commanding general of each military district to register

all eligible voters in the states under their jurisdiction.

Registrants were required under this act to swear they were

not disfranchised under any of the conditions mentioned in

the previous reconstruction measure of Congress. The com-

manding general was then authorized to call an election and,

if a majority of the registered voters balloted "for a Con-

vention," the convention could assemble and reconstruct the

state's constitution.2

These provisions of congressional reconstruction implied

and eventuated a complete reversal of the South's political

orientation.3 Having triumphed in their efforts to secure

1Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 365-367.

2Ibid., pp. 367-370.

3Jack B. Scroggs, "Carpetbagger Constitutional Reform
in the South Atlantic States," Journal of Southern History,
XXVII (February-November, 1961), 397.
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Congressional intervention in state affairs, the Texas

radicals quite naturally emerged as a formidable political

force. The Reconstruction Acts, by granting suffrage to the

Negro and applying the tight restrictions of the fourteenth

amendment to voter registration, had given the state's

unionist minority the dominant voice at the ballot box.

Whatever constitution and state government should emerge

from the impending convention, it was extremely likely that

both would represent the political philosophy and govern-

mental concepts of the state's infant Republican party.

Securing the support of the military commander, General

Phillip Sheridan, the unionists forced the removal of Throck-

morton as provisional governor and the appointment of Elisha

M. Pease in his place. Pease, a Democratic governor before

the Civil War, readily helped the military authorities and

Republican leaders secure the removal of many conservative

officials and helped enhance the power of military tribunals

over the civil courts of the state.5 Pease,however, lost

some of his power to aid the radical cause when General

Sheridan was himself recalled and replaced by General

Winfield S. Hancock, a man with greater sympathy for the

rights of the states and more reluctant to interfere with

home rule. The Democratic leaders of the state were delighted

4 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 168-169.

5Ibid., pp. 172-175.
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and congratulated President Johnson on his "wisdom" in se-

lecting a man of such "prudence and patriotism. "6  Hancock

believed that the people of the South should carry out the

process of reconstruction with as little interference as

possible from the military authorities. This brought his

administration into direct conflict with Pease's provisional

government, which had depended on sustained military support

to exercise its authority. By the end of 1867 it had become

clear to the radicals of the state that they would have to

exercise their power at the polls since they could not rely

on military support, a factor which enhanced the significance

of the coming constitutional convention.

In accordance with the Reconstruction Acts Hancock

issued the order calling for an election on the convention

question, the balloting to take place on February 10th through

14th, 1868.8 On January 11, General Hancock issued an order

to the registrars of Texas. Expressing his dissent from the

vigorous application made by General Sheridan and Governor

Pease of the disqualifying clauses General Hancock directed

the election officials to "look to the laws and to the laws

alone for the rules which are to govern . . . in the discharge

6San Antonio Daily Herald, January 1, 1868, p. 2.

7American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 727-728.

8Ibid
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of the delicate and important duties imposed . . . . "9 In

his proclamation to the public Hancock further declared a

reopening of the rolls in order to extend registration for

10
five more days at the end of January. The conservatives

of the state, who had previously demonstrated a reluctance

to register, took a fresh interest in the proceedings. One

editor even went so far as to extend the hope that "with a

new and extended registration . . there is every reason to

believe that the conservatives can control the anticipated

convention. 41 When the registration period elapsed about

5,000 additional registrants had been recorded, but of the

104,259 entitled to vote, 47,581 were colored citizens which

meant that only 56,678 of some 80,000 whites eligible to vote

in the state in 1866 were registered under the Reconstruction

Acts.12 Although these statistics do not entirely support

the Conservative contention that the Radicals had caused

the "disfranchisement of one-half of our citizens"13 they do

indicate that about 25,000 previously eligible white voters

would have no voice in the selection of delegates to the new

convention or the ratification of whatever constitution that

convention might produce.

9Ibid., p. 729.

10 Galveston Daiy News, January 4, 1868, p. 2.

"San Antonio Daily Herald, January 14, 1868, p. 2.

1 2 American Annual CyclopediLa, VIII, 729.

1 3 Galveston Daily News, January 7, 1868, p. 2.
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The state of political affairs in Texas prior to the

convention election might best be described as mildly chaotic.

The radicals, attempting to solidify the unionist sympathizers

of the state, and to form a united political force for the

coming convention, encountered serious difficulties from

within their own ranks. Governor Pease operated the pro-

visional government on the assumption that those laws not in

contravention to federal law, or reversed by the Reconstruction

Acts, or countermanded by direct military order, were valid.

A small group of ultra-radicals, led by Morgan Hamilton,

brother of the former provisional governor, and Edmund J.

Davis, insisted that the Reconstruction Acts had nullified

ab initio all acts of the state government since March 1,

1861. Since this wing of radical thinking had shown con-

siderable strength in the convention of 1866, their re-

emergence during the provisional period prior to the 1868

convention raised the possibility of a serious division among

unionists in the coming constitutional debates.

Most conservative-minded whites in Texas, pessimistic

about the coming election, believed that any convention

growing out of the conditions of that moment would almost

assuredly be radical dominated and designed to give the

Negroes and the Republicans full control of state affairs.

Conservative candidates who did campaign made the prohibition

14 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 177-179.
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of Negro suffrage a major part of their public utterances.

This fight against "Africanizing the state" secured some

support from the white citizens of the state, but, at the

same time, guaranteed the bulk of the large Negro voting

bloc to the unionist cause.15

When the conservatives realized they could not carry a

majority at the polls, they determined to boycott the

election,hoping that less than one-half the registered voters

would participate in the election. Such an outcome would

invalidate the election and result in a lengthy delay in the

holding of any convention, yet conservative forces were not

entirely united on the boycott plan. The editor of the

Galveston DaLly News saw little that was encouraging about

the boycott plan and suggested that those who believed in

the possibility of a conservative victory in the coming

election had simply not given proper consideration to the

power of 47,000 Negro voters, "organized in favor of Radical-

ism by loyal leagues. . . .." Conservatives, he contended,

had little chance against this "clear cut case of Negro

supremacy. . . . "6 In fact, a convention meeting in

Houston on January 20, just before the election, and composed

of "original Union men and Conservative Secessionists," en-

visioned an amalgamation of anti-Negro forces. This

15 Ibid., pp. 198-199.

16 Galveston Daily News, January 7, 1868, p. 2.
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conservative convention recommended that the people vote

against a convention but for conservative delegates in order

to assure that if the convention were approved by the voters

the resultant constitution would not contain provision for

Negro suffrage.17 The Houston convention also recommended

the formation of a state executive committee and county and

precinct "Conservative Committees," for the purpose of

rallying the citizenry to the support of their proposals.1 8

In the statewide canvass, A. J. Hamilton, leading radi-

cal spokesman, chided as the "great bug-bear of the Houston

Convention" the idea that the state was going to be "African-

ized" in the event of a radical victory. Hamilton defended

Congress in its plan to disfranchise the "politicians" who

had led the people to rebel, and urged the people to get rid

of "these old politicians" and "send members to the Congress

who will be accepted."1 9  The campaign, then, became a con-

test between conservatives who feared Negro suffrage and

rejected Congressional reconstruction, and the radicals who

supported the plan of Congress and hoped to rid the state of

its former political leadership.

In the balloting it was soon obvious that the conserva-

tive plan of voting against the convention had simply resulted

17 American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, p. 729.

18 Galveston Daily News, January 23, 1868, p. 2.

19 Ibid., January 26, 1868, p. 2.
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in enough. votes to validate the election and assure a con-

vention. A total of 54,388 votes, just over half the number

of registered voters, was cast, with 43,142 voting for a

20-
convention and 11,246 against. A county-by-county analysis

of the election seems to bear out the Conservative contention

that "the Radicals appear to have been successful by the

Negro vote in nearly all the counties reported." 21 For ex-

ample, in Dallas County whites voted against a convention

by 243-138, but 338 Negroes voted for a convention. In

Anderson County 152 whites and 14 Negroes voted against a

convention, but 463 Negroes joined 94 whites in carrying out

the vote for a convention. In Jasper only one white voted

for a convention in opposition to 74 whites, but 183 Negro

votes carried the convention there. Post-election analysis

also showed a great deal of uncertainty and erratic voting

patterns in the state. Cherokee County, in the east, fol-

lowed the conservative scheme, voting against the convention,

637-175, and electing overwhelmingly two conservative dele-

gates to the convention they had opposed. In Anderson

County, where the radicals enjoyed such a phenomenal majority,

200 Negroes helped elect a Conservative candidate to the

convention.22 The Conservatives, nevertheless, claimed a

20 American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, p. 729.

2 1 Galveston Daily News, February 25, 1868, p. 2.

22 Ibid.
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moral victory despite this defeat of their attempts to void

a convention on the grounds that the radicals, who "ardently

hoped to see a large white vote in favor of the Radical

ticket," had failed to secure the kind of support which

"could give their party anything like a permanent basis in

this state." 2 3

An analysis of the delegates elected to the convention

revealed a complete Republican victory. Of the ninety

elected delegates only nine were known adherents to the

Democratic party, nine were Negroes and the remainder were

all Republican unionists. The majority, however, did not

represent a united force but was divided into moderate and

ultra-radical factions.24 Interestingly, the Republicans

included in their body nearly a score of Union army veterans

as well as about a half-dozen who had served in the Confed-

erate ranks. 25 In addition practically all those elected

to the convention were Texans by birth or adoption prior to

the war while only about six or eight members could qualify

as "Carpetbaggers" in the strict sense of that word.26 Like

the convention which had met for the same purpose in the

spring of 1868, the coming constitutional convention would

23 Ibid., February 27, 1868, p. 2.

24 American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 729.

2 5 Robert S. Henry, The Story of Reconstruction (New

York, 1938), p. 296.

26 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 200-201.
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be dominated by moderates, but this time they would be of a

Republican stripe.

An examination of individual personalities who figured

prominently in convention debates helps provide a clearer

understanding of the deliberations. The Conservative minor-

ity, most of whom came from the northeastern counties, was

led by the respected Judge Lemuel D. Evans and his colleague,

James Armstrong, both of Jasper. Leading the moderate

Republicans was A. J. Hamilton, former provisional governor,

supported by convention veteran Judge Colbert Caldwell and

Livingston Lindsay. Morgan Hamilton and E. J. Davis, advo-

cates of the old ab initio philosophy, led the ultra-radical

faction and received solid support from long-time Negro

suffragist Edward Degener of San Antonio, A. J. Evans, A. P.

McCormick, G. W. Whitmore, J. W. Flanagan, and F. A. Vaughn.

The few carpetbaggers found a voice in R. K. Smith, a recent-

ly transplanted Pennsylvanian who regularly supported the

radical cause.2 7  The Negro delegates were led by G. T. Ruby

of Galveston, an educated mulatto originally from New England.

Other prominent Negro delegates were Mitchell Kendall,

Stephen Curtis, and B. F. Williams, all of whom generally

supported the radicals in the convention.
2 8

2 7American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 729.

2 8John Mason Brewer, Negro Legislators of Texas and

Their Descendants (Dallas, 1935), pp. 24-25.
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In the three month interim between the February election

and the assembling of the June convention, the public had an

opportunity to register their feelings about the coming meet-

ing. The conservative press referred to it as a "mongrel"

convention because of the complexity and political hetero-

geneity of its constituency, and many wondered what this

convention would be able to do to satisfy Northern demands

when the previous body had so obviously failed. Others

uttered gloomy forebodings regarding business and political

freedom, yet the federal government paid little attention to

the internal politics of Texas or the convention. The com-

manding general did, of course, have to authorize all

convention expenditures, and several efforts were later made

by convention delegates to involve Washington in their de-

bates and decisions, but, by and large, Texas was left to

formulate its own constitution without federal interference.29

The convention assembled in Austin on June 1, 1868, and

consumed the first two days in organizing the body. A hotly

contested race for the convention presidency developed be-

tween E. J. Davis, the radical nominee, and Judge Colbert

Caldwell, supported by Hamilton's moderates. It was now ob-

vious that a serious breach in the Republican ranks existed,

and the presidential election in the convention simply gave

the delegates opportunity to register their loyalties. Davis

29 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 200.
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won over Caldwell by a forty-three to thirty-three margin

and assumed the chair. General Davis was a political mys-

tery to no one. A former federal judge, a Union general,

and a delegate to the 1866 Texas convention, he has been

tagged as "one of the most radical of the Radicals"3 0 because

of his consistent adherence to their views.

On the third day of the convention, Provisional Gover-

nor Pease submitted a message in which he outlined what he

considered to be the most significant issues to be faced by

the delegates. Pease focused his proposals on seven basic

ideas. He asked that the state assume to pay its indebted-

ness owed at the beginning of the war while repudiating any

obligations incurred in support of the rebellion. He re-

quested that the new constitution guarantee equal civil and

political rights to all regardless of race or color, and

that all laws discriminatory of any person based on race,

color, or previous condition of servitude be repealed. The

governor also advised that the convention declare null and

void ab initio the act of secession and all laws repugnant

to the Constitution of the United States. He suggested that

those who had participated in the rebellion be temporarily

disfranchised in order to assure that the state government

would be in loyal hands. Pease called for a provision to be

placed in the new constitution providing for free public

30 Ibid., p. 201.
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education for all the children of the state, and he sug-

gested further that a homestead should be granted, from the

public domain, to every householder in the state who was with-

out one. Finally, the governor registered his opinion against

any attempt to divide the state geographically suggesting

instead that the convention consider asking the United States

to purchase that portion of land lying in the southeast cor-

ner of the Panhandle. Making reference to the increase of

lawlessness and civil disorder in the state, Pease rapped the

military authorities for failure to cooperate with the pro-

visional civil officers in protecting the citizenry.31 The

governor' s program identified him as a moderate Radical who

was not willing to consider all acts of the de facto govern-

ments, which served the state from 1861 through 1867, as null

and void from their inception. He did, however, urge the

political proscription of a sufficient number of conserva-

tive whites to assure Republican control of any state

government that would emerge under the new constitution.3 2

Before the convention could consider the weighty matters

proposed by the governor there were several major skirmishes

over more immediate concerns. The question of a test oath

for validating convention membership arose quickly. Since

31 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention of 1868,

First Session (Austin, 1870) , pp. 12-17.

3 2 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 204.
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the oath that finally carried was, upon reconsideration, even

prohibitory for some of the radicals, the matter was eventu-

ally postponed indefinitely.33 Per diem allowance for the

convention members also stirred considerable feeling. Fi-

nancially speaking, it had been assumed that the convention

was well provided for, and the hope was that it would be un-

necessary to levy the additional tax provided for in the

Reconstruction Acts to pay convention expenses. In the

minds of many convention members, economy was essential, and,

despite some efforts on the floor to secure a higher scale,

a resolution was finally adopted which allocated each mem-

ber eight dollars per day and a flat travel rate of eight

dollars for every twenty-five miles traveled to and from the

convention. 34 As a part of the same resolution, the con-

vention requested the commanding general of the Fifth

Military District to authorize an appropriation of $125,000

for convention expenses. General Buchanan, who at that time

was holding temporary command of the district prior to the

arrival of General Lovell H. Rousseau who had been appointed

to succeed General Hancock, 35 approved, on July 2, only

33 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First

Session, pp. 19-20.

Ibid., pp. 4, 33.

3 5 American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 729.
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$100,000, far short of the convention's request but $10,000

more than the original grant. 3 6

Another money matter that engrossed the attention of the

convention, and delayed consideration of more vital matters,

was the question of allocating newspaper and printing patron-

age. When it was proposed that the convention furnish its

members with newspapers, various journals, especially those

of radical persuasion, clamoured for the privilege. After

much bickering, the Convention ordered 2,000 copies of the

Austin Daily Republican, 500 copies of the Tri-Weekly Free

Press, and 400 copies of the San Antonio Daily Express, all

staunchly Republican publications. Convention printing was

to be done by the Tracey Siemering Company of Austin, who

also published the Austin Republican journal. 3 7

Perhaps the most intensely debated subject in the early

days of the convention was the question in the minds of many

members as to the actual powers possessed by that body. A

strong contingency favored the proposal of Mr. Evans, of

McLennan County, who contended that

. . . this convention was called by, in pursuance
of, and derives its powers, whatever they may be,
solely from the laws of Congress, known as the
Reconstruction Acts . . . . That this convention
under said laws, possesses no legislative power

3 6 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 204-205.

37Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, pp. 5-6.
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beyond the formation of a constitution of the
State of Texas.3 8

This opinion would have restricted the convention to the

task of constitutional construction, a limitation evidently

undesired by many. The Committee on State Affairs gave a

much broader interpretation of the powers resident in the

convention, saying that in their opinion "Congress has con-

ferred all necessary power on the convention to frame a

State Constitution and civil government for Texas," and that

"the acts of Congress do not limit the powers of this con-

vention."39 A majority of the delegates voted to adopt the

committee's report and resolved that it was for the convention

alone to determine what steps were necessary "to carry out

the expressed will of Congress." This broadened interpre-

tation of the convention's powers allowed consideration of

matters not even remotely related to a state constitution

and caused a substantial increase in expense and time con-

sumption. Protests over convention involvement in non-

constitutional matters were numerous and vociferous, both

from within and without the sessions. One Democratic news-

paper chided: "The subjects upon which the Convention has,

so far, most busied itself, are the very things over which

38 Ibid., p. 32.

Ibid., p. 55.

_Ibid., pp. 10-11.
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it has no legitimate control. " Doubtlessly, this one

essential factor was most responsible for the excessive

delay in the convention's completion of its assigned task.

The first major reconstruction issue to erupt, and, by

far the most divisive for the Republicans, was the con-

vention's position regarding the acts of the rebel state

government as well as those of the abortive Throckmorton

administration. This ab initio controversy, which had near-

ly split the previous constitutional convention, and had

dominated much of the election campaign debate, re-emerged.

E. J. Davis and Morgan Hamilton led the radical faction which

insisted that since a state government could not exist in

the United States without the express consent of Congress,

no "bill, law, ordinance, act, resolution, rule, or provision

made or enacted since March, 1861 . .,. , "42 should be recog-

nized as ever having authority in Texas. This repudiation

of all acts of state government since the outbreak of the

war was not acceptable to moderates such as A. J. Hamilton,

who voiced the position that only those laws which encouraged

rebellion, opposed the United States Constitution, or dis-

criminated against those loyal to the Union should be

declared null and void. He argued that laws respecting

41 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 16, 1868, p. 2.

4 2 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, p. 58.
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domestic matters and not in opposition to the federal Con-

stitution should be respected by the convention regardless

of who had passed them.

The conservative press supported Hamilton in this de-

bate and urged defeat of the ab initio proposal, declaring

that "the laws have been made, titles to property have been

acquired under them, and the validity of all contracts

entered into during a period of seven years depends on their

continuance and just enforcement. "43 The radical press was

just as impassioned in their support of the ab initios and

urged absolute condemnation of the rebel acts, insisting

that Texas was "staggering along under the weight of rebel

legislation equal to all other southern states combined.,"44

The Committee on General Provisions, chaired by the radical

Morgan Hamilton, concluded that all laws and acts passed

since January 28, 1861, had been null and void from the be-

ginning, but those acts which involved only private relations,

such as deed records, court decisions, marriage solemnizations,

and so forth, should be validated. The committee also

directed that the acts of the convention of 1866 and of the

Eleventh Legislature should be considered only provisional

and subject to the authority of the military commander.4 5

43 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 22, 1868, p. 2.

44 San Antonio Daily Expre ss, July 9, 1868, p. 2.

4 5Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, pp. 234, 241-242.
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It was many weeks, however, before the matter reached

the floor for convention debate. Meanwhile, the State

Republican Convention met in Austin and was firmly controlled

by the anti-ab initio faction. Bolting the state convention,

Davis and his radical followers formed a rump body which

strongly opposed the moderation of the main Republicans on

the issue of the status of laws enacted under "rebel" govern-

ments. The split was short lived; however, as Davis feared

a permanent disruption of the party he soon led his followers

back into the Republican fold. In the constitutional con-

vention, on August 20, the "ab initios" were decisively de-

feated by a coalition of moderates and conservatives. The

position finally adopted by the convention was the character-

istic moderate stand which renounced secession; repudiated

the state debt contracted in support of the rebellion; in-

validated from their inception all laws contrary to the United

States Constitution; and declared that legislative enact-

ments from March 18, 1861, to August 5, 1866, were not

binding on the people of Texas, although those "rules and

regulations" which did not violate federal law, aid rebellion,

or prejudice one against loyal citizens, were enforceable.

The acts of the Eleventh Legislature were declared pro-

visional, but valid, when not in contradiction to the U. S.

Constitution, supportive of rebels, or discriminatory toward

any race or particular class of citizens.46 The division

46 Ibid., pp. 193-198.
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over this issue was, in essence, a debate over abstractions

as far as the convention was concerned. In dealing with the

problem the Republicans had perhaps divided unnecessarily,

for, as Ramsdell points out, "the one proposed to validate

by special acts what the other proposed to regard as already

valid for reasons of public policy and social stability."4 7

Another major controversy which involved general dis-

agreement among all party factions and which was fraught with

personal and sectional partisanship, concerned the proposal

to divide the state into two or three separate states. The

idea of state division went back at least as far as 1845, when,

in the annexation resolution, it had been provided that the

state might sometime in the future be divided. There were

several obvious reasons why division might seem to benefit

the state. Transportation and communication were of such

crude variety at that time that proper government of such a

vast territory seemed difficult if not impossible. Population

was scattered and various sections of the state often found

their interests in conflict with those of other sections.

East Texas, for example, was the wealthiest section, was

staunchly conservative politically, and contained the largest

Negro population in the state. Western and southwestern

Texas had, on the contrary, few Negroes and were populated

47 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 211.
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by people of German extraction who politically inclined toward

radicalism.

Fanning the flame of controversy over division of the

state in the constitutional convention in 1868, in addition

to the above mentioned sectional factors, were the political

ambitions of several convention leaders. Obviously, more

states meant more positions of power and prestige. Some who

otherwise favored division, nevertheless, called into

question the motives of some members of the Republican

party in the convention, and stated that

We are in favor of a division into two states--

Eastern and Western Texas---but we wish to see that

division accomplished in the proper manner and not

forced upon the people without their consent, for
the purpose of providing additional places for
radical office seekers.48

This aspect of the division question took on added meaning

when it became obvious to the ultra-radical Republicans and

the extreme Conservative faction in the convention that

neither could hope to gain control of the convention or the

government that would issue out of the convention' s work.

In a common desire to wrest power from A. J. Hamilton and

the moderates, men like E. J. Davis of Nueces and Judge

L. D. Evans of East Texaswho were otherwise diametrically

opposed to each other politically, found that the division

of the state provided an opportunity to effect their over-

arching personal ambitions. Encouraging the idea of

4 8 San Antonio Daily Herald, June 22, 1868, p. 2.
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division was the fact that the Reconstruction Committee had

introduced a bill in Congress just prior to the assembling

of the Texas convention which provided for the division of

Texas into three states and which ordered the constitutional

convention to divide itself into three separate conventions

representing these respective new states.4 9

Shortly after assembling, a committee of fifteen ap-

pointed by the convention to consider the division question

sent for a copy of the Congressional bill proposing division,

briefly reviewed it, approved the basic provisions, and pre-

sented it to the convention for adoption.50 Opposition

forces, led by A. J. Hamilton, first tried to stall the

movement by introducing a substitute plan, not really ex-

pecting its adoption but hoping the ensuing debate would split

the divisionists. This failing, opponents of division re-

minded the convention that it could not act upon so crucial

a measure until Congress had actually legislated upon the

matter. Hamilton further attempted to intimidate the

divisionists by pointing out that the people had not con-

sidered this matter in the election of convention delegates.51

49 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas ,p. 213.
5 0 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First

Session, pp. 51, 106, 144-148.

51 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 214-215.
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During the first session, at least, Hamilton's tactics

were successful. On July 16, by a vote of forty-seven to

thirty-seven, a resolution passed which tabled the matter of

division until Congress should, by its own action, order the

convention to take it up. The radicals did not, however, give

up their division goals, as revealed in a letter written by

Morgan Hamilton, in which the radical leader said:

I hope our friends will not give up the division
of Texas, but continue to agitate the subject.
We shall carry it yet; but no one need expect
that Congress will force it upon us--we must do
it ourselves. Congress will sanction whatever
may be done by the people of Texas--of this I
have the fullest assurances--and it is just as
I had expected.5 2

The second session of the convention would rock with the

very agitation Hamilton encouraged here.

Another time consuming, non-constitutional measure to

absorb the energies of the convention had to do with the

condition of the railroads in Texas. Several lines in the

state had borrowed heavily in 1856 from the public's school

fund and now owed about two and one-half million dollars to

the state treasury. After the close of the war, the roads

had been unable to repay this amount, and, in consequence,

the provisional government had ordered the foreclosure of

those lines considered to be hopelessly incapacitated while

extending time to those that indicated some possibility of

52 Morgan C. Hamilton to James Newcomb, printed in the
San Antonio Daily Express, August 11, 1868, p. 2.
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recovery. The convention, in coming to the aid of the rail-

roads, refused to appropriate money for the sale of the

delinquent lines, extended the time of payment, and granted

charters to several new companies.5 3  A good deal of contro-

versy surrounded such transactions, and it was suggested that

several convention members could hardly be objective in their

consideration of the railroads since some served as directors

of the various companies.54 Such discussions consumed

enormous amounts of convention time, increased divisiveness

among delegates, and delayed considerably those convention

debates concerned with more vital constitutional matters.

An issue commanding both the attention and concern of

all factions within the convention was the prevalence of

lawlessness and violence in the state. Republicans were

united in their desire to do something about securing the

public order, and specifically, protecting the "loyal" men

in the state whom they considered to be undergoing severe

harassment because of political convictions. The radicals

read partisan politics into practically every violent act

that occurred in the state. Calling for relief from the

vicious attacks of the "rebels" and editor exclaimed:

How much longer will these atrocious crimes
be permitted in our midst? The blood of innocent

victims cries out to heaven. We look to the

53 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 216.

54 Ibid.
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Convention--we look to Congress-and ask relief
from these murderers and assassins. Let us have
the militia, or give us troops, so that we shall
not be given up entirely to midnight murderers
and prowling assassins.5 5

Almost immediately upon assembling, the convention appointed

a committee to investigate the validity of these accusations,5 6

but before the committee could return its assessment of

social conditions in the state, a resolution was introduced

on the convention floor requesting that General Reynolds,

military commander of Texas, be asked to organize a "sufficient

number of loyal men" to aid each county in the suppression of

violence and the protection of property. The Committee on

Lawlessness and Violence reported the resolution favorably,

but A. J. Hamilton and the moderates, apparently seeing in

the resolution a move to organize radical vigilante forces at

the local level, opposed. They introduced and successfully

passed a substitute motion asking Congress to authorize the

convention to organize "a militia force in the several

counties of the State . . . ," under the direction of the

commanding general of the military forces in Texas.57 Debate

on the issued produced additional disharmony within the con-

vention. Conservatives objected to the original radical

5SanAntonio Daily Express, July 2, 1868, p. 2.
5 6 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First

Session, pp. 30, 34.

_Ibid. pp. 108, 110-111.
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motion, seeing in it an attempt to secure control of the

state by an organized militia under radical control. Alleg-

ing that reports of homicides and murder indictments were

greatly exaggerated, the Conservatives suggested that if the

military officials of the provisional government were more

diligent in their duties, violence could be stopped without

a militia.5 8

To carry out the convention's resolution which placed

the whole matter of social control before Congress, a Com-

mittee of two, radical Morgan Hamilton and moderate Colbert

Caldwell, was sent to Washington to "urge the immediate neces.-

sity for action" on the matters.59 Specifically, the

convention majority hoped that Congress would, by law,

provide for the filling of all provisional government offices

with "competent and loyal incumbents," empower the convention

to appoint registrars prior to the next general election,

and organize a state militia under the authority of the pro-

visional governor. Should Congress grant each of these

requests, it would mean that the organization of the new

state government would be entirely in the hands of the po-

litical leaders then governing the state and dominating the

convention. In other words, in asking for Congressional

backing to combat lawlessness, the convention majority was

58 San Antonio Daily Herald, July 9, 1868, p. 2.

5 9 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, p. 115.
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also asking for power to perpetuate its own political

dominance.

About the same time that the convention authorized the

Hamilton-Caldwell trip General Buchanan rejected a con-

vention resolution appropriating $25,000 and placing the same

at the disposal of the governor for use as reward money for

the capture of criminals and the payment of detectives em-

ployed in their pursuit.60 Indignantly the General retorted

that the resolution had no basis in the Reconstruction Acts

under which the convention operated; that the matter was of

a legislative nature and ought to be left to a future state

legislature; and that the entire resolution implied a

"gratuitous insult" to himself and reflected "discreditably

upon his administration of . . . civil affairs." 6 1

Meanwhile at their state convention held in Bryan on

July 6, the Democrats, acknowledging the prevalence of crime,

blamed the murders and riots on the post-war chaos created

at first by the prolonged absence of recognizable authority

in the state, and then by the inefficiency of the subsequent

civil and military officials, particularly those of the

Freedman' s Bureau. 62

Another turn of events affecting the convention's action

on the question of violence was the replacement of Buchanan

60 Ibid. 6 1Ibid., p. 510.

6 2
American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 730.
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by General J. J. Reynolds as chief military figure in Texas

when Louisiana was restored to the Union in July. As Texas

alone comprised the Fifth Military District, General Reynolds,

who had served as Texas Commander under Buchanan, now became

the supreme military figure dealing with the Texas Convention.

Encouraged by Reynolds' propensity for the Radical cause in

his earlier dealings with the Pease government, the convention

re-submitted their request for the $25,000 appropriation.

Although Reynolds also turned down the request, his reasons

were quite different from those of Buchanan. He noted that

the convention had already cost over $100,000 and felt the

condition of the state treasury made an additional appro-

priation impossible at that time.63

The radicals in the convention used their power to in-

volve the convention in numerous other legislative matters.

A resolution was presented which provided for a bounty grant

to Union veterans.64 To further stigmatize the conservative

Throckmorton regime, an investigation was initiated with

regard to the condition of the state penitentiary at Hunts-

ville, the committee alleging mismanagement by Throckmorton

officials.65 The convention was confronted with decisions

regarding pioneer indemnification, sabbath observance,

63 Ibid.

64 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, pp. 845-847.

65 Ibid., pp. 534-554.
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capital punishment, public lands, and a variety of non-

constitutional matters. Apparently the convention consider-

ed itself more in the nature of a legislature than a

constitution making body.

As a result of its involvement with so many subjects

which contributed little to the process of constitution

making, the convention accomplished little of its primary

task in its first session. Committees worked and reported

on various items of the constitution, but these reports

rarely got before the whole body for action. On July 23,

eight weeks after the convention began, the Committee on the

Bill of Rights was finally allowed to present its work.

Parts of this section are clearly indicative of radical in-

fluence. It renounced "the heresies of nullification and

secession;" called for equal rights for "all free men" with-

out regard to race; forbade the importation of men of

"inferior races" for purposes of reducing them to a form of

peonage; prohibited the suspension of the right of habeas

corpus; and prohibited any law allowing for a breach of

contract.66 Some significant work was done by the committees

on the legislative branch, and on judicial and executive

departments, as well as matters of suffrage and education.

Since these issues were deemed of such importance it was de-

cided that debate and decision on them should be postponed

until the next session.

66 Ibid., pp. 235ff.
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The radicals pressed for a recess as early as the

middle of July, hoping that the Congress resulting from the

fall elections of 1868 would measurably strengthen their

hand. The major obstacle to adjournment seemed to be the

securing of some means of financing an additional session

since all money already appropriated for making a new con-

stitution had been spent. Many members were dissatisfied

with the outcome of the debate and would have been content

to see the convention simply dissolve, leaving the consti-

tution in limbo. A majority, however, agreed to a recess if

additional funds could be secured for another session. Re-

lying on a provision of the Reconstruction Acts, the

convention solved the financial impasse by levying an ad

valorem tax of twenty cents per one hundred dollar valuation

on state property. The date for the reassembly of the con-

vention was set for December 7,67 and on August 31, 1868,

after three months of continuous debate, the convention ad-

journed.

In evaluating the first session, the press of both

parties blasted the convention. Radical newspapers chas-

tised the moderate wing of their own party for failure to

support radical measures while Republican moderates were

castigated for supporting "railroad schemes . . . stay laws

67 Ibid., p. 860.
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. . . and other legislative measures in the convention.6 8

The conservative San Antonio Daily Herald went even further,

condemning completely the work of the entire body with these

caustic comments:

Thus ends the labors of this distinguished
body. What has it done: Absolutely nothing. . . .
It has been an incubus to the people and a burning
disgrace to the State. . . . We extend to each and
every member a cordial farewell, and hope never
to see a single one of them again, either in this
world or in the next.6 9

It is quite inaccurate to charge the convention with doing

"nothing" in its first session. Considering the political

chaos of the day, the heterogeneity of the convention itself,

the personalities of many convention leaders, and the variety

of issues considered, it is not at all surprising that the

delegates found it difficult to proceed quickly to the busi-

ness for which they had been elected. When it is understood

that Texas had been without a state legislature for almost

two years, and that the delegates of the constitutional

convention represented divergent geographical and political

interests, and that no other legislative body was in prospect

for many more months to come, the tendency to make the con-

stitution itself a secondary matter becomes at least more

understandable if not justifiable.

68 San Antonio Daily Eress, July 17, 1868, p. 2.

69 San Antonio Daily Herald, August 30, 1868, p. 2.
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In the interim between sessions of the convention,

national elections, political intrigue by some convention

delegates, and party disputes occupied the political scene

and helped set the stage for the second session. Political

debate was made difficult by the social chaos present in the

state. The military authorities and the provisional govern-

ment had not yet been able to establish full control over

the expansive state. While citizens considered the matter of

social equality for the Negro, several riots and outbreaks

of violence, all involving freedmen, broke out in Texas. A

Negro delegate to the constitutional convention, George W.

Smith, lately of New York, so aroused the furor of white con-

servatives in Jefferson with his inflammatory speeches that

mob violence ensued and he was lynched. 7 0  Outbreaks of Ku

Klux Klan activity, community feuding, and retaliatory raids

kept the state in constant turmoil, making the calm con-

sideration of political questions exceedingly difficult.

Political activity also followed the general pattern of

conflict and harassment. Democrats organized local clubs

which in turn passed resolutions denying employment or

assistance to any supporters of the radical cause, and con-

servatives also organized Negro Democratic clubs which

offered protection and special treatment to cooperating

blacks. The radicals, however, countered with like offers

70 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 230-231.
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to the Negroes, experiencing notable success. The radicals

also enjoyed the support of the military commander, General

Reynolds. For example, in a special election to replace a

convention delegate who had died, Reynolds ordered a new

registration for the affected district, and under a strict

interpretation of the Reconstruction Acts, disfranchised

many conservative electors. 7'

Of consuming interest to the public in the fall of 1868

was the national presidential election. Both the Republicans

and the Democrats had held state conventions during the first

session of the constitutional convention and had focused

their attention on the national race between the Republican

Ulysses S. Grant and the Democratic standard bearer, Horatio

Seymour. The election had a special significance for states

undergoing reconstruction since the election of Grant meant

a continuation of present congressional policies of recon-

struction. Consequently, the radical press in Texas pleaded:

Let us be up and doing for Grant and Colfax.
How necessary that the South have the services of
those men during the next four years, everything
depends on it; with them we will have peace and
restoration.72

The Republicans in Texas were, however, so badly divided on

7 1 Ibid., pp. 232-234.

7 2 San Antonio Daily Express, August 5, 1868, p. 2.
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the ab initio question that their support meant little to the

national ticket.73

The Democrats viewed the election as a possible oppor-

tunity to put an end to Republican power in the state and to

secure more lenient reconstruction measures from Washington,

urging that "If Seymour is elected, it is positive certainty

that we will never hear of this convention again. If you

wish therefore to be rid of it, go in strong for Seymour and

Blair." 7 4  The Democratic State Central Committee published

a circular dated September 28 advising the people that no

provision prohibited Texas from voting in the general election

and encouraging them to assemble peacefully and cast ballots

for presidential electors,75 but General Reynolds informed

them that Congress had passed a resolution on July 20, 1868,

excluding the electoral votes of the states "lately in re-

bellion which shall not have been reorganized." On that

basis the general forbade the holding of any state election

in November, and the Texas Democrats were forced to join the

Republicans as spectators in the national contest. The con-

servatives were not, however, prepared for the results, and

the Grant landslide left them "demoralized, helpless."7 6

7 3American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 731.

7 4 San Antonio D Herald, August 30, 1868, p. 2.

7 5 American Annual Cyclopedia, VIII, 731.

76 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 238.
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The Republicans, their position solidified by the

victory of Grant, turned to preparations for the next session

of the Texas constitutional convention. The first step was

an attempted reconciliation of the factions within their own

party ranks. As the breach was considerable, and the most

divisive issue still unresolved, the reunification of the

party proved a difficult task. The Davis radicals still

held out hopes for a division of the state and persisted in

their efforts to gain support for the ab initio doctrine.

The radicals threatened to block any constitution not em-

bodying these two measures. The moderates, led by A. J.

Hamilton, termed the Davis men "deserters" and "political

bushwackers." All attempts to unite the party, therefore,

proved fruitless.

A constitutional issue that stirred heated public de-

bate during the convention recess was the question over the

extension of suffrage, a matter that had not yet reached

the floor of the convention for debate. The question con-

tained several engaging sub-issues. Should, as Governor

Pease had suggested, a strict disfranchisement clause to

insure a "loyal government," be included in the constituion?

The radicals answered yes, while the moderates were unwilling

to disfranchise any except those disallowed under the four-

teenth amendment. Hamilton argued that to disfranchise so

77 Ibid., pp. 239-240.
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many white conservatives in the state would guarantee the

defeat of the new constitution. He also pointed out the

danger of placing the electorate entirely into the hands of

so many untrained Negro voters and possibly making primarily

a racial matter of each political issue.78 Thus, as the

constitutional convention prepared to reconvene the Republi-

cans were still badly divided on basic reconstruction issues,

the Democrats were demoralized and viewed future prospects

dimly, and general political confusion reigned throughout

the state.

The second session of the convention met in Austin on

December 7, 1868, with some noticeable changes in membership.

During the interim one member had died, another had been

lynched, four had resigned, four others simply failed to re-

port, and several were so late in arriving that their influence

on convention deliberations was negligible.79 To secure a

commitment that the convention would proceed immediately to

its main responsibility, J. L. Thomas introduced a resolution

ordering the body to proceed with the construction of a con-

stitution and preventing the consideration of any "resolution

or declaration which does not relate to its formation or is

not necessary to the dispatch of the ordinary and legitimate

business of the convention . . . " until the constitution was

78 Ibid., pp. 240-241.

7Ibid.,p. 242.
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completed.80 Thomas' resolution was rejected by a vote of

thirty-five to twenty-four, and the convention proceeded

immediately to haggle over the old question of newspaper

patronage. The radical Morgan Hamilton attacked the polit-

ical leanings of the Austin Daily Republican, a solid voice

for the A. J. Hamilton moderates in the convention. The

radical spokesman also suggested a reduction of convention

employees as an economy move, and in so doing sparked con-

siderable debate and reopened old political wounds.81 on

the fourth day of the new session, a resolution was intro-

duced calling for the repeal of the resolution passed during

the first session which had prohibited the convention from

considering the division of the state. By using the privi-

lege of a "call of the house" the anti-division moderates

succeeded in delaying consideration of the resolution for

weeks. The divisionists persisted and on December 29, the

radical motion to rescind the curtailment of debate on the

division issue carried and the question was reopened.8 2

But before the divisionists could gain sufficient strength

to carry any division proposal, it became necessary for con-

vention President Davis to lend the power of the chair to

the fight. Davis found an opportunity to move during debate

over a non-division issue.

80 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, Second
Session, p. 13.

8 1Ibid.j, pp. 15-16. 8 2Ibid., pp. 147-148.
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The convention had appointed a special committee of

thirteen to investigate whether, in their opinion, a fair

and impartial election could be held to ratify the consti-

tution.83 This committee, heavily influenced by reports

from General Reynolds and provisional governor Pease, re-

ported that in their opinion a fair and impartial election

would not be possible "until several months after the in-

auguration of the President-elect of the United States. "8 4

Immediately the radicals put forth a resolution calling on

Congress to grant the convention power to act as a state

legislature.85 The aim of this move was obviously to grant

the divisionists, who comprised eight of the thirteen members

of the special committee, legislative authority to proceed

with their plans for dividing the state, and to empower the

provisional governor with additional authority over the mili-

tary in Texas. The latter consideration was especially

important since the radical sympathizer, General Reynolds,

had recently been replaced as commander in Texas by General

E. R. S. Canby, with a resultant loss of radical power.86

Going further, Davis introduced a motion calling for

the appointment of six commissioners to be sent to Washington

to acquaint Congress with the conditions necessitating a

8 3Ibid., p. 71. 8 4 Ibid., pp. 107-108.

85 Ibid., p. 110.

8 6 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 175.
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division of the state. After two weeks of floor debate, the

radicals pressed for a convention decision, but were blocked

by an anti-division filibuster on January 13, which lasted

until 1:00 A. M. The divisionists, determined to stop de-

bate, adopted, with Davis' aid, a new rule which practically

negated the "call of the house" as an effective delaying

tactic, and a resolution appointing five known divisionists

as commissioners to Washington then passed easily. 87

The divisionists had triumphed on the convention floor

but were rapidly losing support outside the convention hall.

Since more than ninety days had been consumed debating the

division issue in both sessions and still no provision for

submitting the matter to the electorate had been sustained

by the convention, people of all political persuasions were

furious and disgusted.88 Mass protest meetings were held

throughout the state condemning the divisionist tactics and

threatening to send opposition delegations to Washington to

fight the convention's commission. 89

Finally, by late January, 1869, the convention members

seemed ready to take up the matter of framing a constitution.

J. L. Thomas resubmitted his earlier resolution prohibiting

the convention from adjourning until the constitution should

87 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, Second
Session, pp. 267-278.

88 San Antonio Daily Herald, December 28, 1868, p. 2.

8 9 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 250.
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be completed and an ordinance providing for its submission

to the people adopted. Thomas' proposal carried by a vote

of thirty-four to twenty-five, and on January 27, after two

months of the second session had elapsed, the convention

settled down to serious consideration of constitutional

matters.90

The issue of suffrage was the first major consideration

concerning the delegates. The Democrats made a feeble attempt

to gain passage of the old "Indians Not taxed, Africans and

descendants of Africans . . ." suffrage provision but were

overwhelmingly defeated,91 while one delegate unsuccessfully

sponsored a women's suffrage provision. 92 The moderates,

who had rejected Pease's proposals to disfranchise the "dis-

loyal" element in the state, sponsored a liberal, unrestrictive,

franchise clause for the new constitution.93 The radicals

supported a stringent restrictive clause introduced earlier

in the first session, which disfranchised those who could

not satisfy a rigid oath. Finally, a coalition of moderates

and conservatives succeeded in adopting a resolution which

90 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, Second
Session, p. 378.

91 Ibid., p. 412. 9 2 Ibid., p. 413.

3Ibid.,pp. 414-415.

94 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, First
Session, pp. 568-579.
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embodied only those restrictions on suffrage provided in

the federal Constitution with the usual insanity and felony

disabilities.95 Thus, the radical attempts to secure a

limited electorate, which would give the Davis faction

political control of the state, was finally defeated. In-

terestingly, a faction within the Republican party led to

the defeat of measures which would have assured the political

supremacy of their own party. It is a tribute to A. J.

Hamilton and his moderate friends that they held the interests

of a majority of the voters in the state above their own

party concerns.

The convention demonstrated relative harmony on the non-

political issue of state education. A poll tax was added to

increase revenue for the schools. A decision was reached to

set aside one fourth of the annual state income for education,

as was a directive for investing the principal part of the

school fund in United States bonds. 96 Framing the remainder

of the constitution held little interest for the delegates

and movements for adjournment began to pour forth. The con-

vention, however, had still made no provision for printing

the constitution or submitting it to the people, and the

attempt to provide for the printing of the document led to a

reopening of the newspaper patronage squabble. The Davis

95 Journal of the Reconstruction Convention, Second
Session, pp. 483-484.

96 Ibid., pp. 417-422.
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faction opposed awarding the printing contract to the Austin

Daily Republican firm.97 Davis proposed printing the con-

vention Journal and the constitution in the North, under the

direction of the special commissioners going to Washington.9 8

In the meantime several incidents occurred which added fuel

to the already blazing dispute within the convention ranks.

An attempt was made to exclude a Negro delegate who was under

indictment for the rape of an eleven-year-old girl, but the

move was blocked, for no apparent reason, by the radicals.9 9

Accusations regarding alleged personal assaults in the

streets and in the halls of the convention were lodged by

some delegates against others.10 Finally, on February 5,

amid the tense atmosphere created by political debate and

personal animosity, an ordinance providing for the submission

of the constitution to the people secured passage.

Still no agreement had been reached on the matter of the

printing contract. Davis read to the convention a letter

from General Canby which said that if the convention did not

provide for the printing, he would attend to it himself. The

ensuing protests brought the convention to such fever pitch

that G. T. Ruby, the leading Negro delegate, tendered his

resignation, stating that the convention had "lost all dignity

and honor as a legislative assembly, and that its continued

9_7Ibid., p. 438. 9 8 Ibid.

99 Ibid., p. 442. 1 00 Ibid., pp. 445-447.
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session will only terminate in disgrace to the entire

country."1 0  Several other resignations followed Ruby's,

and suddenly the convention was without a quorum. On

February 6, with only A. J. Hamilton and the moderates

present in the hall, the President pro-tem declared the con-

vention adjourned and remanded the records of the convention

to the military authorities. Of the ninety delegates

elected to the convention a year earlier, only forty-five

were present to sign the new constitution. The two sessions

had lasted a total of five months, had cost the state

$200,000, and less than four weeks of the actual debate time

had gone to constitutional matters.

The new constitution which was to be presented to the

people of Texas reflected a strong Republican influence.

The Bill of Rights article not only condemned "the heresies

of nullification and secession . . ." but excluded the 1866

provision that "all political power is inherent in the

people . . . and they have at all times the inalienable

right to alter, reform, or abolish their form of government,

in such manner as they may think expedient."1 0 2  Instead,

the new constitution acknowledged the supremacy of the United

States Constitution, laws, and treaties, and stated that the

1 0 1 Ibid. pp. 527-528.

1 0 2 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 299.
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state constitution was in a definite subordinate position to

the federal law.103

The status of the freedmen, a paramount issue in the

failure of the previous state constitution, underwent signi-

ficant changes under the new constitution. Whereas the

previous constitution had reluctantly recognized the termi-

nation of slavery, guaranteed minimum civil rights to the

Negro, and extended to him limited testimonial privileges,

the new document provided him with full citizenship. This

was accomplished by the incorporation into the bill of rights

of a provision which guaranteed "the equality of all persons

before the law . . ." and which provided that no citizen

could ever be deprived of any right, privilege, or immunity

on account of race, color, or previous condition.1 0 4  A

section prohibiting the importation of "coolies" for "the

adoption of any system of peonage . . ." which tended toward

the practical bondage of unfortunate people and forever out-

lawing slavery or any type of involuntary servitude was in-

cluded in the new constitution.105 The article on suffrage

excluded the clause excepting "African and descendants of

Africans" and gave the Negro the vote; thus, under the new

constitution, the Negro had equal judicial and political

rights for the first time by state constitutional provisions,

103 Ibid. , p. 378. 10 4 Ibid., p. 399.
10 5 Ibid.
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a prime objective of Republicans since the close of the Civil

War. Article III, Sections 5 and 10, of the 1866 consti-

tution, which prohibited the Negro from serving in the

legislature, were changed to allow either race the privilege

of being elected to the state law-making body.1 0 6

In the structure of the state government, several

changes were proposed by the new constitution. The document

specified the apportionment of the legislative district,

completing a work left undone by the previous convention.1 0 7

In the executive department, the governor's term was kept at

four years, but the old stipulation that the governor could

not serve for more than eight years in any twelve year period

was dropped. The lieutenant governor's post was essentially

the same as under previous constitutions, as were the other

major executive posts. In the legislative branch, besides

the new apportionment specifications, and the expunging of

the "white citizen" clauses, the chief changes involved

were: extending the term for state senators from four to

six years; fixing the maximum number of senators at thirty;

lowering the residence requirement for legislative office

from five to three years for senators and two years for

representatives; setting the maximum number of representatives

to the lower house at ninety; lowering the age requirements

for legislative office; and stipulating that in all elections

10 6 Ibid., pp. 307, 410ff. 1 0 7 Ibid., pp. 410-414.
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for state, district, and county offices, the polls were to

be opened for four days.108 In the judicial article, the

Supreme Court was altered, reducing the number of justices

in that body from five to three. Also, these justices were

to be appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent

of the Senate, rather than being elected in a statewide

referendum while their terms of office were reduced from ten

to three years.109

In the area of public education, several significant

reforms were provided. The office of State Superintendent

of Public Instruction was made an elective position. The

legislature was given power to lay off the state into school

districts, create district school official boards and empower

those officials with the necessary authority to carry out

public instruction. The public schools were to be free, and

compulsory attendance could be required by act of the legis-

lature up to four months per year. To finance the public

schools, it was provided that all monies received henceforth

from the sale of public lands should go to the public school

fund, plus an additional one-fourth of the general tax

revenue of the state. Also, it was added that a poll tax of

one dollar was to be levied, on behalf of the schools, on

every male inhabitant between twenty-one and sixty years of

110
age.

10 8 Ibid., pp. 402-409. 10 9 Ibid., p. 422.

1Ibid.,pp. 440-443.
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Other significant social changes proposed by the new

constitution included provisions recognizing the marriages

of former slaves, legitimizing their heirs, prohibiting

lotteries in the state, and removing the provision which ex-

cluded ministers of the gospel from holding representative

office. In retrospect, the Constitution of 1869 demonstrated

a noticeable liberalizing influence on state affairs. The

Negro was elevated to a position of political equality with

the white citizens; the supremacy of the federal law was

acknowledged; greater interest in public education was mani-

fested; and the moderate aim of excluding any punitive

measures affecting ex-rebels was achieved. Structural

changes giving executive and legislative branches of the

government more power were included. It is difficult to

imagine a constitution which could have been produced under

the trying circumstances surrounding the 1868-1869 con-

vention which could have been more fair to the freedmen,

acceptable to conservatives, and satisfactory to the Republi-

cans in Congress.

A further investigation of the constitutional changes

wrought by the convention at this time might be secured by

comparing the results of the Texas convention's efforts with

those of other Southern state conventions then meeting.

Texas had been slower than most rebel states in framing a

new constitution. Mississippi, the last of eight other
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former Confederate states to hold conventions, had adjourned

on May 18, 1868, six weeks before the Texas convention began

its deliberations. One significant difference between the

Texas convention's character and the other rebel bodies was

the absence of carpetbagger influence in the Texas convention.

Most of the Texas delegates were native to the state while,

for example, only fourteen of forty-five whites in the

Virginia Convention were true native citizens of that state.

Alabama had thirty-seven carpetbaggers in her convention;

all forty-three of the white men in the Arkansas convention

were non-natives; Mississippi had twenty carpetbaggers; North

Carolina, sixteen; South Carolina, twenty-five; and Louisiana

and Florida each had a considerable contingent of recently

arrived citizens. Only Georgia was close to Texas in the

number of actual native sons to serve as delegates to the

state constitutional convention. il

All of these various state conventions had faced essen-

tially the same constitutional questions as had Texas. In

comparing the completed Texas document with the constitutions

of other states, it is found to be consistent with the pro-

gressive changes instituted in the constitutions of these

other groups. All of the state conventions working under

the congressional plan of Reconstruction had embarked on

illHenry, The Story of Reconstruction, pp. 278-294.
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programs of constitutional reform, with the ideal of demo-

cratic equalitarianism forming the basic structure of the

new Southern governments. 12 In the matter of the franchise,

Texas had provided no restrictions on either the freedman

or the ex-rebel, whereas Louisiana, Arkansas, and Georgia

did impose some restrictions on southern whites which usually

represented concessions to convention radicals.113

Texas, in retaining its top executive offices as popu-

larly elective positions, exemplified a democratic spirit

that went further than many other reconstructed states. For

example, Georgia, Florida, and Virginia still retained the

power to appoint major executive positions in their legis-

lative assemblies, thus assuring the continuance of "some

vestiges of ante bellum centralization."1 Texas' leader-

ship in democratization of government was also evidenced in

the legislative section of its new constitution where there

were no racial bars in the legislative bodies and where

apportionment was redistributed on a much fairer basis. In

the judicial department, however, Texas followed the more

conservative examples of Georgia and Florida in making the

appointments to the Supreme Court a prerogative of the

ll2Scroggs, "Carpetbagger Constitutional Reform," p. 477.

11 3 Henry, The Story of Reconstruction, pp. 280, 283, 286.

1 1 4 Scroggs, "Carpetbagger Constitutional Reform," p. 485.
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governor. Texas followed the example of other liberal new

state constitutions in the South with regard to slave

marriages, taxation equalization, and providing relief for

debtors. To encourage immigration into the state, a home-

stead of 160 acres was granted to every householder who

would settle on the land for three years. In addition to

this generous land grant, a homestead law protecting domiciles

from debt foreclosure was included in the constitution.1 1 5

In retrospect, it is difficult to be critical of the

work of the constitutional convention of 1868-1869. While

it is true that this body consumed most of its time and

energies dealing with legislative rather than constitutional

matters, the resultant document was progressive enough.

Texas was last in constructing its constitution, but certain-

ly not less vigorous in its program of reform. Obviously

partisan issues and personal ambitions greatly affected the

convention's deliberations. If Davis and the ultra-radicals

had been successful in their attempt to enlist congressional

aid in their fight to divide the state the new constitution

might never have been formulated. The moderate wing of the

Republican party might well be designated as the chief patron

of the new state government, for they had successfully de-

feated all efforts to enforce the ab initio doctrine, which

would have thrown the social and political structure of the

11 5 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 574, 587.
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state into chaos. It was the moderates also who stymied the

effort to divide the state and stopped the radical move to

disfranchise the majority of ex-rebels in the state.

With all the confusion, hostility, and bitter partisan-

ship present in the convention, the surprising thing is that

a constitution which would be acceptable to a defeated people,

and one so representative of the political equalitarianism

and social idealism inherent in the more noble motivations

of the Republican party in Congress and in Texas, could have

been prepared at all. The response of the people in the

coming election, and the reaction of Congress to the new

constitution, would determine just how successful the Texas

moderates had been in reading the signs of the times and

acting in accordance with them.



CHAPTER IV

REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT AND CONSERVATIVE REACTION,

1869-1874

Only four years elapsed between the completion of the

constitution of 1869 and a clamour for still another con-

vention to remold the state's supreme law. By 1873, the

state constitution was under fire as inadequate and in need

of drastic revision. In seeking to explain the basis for

the general dissatisfaction of the public and political

leaders of Texas with the Constitution of 1869, historians

usually point to the "obnoxious acts" of the administration

of Edmund J. Davis, who was governor of Texas for the four

years immediately following the adoption of the constitution

in question. Some assume that feelings of bitterness., mis-

trust, suspicion, and hostility engendered by certain measures

of the Davis regime were simply transferred to the state con-

stitution since that document had failed to render such acts

It 2
impossible. Before concluding that the Constitution of 1876

was chiefly the result of reactionary sentiments stimulated

San Antonio Daily Herald, September 24, 1873, p. 2.

2 Seth Shepherd McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of
1876," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Department of
History, University of Pennsylvania, 1924, p. 46.
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j3
by the "oppression, corruption, graft and blackmail" of

Davis and the Twelfth Legislature of Texas, however, a re-

examination of the "obnoxious acts" would be profitable.

There is a growing belief among many interpreters of polit-

ical history that the traditional view of the Davis government

has been distorted by the "Southern sympathies of the writers

and commentators we have had to depend on for an account. "4

Generally, the partisan evaluation of Republican reconstruction

government in Texas from 1870 to 1874 has labelled the period

as characterized by "a meddlesome, over-bearing state police

force, martial law, burdensome taxation, and an extravagant,

despotic centralized government sustained by Negro suffrage. "5

The most significant questions generated by such evaluations

have rarely been considered by scholars. Were the acts of

the radical Reconstruction government oppressive or simply

considered so by political opponents of Davis? If these

acts were oppressive, in what way was the constitution of

1869 so defective as to prevent their passage? Most essen-

tially, how much of the popular dissatisfaction with the

Constitution of 1869 was an outgrowth of internal political

3Fred Gantt, Jr., Irving Owen Dawson, and Luther G.
Hargard, Jr., editors, Governing Texas, Documents and Read-
ings (New York, 1963), p. 39.

4Clifton McCleskey, The Government and Politics of Texas
(Boston, 1963),, p. 32 Fn.

5 Rupert N. Richardson, Texas: The Lone Star State
(New York, 1943) , p. 286.
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struggles in the state rather than serious deficiencies in

the constitution itself? Such questions must be given

attention before any intensive analysis of the Constitution

of 1876 can begin.

The constitutional convention had ordered an election

for selecting state officials and ratifying the new consti-

tution to be held in early July, 1869. The Republican

extremists in the convention were, however, determined to

defeat the new constitution before it was submitted to the

electorate. With an allotment of $1,000 each, secured from

the Convention on the basis of a commission to go to Washing-

ton and lay the question of state division before Congress,

six members of the convention accompanied by other prominent

radicals set out for the nation's capitol. Close behind was

a moderate Republican delegation led by A. J. Hamilton and

James N. Bell.6 Both parties sought interviews with the

President and congressional leaders and presented their

memorials to the national legislature. The radicals, led by

Morgan C. Hamilton and Davis, urged that the constitution

prepared by the convention be set aside on the ground that

it was representative of the disloyal element in the state.

They suggested that Congress give immediate consideration to

the division of the state or the construction of three ter-

ritorial districts in Texas under military authority promising

6Austin Republican, March 16, 1869, cited in Ramsdell,
Reconstruction in Texas, p. 261.
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that such action would guarantee Republican control "until

genuine peace is restored, and . . . a remodeling of the

constitution in consonance with the necessities and spirit

of the times. " The moderate Republicans countered with an

elaborate presentation of the entire picture of political

events in the state from the close of the war to that time,

including the debate over ab initio, the division controversy,

the decision to exclude proscription measures against the

"rebels" from the constitution, and the attempts of the rad-

icals to thwart the completion of the constitution. Finally,

the moderate petition urged Congress to order the election

and end the bitter, expensive, and unsettled affairs of

government in Texas, which "if prolonged can produce only

the bitter fruit of a settled and implacable hate.,"8

Although the Radicals failed to secure their chief aims,

they did secure a postponement of the ratification election.

General J. J. Reynolds, Texas military commander, had written

the President in support of the radical faction, and, in

consequence, General Grant ordered, on July 15, 1869, that

the Texas election should take place on November 30 and

7Ibid., March 31, 1869, cited in Ramsdell, Reconstruction
in Texas, p. 262.

8Statement and Memorial in Relation to Political Affairs
in Texas By Members of the Late Convention and Other Citizens
of that State, Addressed to B. F. Butler, Chairman of the
Reconstruction Committee (Washington, 1869). A copy of this
pamphlet is located in the Archives, Texas State Library,
Austin.
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December 1, 2, and 3.9 Returning to the state, the two

Republican factions proceeded to the formation of tickets

and the adoption of platforms. As expected, the moderates

chose in caucus A. J. Hamilton as their standard bearer.

The radicals, after an abortive attempt to agree at the con-

vention in Galveston on May 10, came together in Houston on

June 7 at the call of J. G. Tracy, editor of the Houston

Union and state executive chairman of the Republican party.

The radicals faced a decision of some significance. They

had to decide whether to fight the constitution and in so

doing maintain consistency with their previous declaration

or repudiate their former declarations, accept the consti-

tution and fight for control of the state government. After

the nomination of E. J. Davis and a radical ticket, the

Houston convention issued a platform which said nothing of

division or ab initio but pledged its support of the new

constitution. 10

With their key state leaders proscribed, the Democrats

did not directly enter the contest. They held no state con-

vention nor did they put forth serious candidates for

executive offices.11 They contented themselves to put for-

ward men only for some county and legislative offices. The

9 American Annual Cyclopedia, IX, 672, 674.

1 0 Austin Republican, June 14, 1869, as cited in Ramsdell,
Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 271-272.

11
American Annual Cyclopedia, IX, 678.
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Democrats generally supported the constitution and the can-

didacy of Hamilton, whom they considered chiefly responsible

for the non-proscriptive clauses in the new constitution.1 2

The conservative press charged Davis with advocating dis-

franchisement, of cooperating with "thirty thousand rebels"

to enlist congressional aid to defeat the proposed consti-

tution, and of proposing a division of the state along lines

that would aid the radical cause. The only secure political

direction, counseled the San Antonio Daily Herald, was to

support the moderate Republican candidates for Congress and

the governorship and to send to the state legislature

"senators and representatives who have been long identified

with the state, who can claim to be of the people. ... 13

The Democratic press concentrated on the legislative race

since it was in this area of government they could hopefully

off-set the effect of a Republican executive. Conservatives

hoped to elect a legislature which would institute few

changes in the basic economic and political structure of the

state. Revealing both motivation and plan, the conservatives

wrote:

We venture to say that not one-fourth of the
citizens in our state who represent its wealth and

12 San Antonio Daily Herald, November 10, 1869, p. 2.

13,
.Ibid. The general feeling of state conservatives

toward the constitution was expressed by ex-governor James W.
Throckmorton who objected to the document but added "yet
there is no prospect, if rejected, that a better will be
offered." Dallas Herald, April 10, 1869, p. 1.
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pay the principal taxes have a vote in the selection
of members of the present legislature, and further
. . . not one-fourth of the men of talent . . . can,
at this time, hold the office of legislators, owing
to the present measures of the reconstruction acts.
* . . [therefore] we want to send men that will make
as few laws now as possible, and who will simply
attend to such business as there is now a pressing
necessity for,--and then come home and . . . leave
those important matters that do not so immediately
concern us now to a future legislature to be elected
by the whole people.1 4

This statement suggested that Democrats hoped that congressional

reconstruction could be stymied by a conservative legislature

until both the franchise and public office could be made

available to the traditional leadership of the Democratic

party.

Two variables that undoubtedly materially affected the

outcome of the election were the role played in the contest

by General Reynolds and the significance of the Negro vote.

Reynolds, a close personal friend of Grant, had long before

the election identified with the radical faction of the Re-

publican party in Texas. In a letter to the President in

September, 1869, Reynolds charged that a coalition of mod-

erate Republicans and Democrats had been concluded, and

declared that "the success of the A. J. Hamilton faction . . .

[would mean] the defeat of Republicanism in Texas . . #1,1

and a return of rebel rule.15 The result of this charge was

14 San Antonio Daily Herald, November 23, 1869, p. 2.

1 5 General J. J. Reynolds to U. S. Grant, September 4,
1869, reprinted in American Annual Cclopedia, IX, 674-675.
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a systematic removal of patronage concessions in Texas from

Hamilton supporters in favor of Davis men, leading provision-

al Governor Pease to resign in protest.16 Some have since

charged Reynolds with selling his support to the Davis faction

in exchange for radical support of the general's aspirations

to be a United States Senator from Texas, 17but little evi-

dence is offered to substantiate this conclusion. Aside from

turning federal patronage in the direction of the Texas

radicals, Reynolds' chief influence on the election came from

his supervision and rulings concerning the actual balloting.

With the power to appoint registrars, lay down the rules for

balloting and tally and record the vote, Reynolds was in a

commanding position. It was charged that those chosen to

serve as registrars were radical partisans and that a fraud-

ulent counting had been rendered by the general's agents.1 8

Again, only hearsay evidence is available on this point.

The Negro vote was of considerable influence in the

election and was consequently counted on by both Republican

factions. The Union League and its Negro leader in Texas,

former convention delegate G. T. Ruby, supported the Davis

faction because of the radicals' outspoken sponsorship of

Negro suffrage earlier and because of the Negroes' fear that

16 American Annual Cyclopedia, IX, 675-676.

1 7 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 274-275.

18 San Antonio Daily Herald, December 20, 1869, p. 2.
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the rumoured moderate Republican-Democrat coalition was a

reality.19 Exactly how many Negroes individually supported

Davis is impossible to ascertain.

The balloting resulted in victory for the Davis radi-

cals and in the ratification of the constitution, the latter

result being something of a foregone conclusion, the former

a shock and bitter disappointment to many. With only about

57 per cent of the registered voters balloting, the consti-

tution carried by an overwhelming 72,366 to 4,928. Davis

defeated Hamilton by a vote of 39,901 to 39,092, a plurality

of less than 900 votes of the almost 79,000 cast. Notably,

only 37,738, or less than 51 per cent of the white registered

voters cast ballots while 65 per cent, or 37,376 of the

56,810 registered Negroes voted.20 Radicals also won the

highest state offices and three of the four congressional

seats.

Reacting to the stinging defeat, the conservatives

attributed the Davis victory to the Negro vote. Voicing a

doubt that Davis had "received ten thousand white votes,"

the San Antonio Daily Herald declared the new governor had

W. C. Nunn, Texas Under the Carpetbaggers (Austin,
1962) , pp. 15-16.

2 0 General Order No. 73, Tabular Statement of Votes
(White and Colored) Cast at Election Held in the~State of
Texas Under the Authority of the Reconstruction Acts of
Congress, U. S. Army, 5th Military District, Austin, Texas,
April 16, 1870. A copy of this pamphlet is located in the
Archives, Texas State Library, Austin.
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been elected "at the point of a bayonet, by Negro votes . . .

[who were] driven like cattle to the polls and made through

fear, to deposit their votes for Davis." In the same analy-

sis the editor explained the sparse white vote by suggesting

that the people of the state feared a Davis defeat would

mean continued military and Congressional control, as well

as continuance of Reynolds' order that required voters to

ballot in the county seat, often five to thirty miles distant

from their homes. The editor claimed Davis won "by default. "2 1

The fact remains that according to military records, some

39,000 registered white voters did not vote, indicating that

the Davis victory was not so much a matter of the Negro

suffrage as the failure of white Texans to exercise that

privilege, whatever their motive in doing so.

The character of the new state legislature was not

immediately apparent. With several contested seats to be

awarded, returns in the newspapers showed thirteen "Demo-

crats" and "Conservatives" as opposed to seventeen "Radicals"

in the Senate, while in the House the count stood fifty

"Radicals" to forty "Democrats" and "Conservatives." Two

Negroes had been elected to the Senate and eight would serve

in the new House of Representatives. The radicals thus

possessed a slight majority in both houses. In early

21 San Antonio aily Herald, December 20, 1869, p. 2.
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January, General Reynolds appointed Davis to fill the vacated

office of provisional governor until his official term as

governor commenced. 22

The new Governor of Texas was neither a carpetbagger or

a Southern scalawag by any acceptable definitions of those

terms. Since 1848 Davis had lived and practiced law in Texas,

serving as a judge in the Laredo, Corpus Christi, and Browns-

ville area. As an outspoken Unionist Davis was defeated in

his campaign for delegate to the Secession Convention in

1861. When hostilities commenced, he fled to Mexico and

raised a federal cavalry regiment made up mostly of refugee

Texas unionists like himself. Davis fought well on the

Mexican border, harrassed the Confederates, was captured

once and released, eventually rising to the rank of brigadier

general. 23 His principles were those of a southern unionist

cut in the mold of a northern "radical." In the Texas con-

stitutional conventions of 1866 and 1868-1869, Davis had

consistently supported Negro suffrage, ab initio, state

division, and a liberal reconstruction of the state by

Congressional authority. His concern for the civil and

political rights of the "loyal men" and Negroes of Texas

never wavered, and though he was regularly maligned as the

head of a "military satrapy' dominated by congressional

22 Ibid., January 11, 1870, p. 2.

23 Nunn, Texas Under the Carpetbaggers, pp. 19-21.
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Radicals,24 his Republicanism was native to his own politi-

cal thoughts and not generated by distant party officials

in the North. In his inaugural address, delivered April 28,

1870, he displayed his boundless confidence in the superior-

ity of this federalism by reminding his hearers that

While local self-government still remains, it is
within the just bounds that there is a supervisory
power over all far withdrawn from local prejudice
and bias, which will temper state action within
the limits of security, freedom and justice to
all. This will prove to be the better govern-
ment . . "25

It is within the context of political theory, and particu-

larly the state's rights versus federalism issue so hotly

contested in his day, that the motivations of Governor Davis

are best understood, and not within the context of political

ambition so often ascribed to him by traditional southern

historians.

By special order General Reynolds called the newly

elected legislature into a special session which lasted from

February 4th through the 24th. The chief necessity for this

action was the ratification of the fourteenth and fifteenth

amendments to the federal Constitution and the election of

two United States senators from Texas. J. W. Flanagan and

Morgan C. Hamilton, both loyal Davis men, were elected to

the Senate and the amendments were quickly ratified. The

2 4San Antonio Daily Herald, December 20, 1869, p. 2.

2 5 San Antonio Daily Express, May 1, 1870, p. 2.
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only other significant action taken by this provisional

legislature was the settlement of contested legislative

seats. Eight House positions and one Senate chair were in

dispute, and with the radical majority in both houses, near-

ly all of the contested offices were awarded to men of known

radical sympathies, thus further increasing the radical

majority. 26

On March 30, Congress accepted the Texas delegation

without opposition. Davis called the legislature back into

special session on April 26, was inaugurated governor two

days later, and on April 29 presented his formal address to

a joint meeting of the two houses. Turning first to the

matter of social control and lawlessness, the governor ex-

pressed a serious concern that "combinations of lawless men

. . . in sufficient numbers to be able to resist the local

authorities . ." might emerge. In some instances, Davis

feared, local authorities might even "be bound in sympathy

with the disturbers of the peace."27 The governor was un-

doubtedly making veiled reference to the newly emerging Ku

Klux Klan activity as well as the growth of other secret

organizations which he believed were motivated primarily by

a desire to intimidate Negroes and "Union men. "2 8  To

2 6 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 23.
2 7 San Antonio Daily Exress, May 1, 1870, p. 1.

28 Ibid., May 7, 1870, p. 1.
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counteract the power of such conspiracies at the local level

Davis requested the legislature to make "some provision for

the temporary establishment of martial law under certain con-

tingencies, and within limited districts. . . .' To further

restrict the activities of the secret organizations and to

reduce violence generally, the governor suggested that some

restrictions be placed on the privilege of bearing arms,

which, except for their use in frontier areas, he considered

to have contributed immeasurably to the "frequency of homi-

cides" in Texas.29

Turning his attention to the problems of the frontier,

Davis deplored the ever increasing number and intensity of

Indian depredations which were all but driving the settlers

completely from the frontier areas. Decrying the inaction of

the federal government in defense of the Texas frontier,

Davis demanded action by the state authorities. He warned,

however, that the expense of frontier defense would be

costly, but told the legislators: "I am sure that you will

agree with me that the settlers must be protected at any

cost."30

Matters of internal improvements were broached by the

governor in his legislative address. Pointing out that

several of the railroads in the state were heavily indebted

29 Ibid.

30 Ibid., May 10, 1870, p. 1.
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to the public school fund and had made no payment since 1860,

Davis suggested that the roads in question be sold or com-

manded to pay the interest due and to set up a repayment

schedule for reimbursing the school fund completely. He

further urged caution in granting additional subsidy or even

charters to new roads, pointing out to the legislators that

Texas had invested two and-three-fourths million dollars in

specie and five million acres of public land valued at ten

million dollars in specie to secure less than five hundred

miles of railroads, "which the state has mainly built, but

does not own or control. . . ." In view of these facts

Davis urged the legislators to keep a tight control over

whatever roads they chose to subsidize.3 1

Further suggestions of the governor included a modifi-

cation of the criminal code, the establishment of a system

of free public schools as provided for under the new consti-

tution, and a modernization program in the state's asylums

and penitentiaries. Realizing the heavy expense of all his

proposals, Davis gave serious attention in his address to

the financial structure of the state government. He acknowl-

edged that "even with the greatest care and economy" a

sizeable increase in expenditures could be expected. Point-

ing out that the population of the state had nearly doubled

since 1860, he noted that "the expense of government seems

31M
Ibid. , May 8, 1870, p. 1.
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to increase in geometrical proportion to the addition of

population to a state." Davis predicated that "without more

than the school systems, the increased judiciary, and the

Immigration Bureau provided in the new constitution, and the

necessary police and militia organization, an expense of

near $1,500,000 must be expected, and provision must be made

to procure the necessary funds for these purposes by taxation."

The governor observed that the state treasury held some

$2,952.97 in specie and $368,426.75 in currency while the

total debt of Texas was relatively insignificant, consisting

mainly of bonds issued on the university and permanent school

funds and a small amount of warrants issued before the war.

To facilitate an increase of revenue, Davis called for a

revision of the whole system of tax collection as provided

under the new constitution, including the condemnation and

sale of lands in arrears for taxes. Closing his message,

the governor expressed his hope that the work of the legis-

lature would result in the establishment of peace and harmony

throughout the state. 32

Responding to this challenging program set forth by the

state executive, the Twelfth Legislature of Texas, in the

special session lasting from April 26 to August 15, 1870,

proceeded to pass sweeping legislation affecting almost

every area of the social, economic, and political life of

32 Ibid., May 11, 1870, p. 1.
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Texas. Fulfilling the fearful prediction of a conservative

editor that they would open the state treasury and "our now

virgin statute books,"3 3 the legislators enacted Davis' sug-

gestions and even went far beyond the proposals of the

governor. They created a public school system, made provisions

for increasing commerce and stimulating internal improvements,

established agencies for social control and frontier pro-

tection, completely revamped the governmental and judicial

structure of the state, and passed certain laws which def-

initely tended to strengthen the hand of the Republican party

in the state. A review of the major provisions in each of

these areas provides the only basis for a fair evaluation of

the motives and accomplishments of a Republican regime in

Texas which has come in for such general condemnation as

oppressive, extravagant, and bitterly partisan.

To combat the lawlessness of which Davis spoke so

strongly, the legislature created a militia, a state guard,

and a state police and passed an arms control act. Debate

over the militia bill gave opportunity for the drawing of

political lines. Section twenty of the proposed act evoked

sharp debate, for it gave the governor power to declare

martial law in any area of the state where he considered the

local authorities to be incapable of maintaining order.

Under this section he was also authorized to suspend the law

33
San Antonio Daily Herald, January 24, 1870, p. 2.
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in the area under military control and to assess the citizens

of the disturbed area for the cost of maintaining order.
3 4

Intense opposition to the militia bill immediately arose.

It passed over the minority in the lower House, but in the

Senate it encountered concerted hostility. Several senators

rejected as unconstitutional the right of the governor to

declare martial law and suspend the right of habeas corpus

and voiced a fear that passage of the bill would "debase the

civil authority to the surveillance of a local military

power. "35 A substitute was offered which would allow militia-

men to select their own officers and let local officials

decide when to call out the militia. The substitute would

also exclude the provisions for declaring martial law, sus-

pending the right of habeas corpus, or assessing counties

for the cost of maintaining order within their own borders.

When on June 21, 1870, the substitute was defeated in the

Senate by a single ballot, the radical press hailed it as a

defeat for the "Ku Klux Democracy." 3 6  In an attempt to de-

feat the original bill, thirteen Democrats and moderate

Republicans withdrew to break the quorum. An angry majority

ordered the arrest of the absent senators, finally releasing

four to provide the necessary quorum, and immediately passed

34
Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 185-190.

35
Senate Journal, First Session, Twelfth Legislature of

the State of Texas (AusEin, 1870) , pp. 98, 209-227.

36San Antonio Daily Express, June 23, 1870, p. 2.
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the militia bill. The remaining senators were excluded from

participation in senate activities for a period of three

weeks during which several vital measures were acted upon by

that body. 37 The Democrats denounced the militia bill as a

"Radical plot, "38 and moderate Republican A. J. Hamilton

charged that it was designed to "clothe the governor with

despotic power. "39 The radicals countered with charges that

the turncoats or "Hamilton Republicans" had joined forces

with the "rebellion democrats" in denying protection to

loyal men. 40 In any event the dispute proved the moderate-

Democrat coalition relatively helpless to prevent changes

desired by the radicals.

Hard on the heels of the militia act came legislation

creating a state police force, approved on July 1, 1870.

The most serious objection to the police bill was centered

on those provisions which automatically enrolled all local

law officers as auxiliary members of the state police, and

then placed the entire state police force under the super-

vision and control of the governorwho could remove anyone

37 Senate Journal, First Session, Twelfth Legislature of

the State of Texas (Austin, 187), pp. 2T48249.

38 San Antonio Daily Express, May 21, 1870, p. 2.

39 Galveston Daily News, August 3, 1870, p. 1.

4 San Antonio Daily Express, June 2, 1870, p. 2.
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41
from office he deemed insubordinate or uncooperative. This

bill evoked less serious opposition in and out of the legis-

lature at the time but the police came in for violent

castigation later on for their activities.

To enhance control by the law enforcement agencies thus

established, the legislature on August 13, 1870, enacted a

law restricting the carrying of arms to locations commonly

subject to Indian depredations and strictly forbidding under

heavy fine the carrying of weapons any place where citizens

were likely to congregate.42 In relation to frontier relief

the Twelfth Legislature created the later famous Texas

Rangers, authorizing twenty companies of rangers, each con-

sisting of some twelve hundred officers and men, who were to

serve for twelve months. Commensurate with the trend toward

centralization of authority, the Police Act stipulated that

the "entire force raised under the provisions of this act

shall be at all times under and subject to the orders of the

governor." 4 3  Later, when ranging companies were deemed too

expensive to be practical, the Twelfth Legislature passed a

series of "minute men" bills calling into service for fron-

tier protection locally situated militia companies. These

were to be activated only when Indian trouble arose in their

respective counties. 44 The political significance of all

41 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 193-195.

4 2 Ibid., p. 237. 43 Ibid., pp. 179-182.

44 Ibid., VII, 631.
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these measures for social and frontier control lay in the

fact that they proved to be quite expensive and gave cre-

dence to the conservatives' contention that Davis was building

a state political machine undergirded by military power.

Having provided for the establishment of order and social

control, the radical majority turned next to solidifying

their own party's position in state government by a series

of acts which evoked much more criticism than had the militia

and police bills, possibly because they were more obviously

political in nature. The radical scheme for political re-

construction of the state included a plan to broaden the

patronage power of the governor, alteration of voting and

registration procedures, and the extension, by law, of their

own terms of office. On July 11, 1870, a voter registration

act was approved which allowed the governor to appoint reg-

istrars for each county in the state, who would hold office

for two years. It also authorized the governor to appoint

boards of appeal which would also serve as election judges.

Registrars were granted power to disqualify registrants who

could then appeal the decision to one of the boards so ap-

pointed. A heavy fine and prison sentence was provided for

any registrar abusing his power to enroll or reject pros-

pective voters.45 This law was interpreted as giving the

governor and his supporters virtual control over all

45 Ibid., VI, 198-205.
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elections, a conclusion which might be questionable in view

of the fact that the radicals failed to carry the next and

succeeding state elections following its passage.

Even more odious to state conservatives was the passage

of an enabling act, which allowed the governor to fill by

appointment "vacancies" in a variety of state and local

offices including district attorneys, county treasurers,

surveyors, hide inspectors, public weighers of cotton,

sheriffs, district clerks, town mayors and board of alder-

men, and other officials. Significantly, such appointments

were valid only "until the next general election in this

state."46 The motive behind this law usually has been in-

terpreted as a radical design to control future elections

by an extended patronage.47 One could as easily speculate

that since the law could apply only where offices were not

properly filled by election in 1869, and since such appoint-

ments were to last only until the next general election, it

represented an attempt to secure quickly an efficiently

operating civil government. Davis' concern with law and

order, particularly with regard to protecting union men and

Negroes, would make him doubly anxious that sheriffs and

district attorneys be "loyal" men and on the job as soon as

possible. Conservatives could, before the enabling act,

46 Ibid., pp. 191-192.

4 7 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 298; Nunn,
Texas Under the Carpetbaggers, p. 30.
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counter Davis by electing at the local level men sympathetic

to groups organized to intimidate those citizens Davis was

most anxious to protect, or by not electing any local offical

at all. In any event, the act evoked severe criticism.

Next, the legislature approved on August 15, 1870, a law

delaying the next general election until the fall of 1872,

which for congressional representatives would have been in

November, 1870, and for state officials the fall of 1871,

ostensibly "to coincide with national elections." 48 It is

difficult to deny the partisan motivation of this measure,

and even the radical press acknowledged that the act was

designed to prevent state offices from falling into the

hands of the administration's enemies. 49

To further extend party influences through publicity

and patronage, and possibly to end lobbying and endless de-

bates on printing contracts, the legislature passed an act

authorizing 'the appointment of a state printer and the

establishment of a state journal which would print the

journals of the legislature and all materials required by

the various state offices. The governor was authorized

further to designate an official journal to publish county

notices for every judicial district, railroads enjoying

4 8 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 302-313.

4 9 Austin Daily State Journal, July 19, 1870, as cited
in Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 299.
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state subsidy being required to advertise and publish rates

in these journals.50 This printing bill concluded the radi-

cal legislation that could be open to the charge of direct

partisanship. The Davis administration had, by the laws for

social control, the enabling act, change in the registration

and election procedures, the establishment of an official

state newspaper, and the expedient of extending the terms of

state officials, solidified their own position somewhat, but

they had also provided issues around which the opposition

could easily muster.

In the areas of commerce, education, internal improve-

ments and governmental reform the Twelfth Legislature attempted

a variety of changes which, from the radical perspective

were deemed vital to the progress of the state, but which

from the opposition's point of view were seen as oppressive

and unnecessarily expensive. A brief examination of each

area will reveal both the objectives and effects of the

radical plans.

To stimulate the commercial development of the state

the Twelfth Legislature passed laws providing for a geologi-

cal survey of the state, creating an Immigration Bureau,

providing free public lands to settlers who would occupy

homesteads, and extending charters and subsidies to a number

50 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 244-249.
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of railroads.51 Because of the great cost involved, and the

generally controversial nature of railroad legislation at

that time, the aid extended to railroads attracted consider-

able attention. 52 With Governor Davis' earlier caution to

take great care in considering appeals for aid from railroads

still fresh in the legislative halls, the lawmakers turned

to face some fifty-two bills of incorporation and aid. Find-

ing the use of land subsidies begun in 1854 unsatisfactory,

the Republican-dominated convention of 1869 had constitu-

tionally prohibited land grants to railroads. In reaction,

the new state legislature created charters, relief, and

subsidies for a variety of railroad schemes. On August 6,

1870, a law passed granting a charter to the International

Railroad Company, a corporation with plans to extend the

Cairo and Fulton Railroad from Fulton, Arkansas, through

Texas to the Rio Grande at or near Laredo. To aid this

ambitious enterprise, under certain conditions $10,000 in

state bonds per mile was to be granted, the bonds to be

secured by a first mortgage on the road. The act stipulated

that "Any failure on the part of said company to complete

its railroad within the time as stated in this charter, shall

work a forfeiture of all further rights and privileges under

5 1 Ibid., pp. 242-244, 255-258.

5 2 American Annual Cyclopedia, IX, 678.
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the same . .," while the state reserved the right to regu-

late the rates of freight and passage upon the railroad.5 3

The implications of this bill were primarily interpreted

only in terms of the state debt and possibilities for cor-

ruption. Moderate Republicans denounced it as a "railroad

conspiracy" and suggested that the corruption of several

radical legislators had been accomplished.54 Charges of

wholesale fraud and bribery were numerous in Democratic

journals.55 The opposition declared that if the contract

were completed the cost to the state would reach $8,000,000.

The act and the railroad came to naught, however, as the

state comptroller, Arnold Bledsoe, balked at signing the

bonds on the grounds that the act was unconstitutional.

Court proceedings to force Bledsoe to sign the bonds extend-

ed on well past the end of the Davis administration, whereupon

the railroad was forced to accept the Democratic legislature's

compromise of twenty sections of land in lieu of $10,000 in

bonds for each mile built.56 Though the act actually cost

the state nothing during the Davis administration, it

figured prominently in propaganda statements of anti-Davis

53
Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 606-612.

5 4 San Antonio Daily Express, June 7, 1870, p. 2.

5 5 San Antonio Daily Herald, September 27, p. 2; Octo-

ber 4, p. 2; October 20, p. 2; November 24, 1870, p. 2.

56 Gammell, Laws of Texas, VIII, 659-663.
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conservatives who were anxious to convict the radicals of

overwhelming extravagance.

At a later session of the Twelfth Legislature another

railroad subsidy bill passed, this time extending aid to the

Southern Pacific Transcontinental Railway Company. This road

had been chartered first in 1852, again in 1856, and had

built some forty-six miles of road in the state before the

war. It now asked the state to renew its old land grants

and provide, in addition, some $6,000,000 in thirty year,

8 per cent bonds to subsidize construction.57 The bill passed

the house by a vote of sixty-one to fifteen and the Senate

by a substantial majority but was vetoed by Davis on the basis

of the unconstitutionality of its land grant provisions and

the considerable expense to the state it entailed.58 A Re-

publican journal, the San Antonio Daily Express, objecting to

the route of the proposed railroad, pointed out that while

it might be some help to El Paso it would touch Texas nowhere

else below the thirty-second parallel, and as Texas could

"afford to help only one grand trunk line" it should be one

"which should strike diagonally across the state . . . 59

The same paper noted that the Southern Pacific line already

owed the state's school fund some $220,000 and was now

57 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 300.

5 8 Gammell, Laws of Texas, VI, 1623-1628.

59 San Antonio Daily Express, June 19, 1870, p. 2.
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requesting additional funds.60 The senate quickly passed

the bill over the governor's veto, but in the house it

failed by three votes to carry the necessary two-thirds

majority. Again, the legislature came to the rescue of the

railroad by substituting land grants for bond subsidies.6 1

Notably, the constitutional amendment providing a restoration

of the old land grant program of railroad aid was proposed

by the Twelfth Legislature in 1871, voted on by the people

in 1872, and ratified by the Democratically controlled leg-

islature in March, 1873.62 In essence, the radicals were

castigated vigorously for granting cash aid to railroads by

a party that would later sponsor large scale land grants to

the same companies. Apparently, to Democrats, granting pub-

lic domain was more desirable than extending the government's

credit to the railroads.

Still another major railroad act was a measure passed

over Davis' veto in August of 1870. This measure was di-

rected at the "relief" of the Houston and Texas Central

Railway Company. The H. and T. C., already heavily in debt

to the state, purchased the Washington County line and pro-

posed to extend that branch on to Austin and the main trunk

to the Red River to connect with the Missouri-Kansas-Texas

6 0 Ibid., June 19, 1870, p. 2.

61 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VII, 1018.

6 2 Nunn, Texas Under the Carpetbacgers, pp. 36-37.
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road. To accomplish this the H. and T. C. secured per-

mission from the.legislature to give to the state in exchange

for the 6 per cent bonds issued on past indebtedness new

7 per cent gold interest-bearing bonds issued by virtue of

a deed of trust executed by the company on July 1, 1866.

These new bonds were issued on the basis of a land grant

which had been forfeited.63 As the H. and T. C. and the

Washington County lines were indebted to the school fund in

the amount of $756,197.57, the legislature was, in accepting

the new bonds to cancel the old, extending additional credit

on the school fund, an unconstitutional measure which Gover-

nor Davis pointed out carefully in his veto message on the

bill,64 since the constitution of 1869 strictly forbade the

investment of school funds in any but United States bonds.6 5

Refusing to be intimidated or thwarted, the legislature

promptly passed the bill over the governor's veto. Other

companies were likewise "relieved" by the Twelfth Legisla-

ture with the passage on August 13, 1870, of an act providing

that railroads in arrears to the state might avoid sale by

paying six months interest on the total amount due as of

May 1, 1870, plus an additional 1 per cent to be placed in a

sinking fund to retire the debt and by arranging for

63 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 325-331.

64
San Antonio Daily Express, August 10, 1870, p. 2.

6 5
Article IX, Section 9.
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semi-annual payments of the same nature.66 In summary, the

railroad measures of the Twelfth Legislature cost the state

nothing by way of direct appropriations, made possible the

recouping of some debts to the state, and stimulated rail-

road construction. The obstinacy of the state comptroller

and a Davis veto had prevented any cash outlay and the ex-

change of H. and T. C. bonds was simply an extension of a

loan on which some $152,000 had already been repaid in hopes

of eventually reimbursing the school fund. Through it all

Davis, aware of the sharp public criticism of railroad

grants, had shown a conservative strain that was later over-

looked by those anxious to discredit his administration.

The Twelfth Legislature also took direct steps to en-

hance commerce by the passage of an act designed to vastly

improve the public roads of Texas, which had long been sub-

jected to the traditional custom of voluntary labor with

regard to construction and maintenance. Hence, on August 4,

1870, the legislature authorized the employment of a special

tax, to be levied, collected, and spent by the county courts

for the specific purpose of building bridges and improving,

public roads. Any person unwilling to pay the road tax

could substitute work on the roads or bridges at the rate of

one dollar per day for the tax due.6 7

6 6 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 260.

67 Ibid., pp. 218-219.
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Following the guidelines laid down in the new consti-

tution, the Twelfth Legislature created a long-hoped-for

system of free public schools. The need for education in

the state was apparent to many. The 1870 census showed

Texas to have, in addition to 229,568 school age children,

some 70,895 white and 150,617 colored illiterates over 10

years of age, including 17,505 white males of voting age.68

A school bill, passed on August 13, 1870, instructed the

governor to appoint a "Superintendent of Public Instruction"

who would hold office until the next election. Local con-

trol of the schools was vested in the county courts, whose

officials were to act as ex officio boards of directors for

the schools, appoint district trustees, levy and collect

school taxes, build buildings and enforce attendance. The

courts could not assess more than 1 per cent ad valorem as

a tax for building purposes. The courts were also to ap-

point a board of school examiners for each district to

interview applicants for teacher certificates. All children

were required to attend school at least four months of the

year, and no mention of color or race was made with regard

to school attendance. Finally, to support the school sys-

tems, one-fourth of the annual income derivable from

68.
American Annual Cyclopedia, X, pp. 733-734. Davis,

in a message to the legislature estimated the scholastic
population of Texas at 160,000, of whom 100,000 enjoyed no
school advantages whatever. House Journal, Second Session,
Twelfth Legislature of the State of Texas (Austin, 1870),
p. 53.
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taxation, an annual poll tax of one dollar on all voters, and

all interest derived from the permanent school fund, were

designated as the "available school fund." 69 Although the

act was later criticized by partisans who were anxious to

discredit Davis, school enrollment jumped in the year follow-

ing the creation of the system from about 27 per cent to

about 56 per cent of the scholastic population, then dropped

back to about 38 per cent after the initial school act was

altered radically by Democrats anxious for decentralization.7 0

Resistance to compulsory attendance and objection to taxes

served also to obviate the effectiveness of the Twelfth

Legislature's far-sighted program of free public school

education.

Other less publicized but significant acts were passed

by the Twelfth Legislature. Long needed rules for a probate

court were laid down; annual sessions for the legislature

were authorized; salaries of public officials were sub-

stantially raised; monies were appropriated and taxes levied

for the improvement and maintenance of public buildings;

statutes reapportioning the legislative and judicial districts

69 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 287-292.

7 0 Nunn, Texas Under the Carpetbaggers , p. 242; popular
hostility to the admission of Negroes to the public schools;
inefficient management on the part of county courts; oppo-
sition to taxation for the support of the schools have been
cited as especially contributory to the unpopularity of the
new public school system created by the Twelfth Legislature,
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1875," pp. 34-35.
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were enacted; and a variety of lesser measures became law

under the radical-dominated legislature from 1870 to 1872.

Each of these laws had influence upon the social, political,

and economic structures of the state.

Since political and economic considerations are more

accurately measurable they have usually been given more

direct attention in the written histories of the period.

It is generally agreed that economically, the Davis adminis-

tration and the Twelfth Legislature proved quite costly in

terms of expenditures and accumulated indebtedness. There

is some question, however, whether the fiscal policies of

the radicals represented "needless spending, "7 "extrava-

gance, 172 or were "beyond the ability of the tax-paying

public," 73 all positions taken by modern historians of the

reconstruction in Texas. Doubtlessly, the increase in ex-

penditures directly traceable to the programs of the Davis

regime were exceedingly high when compared with government

expenditures to which Texans were accustomed prior to,

during, and immediately after the war. But can it be ac-

curately discerned that the increases initiated by the

radical legislature were either unnecessary or beyond the

71 Nunn, Texas Under the Carpetbaggers p. 165.

7 2 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 310; Richardson,
Texas The Lone Star State, p. 286.

73
Edward Thornton Miller, "A Financial History of

Texas," Bulletins of the Unive of Texas, No. 37
(Austin, 1916), p.164.
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reasonable ability of the citizenry to bear? At the outset

of the Davis administration the state government was in ex-

cellent economic condition. Repudiation of war debts and a

conservative Throckmorton administration had left the state

with a cash balance of $416,709.19 and an indebtedness of an

estimated $360,000. The total value of property liable to

taxation was estimated to be $250,000,000, "although owing

to the irregularity and insufficiency with which assessment

has been conducted since the war, the last assessment shows

a taxable valuation of only $149,665,386." To facilitate

collection, the work of assessing and collecting taxes was

transferred in 1870 from local assessors to the justice of

the peace and sheriff of each county.75 With an ever in-

creasing population, expanding commercial and agricultural

activities, and a more efficient means of collection, the

radical legislators inclined toward expectations of a sig-

nificant rise in revenue for the state and tended to spend

accordingly. Actual taxes levied by the Twelfth Legislature

included a poll tax of one dollar on all males between the

ages of twenty-one and sixty, "for the benefit of public

schools"; a direct ad valorem tax of 1-1/2 per cent on real

and personal property, one-fourth of which was allocated to

the public school fund; a direct ad valorem county tax of

74 American Annual Cyclopedia, X, 718.

75 Miller, "A Financial History of Texas," p. 165.
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one-fourth of 1 per cent which "if deemed too large, may,

before the collection thereof, be reduced to any specific

less rate by order of the county court"; a direct ad valorem

tax of one-fourth of 1 per cent "to be imposed at the dis-

cretion of each county court" for public road improvements;

an occupation tax and 1 per cent of the net receipts of rail-

road and telegraph companies; a county tax of one-eighth of

1 per cent for building school houses, which tax could also

be reduced if the county court deemed necessary. 76 From these

and other minor assessments the legislature collected during

the Davis administration $436,113 in 1870; $523,196 in 1871;

$954,540 in 1872; and $1,175,759 in 1873; this was compared

with receipts of $328,678 in 1867 under Throckmorton and

$1,339,389 in 1876 under conservative Governor Richard Coke.7 7

Total state income for the Davis period amounted to $467,576

in 1870; $951,012 in 1871; $1,596,045 in 1872; and $1,531,007

in 1873, as compared with $402,279 in 1867, and $2,290,227

in 1876. Statistics showing state net receipts indicate that
the Davis administration tripled the state's income from

taxes in three years. 7 Although the tax income of the state
in 1872 was assessed in the amount of $4,584,275, only

$954,540 was actually collected.79 Davis' critics often

76 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 43-47.

77
Miller, "A Financial History of Texas," p. 405.

78 Ibid. 7 9 ibid., p. 167
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employ the assessed figure to indicate the phenomenal rise

in taxation, when the amount actually collected would often

represent only about 20 per cent of that assessment. Most

resentment centered on the ad valorem collectionswhich rose
from $255,861 in 1867 to a peak of $1,212,741 in 1871; al-

though, again, the total of all types of taxes collected

in 1871 represented only about 44 per cent of the ad valorem

assessment alone. In retrospect, a poor record of col-

lections by local officials contributed far more to the

rising indebtedness and deficit financing of the radical

state administrations than did the reputed "extravagance" of

the proposed programs.

On an income of from a half-million to a million-and-

a-half dollars annually the radical government sought to
implement its legislative program. In the provision for

free public education, the first year of full implementation

of the new system cost the state $509,393 and $986,487 more

in the last two years under Davis. The militia forces of

the state averaged over $400,000 per year under the Twelfth

Legislature. Expenses in the state judiciary rose from

$96,544 in 1870 to $275,813 in 1873, while monies spent on

charities and correctional institutions escalated from

$49,092 in 1868 to $127,632 by 1872. Cost of the legisla-

tive branch of the government, always a whipping-boy for

80Ibid., p. 409.
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Davis' critics, rose from $112,293 in 1868 to $283,755. In

1873 it cost $111,474 for general administration of the ex-

ecutive department, whereas Throckmorton's government had

managed on only $44,952 in 1868, considering of course that

the occupation of military authorities substantially supple-

mented the work of the Throckmorton government. Total

expenditures of the Texas state government under the radicals

amounted to $590,553 in 1870; $1,263,301 in 1871; $1,836,329

in 1872; and in 1873, $1,383,435. Notably, the cost of the

last year of radical rule in Texas was only a little more

than half the cost of the state government in 1876 which, even

with retrenchment, reached $2,446,072.81

With expenditures exceeding income, an escalation of

the state debt was inevitable. Deficiency appropriations

amounting to $100,000 in May, 1871, $2,000,000 in December,

1871, and $500,000 in May, 1873, were made in the nature of

state bonds. With the bond market falling, the bonds, after

sales commission, yielded far below what was expected, and

in consequence the total funded indebtedness of the state

in 1874 was $843,000, plus an additional floating debt of

$1,574,826.31, making a total indebtedness of $2,418,626.31.82

Though it was considered by many a staggering debt at the

time, it does not appear so in view of the fact that the

most conservative estimators placed the assessed value of

8 1Ibid.), p. 393. 8 2 Ibid., pp. 192-193.
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property in the state in 1871 at $220,290,524, and some

considered its actual value to be nearly one-half more than

that amount.8 3

As could be expected, the Davis administration and the

Twelfth Legislature generated vigorous opposition through

their activities. Continuing the dissent generated earlier

in the Convention of 1869, A. J. Hamilton, spokesman for the

moderate Republicans, blasted Davis and the radical legis-

lators. In a speech delivered in Austin, Hamilton condemned

the militia bill on the grounds that it "clothed the gover-

nor with despotic powers" and rebuked the registration and

election laws as having been intedned to place the control

of elections "in the hands of the governor." He berated the

enabling act as calaculated to increase Davis' patronage

powers and impugned the legislature's extension of their own

terms of office as "unconstitutional and disgraceful." Hamil-

ton further decried the demand that the people be asked to

pay taxes to support a militia and state police which would

be used "to destroy their own liberties" and promised to

appeal to Congress and the President for relief from the

abuse of the radicals.8 4

The Democrats went far beyond Hamilton in their repu-

diation of the Davis regime. Meeting in Austin in January,

83American Annual Cyclopedia, XII, p. 764.
84
Austin Republican, printed in the Galveston Daily

News, August 3, 1870, p. 2.
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1871, the Democratic State Convention adopted resolutions

denouncing "the radical state government" as "unconstitu-

tional and oppressive." Specifically, the radicals were

charged with violating the constitution by extending the

governor's power to declare martial law, suspend the writ

of habeas corpus and other civil laws and to subject citizens

to court martial trials; by authorizing the Governor to ap-

point officials to positions deemed electives in the

constitution; by adopting a mode of balloting contrary to the

specifications of the constitution, thus "making the elective

franchise dependent on the caprices of the registrars . .

by violating constitutional provisions which prohibited ex-

tending the terms of their own offices; and by attempting to

remove a United States Senator elected by themselves in order

to replace him with a military officer "who is not a citizen

of the state of Texas." In view of these and other "high

crimes and political misdemeanors" the Democratic Convention

cordially invited all men "whatever may have been their past

political preferences" to unite with the Democratic party in

removing the radicals

In order to release the people from oppressive
revenue and unequal taxation, to insure an honest
administration of the laws, and an honest and eco-
nomical expenditures of the public moneys, and to
throw the aegis of justice and protection over the
person and property of every individual whatsoever
in the state of Texas. 8 5

8 5 American Annual Cyclopedia, XI, 735.
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Conservative editorials and public comments were even

more vituperative in their condemnation of the radicals.

The San Antonio Daily Herald printed a letter of thirty

Dallas citizens to Carl Schurz, then special agent to Presi-

dent Grant, protesting the cost and partisan spirit of the

state police, calling the allocation to the police "a cor-

ruption fund in the hands of an embittered, partisan

governor." 8 6  A day later that same newspaper printed another

letter of the Dallas group to Schurz denouncing the appoint-

ive power given to the governor by the various acts of the

Twelfth Legislature. By including 2,620 special election

officials and 3,275 local school directors, the Dallas pro-

testors were able to allege that Davis was directly or

indirectly appointing "8,538 persons . . . to positions of

trust, honor or profit or all combined" and that $1,842,685

are paid out in salaries, besides the amount in fees paid

to 1,386 other people." The list of appointments also in-

cluded "1,200 teachers and 200 principals in special schools

S. ., "implying that the radical governor now controlled
almost every facet of public life in the state. 8 7  Charges

of fraud and bribery by the members of the legislature,

especially with regard to railroad legislation, were

86San Antonio Daily Herald, October 19, 1871, p. 2.
87 Ibid., October 20, 1871, p. 2.
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commonplace,88 while charges of brutality and corruption were

leveled against the state police.8 9

Organized efforts to turn public opinion against the

radicals centered in a "Taxpayers Convention" which met in

Austin in the fall of 1871. A gathering of a variety of

political elements, including ex-governors Pease, Hamilton,

and Throckmorton, United States Senator Morgan Hamilton,

whom Davis had sought to replace in the Senate with General

Reynolds, and other prominent Texas politicos, assembled on

September 22. Representing ninety-four counties, the dele-

gates voiced their opposition to Davis through two special

committee reports, which were widely circulated. The report

of the "Committee of Twenty-one on Violations of Constitution

and Laws" cited the Davis regime for expelling or denying

duly elected representatives of the people to the legisla-

ture and with passing oppressive legislation while these

representatives were forcibly absent. These critics ac-

cused Davis and his legislature of creating and filling

offices without the consent of the people, of unconstitu-

tionally extending the term of the legislature, and with

failure of the executive to call elections to fill vacancies

88 Ibid., October 4, 20, p. 2; November 24, 1870, p. 2.

89
Ibid.,, January 13, 1871, p. 2; February 22, 1873,

p. 2. The only acknowledged defalcation of the Davis Ad-
ministration came when the head of the state police,
adjutant-general James Davidson, absconded with $34,000 of
the state's money.
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in the legislature. Furthermore they declared that the

Davis government had established state newspapers in judicial

districts to gain patronage; destroyed the safeguards on

balloting through oppressive registration and election laws;

made appointive, constitutionally elective offices; and had,

through the Police Act, created an armed guard for the

governor "to uphold and sustain him in his usurpations." The

legislature, they stated, had appropriated large sums to be

used by the governor "without any . . . restrictions and

safeguards"; had given the governor unlimited dictatorial

power under the militia bill, evidence of which could be

seen in his unnecessary extension of martial law over Hill,

Walker, and Bastrop counties; and had passed an unconstitu-

tional school tax levy.90

The "Committee of Twenty-one on Taxes and Statistics"

produced a report centered on showing the financial profli-

gacy of the Davis administration. The report pointed out

that the Twelfth Legislature between September 1, 1870, and

September 1, 1871, had expended some $1,632,270.50 in com-

parison with the entire expenses of the Eleventh Legislature

which amounted to $956,850.77. The Committee predicted that

appropriations for the next year would amount to $2,120,605.28.

Examining the tax structure of the state,, the Committee

9 0 Ernest Wallace and David M. Vigness, editors, "Pro-
ceedings of the Taxpayers Convention of the State of Texas,"
Documents of Texas History (Lubbock, 1960), pp. 216-218.
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reported that the state and county ad valorem tax rate had

risen from fifteen cents on the $100 valuation in 1866 to a

rate of $2.17, plus poll, occupation, and license taxes.

In the opinion of the Committee "the ordinary annual expense

of the government should not exceed $695,000" and an ad

valorem tax of one-third of I per cent for the state and

one-sixth of 1 per cent for the counties, plus the poll,

occupation and license taxes would "produce an amount of

revenue ample to meet all necessary expenses, besides afford-

ing a liberal amount for public schools, and still leave a

surplus in the treasury.. .9

Reacting to the reports, the convention appointed a

committee of seven to memorialize the legislature; passed

resolutions condemning the extravagance of Davis' regime and

advising the people not to pay the "unconstitutional" tax of

1 per cent for building school houses; and appointed one

committee to petition Congress for relief and another to

prepare an address to the people expressing the convention's

views on taxation. The effect of this widely publicized

conference can be seen in the poor collection of school taxes

and the fact that not a single school house was erected with

the money collected for that purpose. 9 2

91 Ibid., pp. 219-220.

92
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 39.
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The strength of the various protests against the radi-

cal government became immediately apparent in the elections

which occurred during the Davis administration. In a

specially ordered congressional race of October, 1871, a

full Democratic delegation was elected, each of the dele-

gates winning by sizeable majorities.93 Because of the

extension of the legislature's incumbency by one year, no

state elections were held in 1871, but in 1872 the national

elections allowed the Democrats to demonstrate their expand-

ing strength under unrestricted suffrage. Charging that the

Grant administration was "subversive of constitutional

government," the Texas Democrats carried the state for

Greeley by a majority of 19,029. The victory also returned

a solid Democratic Congressional delegation and an over-

whelmingly conservative, anti-Davis state legislature.94

The election of 1873 in Texas is generally regarded as

marking "the end of Republican rule . . .,"95 or "the be-

ginning of Democratic readjustment." 96 Prior to the

elections, the conservative Thirteenth Legislature elected

in the fall of 1872, repealed, over the Davis veto, the

public printing law and the state police act, amended the

93 American Annual Cyclopedia, XI, 736.

94 Ibid., XII, 766-767.

9 5 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, p. 313.

9 6 McKay, "Making the Texas Constituion of 1876," p. 40.
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militia enactment to exclude the despised martial law pro-

vision, and radically altered the enabling and election laws.

School laws were amended to drastically curtail the author-

ity of the state superintendent. Finally, the legislature

cut short their own terms by ordering an election for state

and county officers for December, 1873, ostensibly to rectify

the alleged unconstitutional extension their predecessors had

enjoyed. 97

The Republicans met in convention at Dallas in August,

1873, to renominate Davis for Governor and to adopt a plat-

form which condemned the Thirteenth Legislature for its

"practical abolition of the [school] system that was in op-

eration," and for other "bad acts and omissions. . . ." The

platform included pledges to foster immigration, to control

and pay off the state debt, and to promote railroad con-

struction. The Democratic congressional delegates were

damned because they "dishonestly voted themselves and took

back pay which they should be made to disgorge." Displaying

both economic philosophy and political necessity the Repub-

lican platform called for a system of taxation based on

"equal and uniform rates upon property," and declared the

party unalterably opposed to the enactment of any laws that

might operate "unequally upon citizens on account of their

9 7 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 456, 467, 468, 482, 493.
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race; nativity; or belief . . ." or discriminate "in favor

of the rich against the poor whites .,98

The Democratic state Convention assembled in Austin

September 5th and demonstrated great enthusiasm for the

coming campaign. Judge Richard Coke headed the state ticket

that was finally adopted. In contrast to the Republican

party, the Democratic platform lauded the Thirteenth Legis-

lature for ridding the state of' "a number of oppressive,

odious, and unconstitutional acts. . . ." The platform

further defended the new restrictions on the education pro-

gram of the state as necessary to halt the speculation of

public officials in school supplies and construction and to

expunge the system of "a large and useless number of officers,

which gave the radical party the means to pay their politi-

cal missionaries. . . ." The Democrats advocated supporting

the school system by land sales according to the policy

followed in pre-radical days; favored the sponsoring of rail-

roads through liberal land grants rather than cash subsidies;

and pledged their "most earnest exertions . . .' on behalf

of the frontier communities. In Article XII of the platform

the Democrats expressed their support for "the calling of a

constitutional convention by our next legislature."99

98.
American Annual Cyclopedia, XIII, 737-738.

99Ibid., pp. 738-739.
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The election took place on December 2 and resulted in

an overwhelming Democratic victory. Coke defeated Davis by

a margin of two to one, 85,549 to 42,812, and the Democrats

swept the state and county offices. In a famous court test,

the "Semi-Colon" case, Davis sought to have the election

annulled on the grounds that the balloting, by legislative

act, had taken place on one day rather than the four days

still required by the Constitution. The court sustained the

objection and voided the election. In response, Davis re-

fused to yield the executive chair, until fear of widespread

bloodletting, and a telegram from Grant refusing aid forced

the radical governor to submit.100

Throughout the Davis administration demands for a new

constitution were sounded. Reasons for repudiating the 1869

constitution seemed to center in that document's identifi-

cation with the Republican party and the "abuses" allegedly

perpetrated by that party under the constitution. Without

enumerating the changes he had in mind, Richard Coke, cam-

paigning in the fall of 1873, demanded that "the Constitution

of Texas must be radically amended, or a new one adopted

-1101 and later in his first message to the legisla-

ture as governor, Coke urged that the state lawmakers give

10 0 Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas, pp. 315-317.

10 1 San Antonio Daily Herald, September 24, 1873, p. 2.
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primary attention to this task.102 Constitutional revision

had been part of the Democratic platform in 1873, while

conservative editors joined in urging a legislative reso-

lution calling for a convention in 1873.103 A resolution

to that effect was introduced in the Thirteenth Legislature

but went down to defeat in the Senate by a vote of seventeen

to eleven following the adverse recommendations of a senate

committee which felt that while the constitution was defect-

ive and should be amended, the cost and unsettling effect of

a third convention in seven years overshadowed any gain that

could be expected.104 Part of this defeated resolution was

a provision inserted by Democrat C. M. Winkler of Corsicana,

calling for the creation of a commission of nine men, to be

elected by a joint ballot of the two houses of the legislature,

who would "thoroughly revise, harmonize, and systematize

the constitution and submit it to the people for

ratification.105 In enthusiastically supporting the mea-

sures, the Galveston Daiy News suggested that the commission

include such conservative notables as J. W. Throckmorton,

10 2 Archive and History Department, Texas State Library,
editors, Texas Governors' Messages: Coke to Ross; 1874-1891
(Austin, 1916) , pp. 16-17.

10 3 San Antonio Daily Herald, March 25, 1873, p. 2;
Galveston Daily News, April 25, 1873, p. 1.

104Senate Journal, First Session, Thirteenth Legislature
of the State of Texas,

10 5 House Journal, First Session, Thirteenth Legislature
of the State of Texas,
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Elisha M. Pease, John H. Reagan, and Richard Coke.10 6 Other

Democratic editors joined in supporting the commission plan,

chiefly because of the economy involved.

Following victory at the polls, Richard Coke urged the

new legislature, in his message of January 26, 1874, to make

immediate provision for altering the Constitution. He ad-

vised the lawmakers to either prepare, by legislative

committee or special commission, amendments to be submitted

to the people, or call a convention to completely remake the

organic law of the state. Democratic leaders had, how-

ever, anticipated the governor, by offering on January 20 a

resolution instructing the Committee on Constitutional Amend-

ments to consider the advisability of calling a constitutional

convention for Texas. The day following the governor's

address on the subject, a bill was introduced in the House

providing for an election of delegates to a convention to

meet on the first Monday in June, 1874. Again, because of

interest in the commission method and fear of the expenses

involved in a convention, the resolution failed, and on

March 17 the Senate passed a concurrent resolution creating

a joint committee of both houses to frame amendments to the

108Constitution. A strong minority on this joint committee

10 6 Galveston Daily News, March 15, 1873, p. 1.
1 0 7 Senate Journal, First Session, Fourteenth Legislature

of the State of Texas (Austin, 1874), p. 33.

10 8 Ibid., pp. 19, 50, 55, 61, 180.
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persisted in the attitude that this process of changing the

Constitution was undemocratic and, consequently introduced

once more a joint resolution calling for an election wherein

the people of the state would vote simultaneously on the

question of holding a convention and for delegates to that

convention. Originally this resolution called for only

forty delegates, one from each senatorial district and ten

at-large, but a substitute carried reducing this number to

thirty by excluding the at-large members. Further, House

committee action on the resolution expanded the number of

delegates to ninety, three from each senatorial district,

but all proved pointless as the Senate once again, under the

influence of those who favored a constitutional commission,

refused to pass the bill.1 0 9

At Governor Coke's insistence, the Joint Committee on

Amending the Constitution once again took up their task on

March 16, 1874. Three weeks later they submitted what was,

in essence, a new constitution, which promptly passed the

Senate, but it ran into trouble in the House, which post-

poned consideration until the next session.1 1 0  In the

interlude the voters of the state expressed themselves in

favor of a convention in precinct, county, and district

nominating conventions, by passing resolutions condemning

10 9 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876,"
pp. 52-53.

11 0 Ibid., pp. 54-57.
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the legislature for failure to provide for such an assemblage,

while Democratic journals joined the voters in urging a

constitutional convention. Part of the changes demanded in-

cluded:

Shorter terms for the courts, the abolition
of frequent registration of voters, a revision of
the road laws, the election of all state officers,
the return of the probate business to the county
courts, the reduction of the number of district
judges and courts, the reduction of salaries of
state officials and biennial sessions of the
legislature.1 1 1

This expression of public and editorial opinion was lost

neither to the governor nor the legislature. In his first

address to the second session of the Fourteenth Legislature,

Coke announced that the State, no longer hampered by fear of

federal interference or financial embarrassment, could now

sustain a convention and that he hoped the legislature would

quickly act to call one. After much debate on the size,

method of selecting delegates, and the date for the election,

and some delay in the House because of a residue of fear

that the federal government might interfere, a joint reso-

lution calling for a convention passed. 12 The final form

of the resolution called for an election to be held on the

first Monday in August, 1875, where the people would vote

on calling a convention and elect delegates to it at the

same time. In the event that a convention was called, the

Ibid., p. 59.

11 2 Ibid., pp. 60-66.
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resolution appropriated $100,000 for convention expenses

and set the date for assembling the convention on the first

Monday in September, 1875.113 The voters would now have an

opportunity to express themselves fully on the constitu-

tional questions generated by the radical administration.

In the opinion of McKay, the decision to alter or re-

place the Constitution of 1869 was made on the grounds that

that constitution apparently had permitted the so-called

"obnoxious acts" of the Davis administration, and "having

cast aside the radical legislature, congressmen, governor,

supreme court, and district judges in turn, the Democratic

party seemed determined to get rid of the last reminder of

radical control in Texas--the Constitution of 1869. "14

While this evaluation is probably true, the question per-

sists, were the "obnoxious acts" really obnoxious to the

degree cited by the Democrats in demanding a complete re-

vision of the state's constitution? Or, were the accomplish-

ments of the Davis administration and the progressive sections

in the Constitution of 1869 completely ignored in the drive

of conservatives to regain control of the state? Review of

the record of the Davis administration and of the radical

Twelfth Legislature indicates that an affirmative answer

1 3 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VIII, 573.

1 4 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 46.
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might be given the latter question and a negative response

is in order for the former.

With regard to the extravagance of the radical govern-

ment, investigation shows that while the state's debt did

rise considerably under Davis, the bulk of expenditures

went to non-partisan measures and produced solid achieve-

ments in needed areas. The educational system set up by the

radicals did cost the state government more than a million

and a half dollars during the period 1871-1874,115 but the

number of school children receiving instruction rose from

about 25,000 in 1870 to a total of 127,672 receiving in-

struction by the end of 1871.116 Expenditures for charities

and correctional institutions almost tripled, rising from

$49,092 in 1868 to $127,632 in 1873. The expenses of the

judiciary, chiefly because of the radicals' creation of

state employed district attorneys and clerks for the judicial

districts of the state, almost doubled. The cost of law

enforcement through militia, rangers and state police,

deemed necessary by the radicals because of the violence

and lawlessness in the state, accounts for a great deal of

the resultant indebtedness of the state under Davis. The

radicals spent $643,808.45 for frontier control during four

11 5 Miller, "A Financial History of Texas," p. 393.

1 1 6 American Annual Cyclopedia, XII, 764.
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years11 and another $408,274.12 to support the work of the

state police for the first two years and six months of its

existence.11 The only reports available indicate that these

forces were responsible for the arrest or death of hundreds

of fugitives and Indians and the recovery of thousands of

dollars worth of stolen property. 119 That the conservatives

complained of the waste and lack of need for these forces,

as well as alleging oppression at their hands, is unquestion-

able. The fact remains that the governor received constant

appeals for aid to the frontier, was convinced of the need

to provide a state controlled organization of peace officers

to combat local terrorism of Negroes and unionists, and was

forced to independent action by repeated refusals of federal

aid in combatting civil disorders or Indian uprisings on the

frontier. To Davis, to many Negroes and Republicans, and to

many frontiersmen the expense for militia, police, and

rangers was far from "extravagant." In view of the popu-

lation increases, the educational, judicial, and social

"Adjutant General's Report to the Constitutional
Convention," The Journal of the Constitutional Convention of
the State of Texas, 1875 (Galveston, 1875), p. 275. Herein-
after cited as "Adjutant General's Report, 1875."

11 8 Gammel, Laws of Texas, VI, 977.

11 9 "Adjutant General's Report, 1875," p. 261; "Report
of the Adjutant General of Texas, 1870," as cited by Walter
Prescott Webb, The Texas Rangers, pp. 220-221; Otis A.
Singletary, "The Texas Militia During the Reconstruction,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LX (July, 1956), 25.
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needs of the state, and the general problems of rebuilding

the state's war economy, it is not surprising that the Davis

government showed a deficit. It is rather surprising that

the deficit was so small. The growth in public debt under

the radicals in Texas was mild in comparison to that exper-

ienced in other reconstruction states, chiefly due to the

conservatism of Davis himself and the limitations in the

Constitution of 1869 with regard to railroad subsidies. The

cause of complaint about the "economic profligacy" of the

radicals in the South has been ably pointed out by Kenneth M.

Stampp as resident chiefly in the effort of the Republican

reconstructionists to adopt more equitable tax systems which

placed a heavier burden on the planters. Stampp points out

that "before the war the southern state governments had per-

formed few public services and the tax burden on the landed

class had been negligible; hence the vehement protest of

the landholders were sometimes as much against radical tax

policies as against the alleged waste of taxpayers money."1 2 0

Ad valorem tax collections multiplied six times in Texas be-

tween 1870 and 1874, but with all the protests of the

conservatives no drastic reduction in either governmental

spending or taxes followed the Democratic recovery of power.

Analyzing conservative complaints concerning despotism

on the part of Davis and the centralization of power generally,

12 0 Kenneth M. Stampp, The Era of Reconstruction, 1865-
1877 (New York, 1965) , p. 182.
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it is difficult to agree with the popular concept of radical

"oppression." Davis did obtain enormous appointive power

through the enabling act, registration and election laws,

and militia acts. Even allowing for the alleged abuses of

this power, it proved effective neither as a means of con-

trolling elections for partisan purposes nor producing any

significant change in the political structure of the state.

Whatever centralization did occur under Davis made for more

effective law enforcement and an efficient school system.

It also broke the power of local political forces who were

anxious to control the Negro vote.

More importantly, most of the alleged abuses under the

radicals represented not constitutional defects, but rather

legislative acts which were not popular with the conserva-

tive majority. By 1873 the conservatives had regained

control of the legislature and repealed the most repugnant

features of the "oppressive"acts. This fact, taken in con-

sideration with the large number of conservatives opposed to

calling a convention or going beyond minimum amendments,

should cause a query as to the origin of the movement for a

new constitution of 1874. It appears that the origin of

such a movement came from over-intoxication on the part of

certain conservative leaders who, in their vociferous propa-

ganda campaign to sell the public on the horrors of radicalism,

had actually become convinced that every vestige of Republi-

can rule had to be exorcised from the state government. The
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Democratic forces were convinced that nothing good could come

out of Austin in 1869, and hence were determined to recon-

struct the organic law of the land in keeping with white

conservative principles.



CHAPTER V

CONSERVATIVE REACTION AND THE CONSTITUTION OF 1876

In the summer of 1875, for the third time in a decade,

the voters of Texas were called on to decide whether or not

the state Constitution needed revision. Following an election

of delegates, a lengthy convention, and a public ratification

of the document, Texas had, by the spring of 1876, a Consti-

tution which still remains the organic law of the state.

Although it has been repeatedly amended, the Constitution of

1876, a product of the Reconstruction period, continues to

dominate social, economic, and political institutions of

Texas. Attempts to impose significant changes in that docu-

ment have been only partially successful,1 while repeated

efforts to secure a complete revision have been totally in-

effectual. Thus, in many respects the laws of the state

which are in operation presently reflect those sentiments,

political theories, and economic philosophies dominant during

the Reconstruction period, and especially during the closing

A study of constitutional amendments from 1876-1956
shows 217 amendments proposed with 130 adopted and 87 de-
feated. Harold J. Marburger, Amendments to the Texas Consti-
tution of 1876 (Austin, 1956),, pp. 52-54. From 1956-1965,
58 additional amendments were added. League of Women Voters,
Texas Constitutional Review (Washington, 1965), p. 53.
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years of that period which were marked by the activities of

the "redeemers."2 An analysis of the origin of the 1876

Constitution of Texas, particularly as it related to previous

reconstruction constitutional revision, is significant when

considering the fact that the alleged superiority of charac-

ter, political sagacity, and non-partisan patriotism of the

framers of that document stands as the dominant motive for

opposing its complete revision.3

Was this Constitution basically the result of united

efforts to impede corruption and restrict the abuse of gov-

ernmental power as some have alleged or does it reflect

conservative reaction to Republican reconstruction efforts

and an attempt to institute political and economic retrench-

ment policies which, in view of the historical context in

which the constitution was written, were thoroughly partisan

and oftentimes impractical?

The election to determine whether a convention should

be called and to elect delegates to that body was set for

August 1, 1875. In the months preceding the election,

C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913
(Baton Rouge, 1951), pp. 65-66.

S. D. Myres, Jr., "Mysticism, Realism, and the Texas
Constitution of 1876," Southwestern Political and Social
Science Quarterly, IX, No. 2 (September, 1 ), 166-184.

4A. J. Thomas, Jr. and Ann Van Wynen Thomas, "The
Texas Constitution of 1876," Texas Law Review, XXXV, No. 7
(October, 1957) , 907-918.
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political debates and public discussions were remarkably

different from those which had characterized the volatile

and divisive arguments immediately prior to the 1868 con-

vention election. In 1875 public interest in constitutional

revision was at a minimum. The legislative revisions of the

Fourteenth Legislature, particularly with regard to tax and

police matters, had satisfied the more pronounced popular

objections to the Davis administration. Those favoring

complete revision had experienced great difficulty in even

securing the legislative action necessary to submit the

question of calling a convention to the people. With the

election imminent, the revisionists encountered even more

difficulty in mustering editorial and popular support for a

convention. The San Antonio Daily Herald, calling itself

"a party journal of the most pronounced stripe . . .,de-

cried the partisan political activity surrounding the

convention election, cited the general apathy of the people

toward the convention subject, and expressed a fear that with

the presence of large number of new immigrants and the un-

known political character of the growing Granger movement

in Texas a new constitution at that time might even be more

unacceptable than the existing "radical" document.5 The

Galveston Daily News, claiming the largest circulation in

the state, ran a series of articles comparing the 1869

5 San Antonio Daily Herald, July 12, 1875, p. 2; July 20,
1875, p. 2; July 17, 1875, p. 2.
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Constitution with that of 1845 and attempted to show how

desirable changes could be secured by simply passing certain

proposed amendments and urged the people to vote against a

convention. The News editor ridiculed those who blamed the

problems of state government on the existing constitution

and laughed at the naive assumption that a revision of the

constitution would alleviate those problems. Further, the

News saw in the movement for revision and internal struggle

for power within the Democratic party, particularly with

respect to the struggle between Governor Richard Coke and

State Democratic Committee chairman Judge John Ireland for

a United States Senate seat. The News blamed the financial

troubles of the state on the bungling of the Fourteenth

Legislature and the general public's "systematic evasion of

taxes necessary to the support of the government."6

Prominent Republicans E. J. Davis and Edward Degener

spoke against a convention, saying that leading Democrats

supported it only from a desire to undo the work of the war

and reconstruction. The Republicans had, however, little

power in the state by 1875 and could only hope to block the

convention, or failing that, elect some delegates from

centers where that party still retained local control.7

6Galveston Daily News, May 13, 1875, p. 1; June 13,
1875, p. 1; June 9, 1875, p. 1; June 16, 1875, p. 1;
September 29, 1875, p. 1.

7Ibid., May 7, 1875, p. 1; E. J. Davis to Adolph Zadek,
April 10, 1875, published in ibid., April 17, 1875, p. 1.
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The most outspoken support for a convention came from

the Democratic party leadership and a relatively new polit-

ical force in the state, the Grange. The latter organization

was organized in Texas in 1873, grew rapidly, and by 1875

had more than a thousand local organizations and claimed a

membership of forty to fifty thousand. The panic of 1873

had resulted in low commodity prices, foreclosures, currency

scarcity, and a generally distressed farm community. Such

issues as railroad regulation and government control of cor-

porations loomed large in the thinking of the fledgling Texas

Grange.8 Although in its initial stages of development in

Texas the Grange had been non-political in character,9 by

the time the question of constitutional revision came before

the public the Grange counted among its membership several

prominent and outspoken political figures.10 Principally,

the Grangers favored policies of economic and political re-

trenchment and reform. Practically, this meant they would

8Ralph A. Smith, "'Macuneism,' or the Texas Farmers
in Business," Journal of Southern History, XIII (May, 1947),
220-224.

9 Ralph A. Smith, "The Grange Movement in Texas,"
Southwestern Historical Quart XLII (Arpil, 1939), 287-
315.

10
Those later prominent in the constitutional con-

vention of 1876 who were listed as Grangers were Judge
John H. Reagan, John Henry Brown, Charles DeMorse, William P.
McLean, Marion Martin, William Ramey, E. S. Robertson, W. W.
Whitehead, and J. W. Whitfield. Walsh and Pilgrim's Directory
of the Officers and Members of the Constitutional Convention
of the State of Texas A. D. 1875 (Austin, 1875), pp. 1-4. A
copy of this pamphlet can be found in the Archives, Texas State
Library, Austin.
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favor any means to reduce taxes and the expenses of govern-

ment and would sponsor any measures promising to decentralize

governmental power. -In a paper before a local Grange meeting,

J. N. McFadin called for a return to the Constitution of

1845 with a corresponding slash in taxes and governmental

salaries, and urged the people to recall "the golden age of

Texas history when no one feared the tax-gatherer and there

were no political judges. "lJudge John H. Reagan, campaign-

ing for a convention seat as a Granger and a Democrat,

advocated such changes in the constitution as biennial

sessions of the legislature; a reorganized and more economical

judiciary; alteration of the school laws, abolition of the

road tax; and the establishment of legislative requirements

for jury service.12 Judge W. P. Ballinger, though not an

admitted Granger, supported the Granger principles of limited

and economical government, and in addition, injected the

issues of race and radicalism into his support for a con-

vention. He accused the Republicans in Galveston of

mobilizing the Negroes there against the convention and called

the existing Constitution a "radical instrument. "13 Speak-

ing even more specifically, Jacob Waelder, a Democratic

Galveston Daily News, April 10, 1875, as cited in
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 69.

1 2 Austin Statesman, July 6, 1875, as cited in McKay,
"Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 72.

1 3 Speech of Judge W. P. Ballinger in Galveston, July 31,
1875, as reprinted in Galveston Daily News, August 1, 1875,
p. 2.
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candidate for the convention from Bexar County, pronounced

the major issues which needed debate at a convention to be

the relation of the state to the federal government; the

question of state division; the issue of state and county

subsidies to railroads or other corporations; the revision

of the school system; maintenance of the Immigration Bureau;

salary reduction of state officials; and revision of the

judicial system. Waelder was, however, representative of

that more liberal element within the Democratic party which

did not advocate wholesale retrenchment, particularly with

regard to salaries, the immigration bureau, and the educa-

tional system of the state. 14 The Democratic party, well

organized and numerically dominant in the state, called

nominating conventions and named candidates in all of the

thirty districts. While these conventions generally sup-

ported the calling of a convention, the issuance of specific

platforms of constitutional change were noticeably lacking,

and where such platforms were advocated, they were judicious-

ly general out of respect to the "wild diversity" existing

among Democrats on vital issues.15 Republican candidates

were nominated in two-thirds of the districts, northern and

central Texas excepted. That party, however, weakened the

14 San Antonio Daily Herald, July 24, 1875, p. 2.

15 Galveston Daily News, July 18, 1875, p. 1.
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position of its candidates by its general opposition to the

16
calling of a convention.

A meager vote was predicted for the August election, so

meager in fact that there was some debate on whether a con-

vention could be called if less than a majority of the

registered voters should cast ballots.17 Such debate proved

unnecessary, however, as in the final days before the election

public interest apparently increased enough to produce a

total vote on August 1 of more than 90,000, less than one-

half of the registered voters, but still a large enough vote

to quiet dissent. The convention carried by a majority of

29,034. In analyzing the balloting, the Galveston Daily

News showed that major support for the convention had come

primarily from the interior of the state. In Houston the

returns gave the Republicans a significant victory over the

Democratic supporters of a convention, while in San Antonio

out of a total of 2,200 registered voters the convention was

turned down by a vote of 284 to 95.18

In all, of 165 counties reporting, 29 voted against a

convention. As delegates, the voters chose 75 Democrats and

15 Republicans, 6 of whom were Negroes. Of the 90 delegates,

33 were listed as lawyers and 30 were farmers, with the

16 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876, " p. 69.

17 Galveston Daily News, July 8, 1875, p. 1.

18 Ibid., August 3, 1875, p. 1.
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remainder consisting of 5 merchants, 3 physicians, 3 editors,

2 school teachers, 2 "mechanics," and several with miscel-

laneous occupations. Only 5 delegates had come to Texas since

the closing of the war, and of the delegates claiming a long-

time residence in the state, two-thirds were natives of the

southern states of Tennessee, Alabama, Kentucky, North

Carolina, and Georgia. Twenty-seven, or about 41 per cent,

were listed as acknowledged Grangers,19 while several of the

delegates had served in the Secession Convention of 1861.20

Only 1 delegate who had served in the convention of 1866 was

returned, and no members of the 1869 convention were elected.

The new body contained 2 former United States congressmen,

1 former Confederate congressman, 19 with previous experience

in the state legislature, a score of former high-ranking

Confederate army officers, and several with experience in

the district and supreme courts of the state.21 Therefore,

the new constitutional convention consisted mainly of Demo-

crats, whose heritage was decidedly southern, and who were

strongly agricultural, rural, and Granger-oriented in

sentiment.

19 Walsh and Pilgrim's Directory pp. 1-3.

2 0 Notable secessionists in the convention were John Henry
Brown of Dallas, George Flournoy of Galveston, Sterling C.

Robertson of Bell, F. S. Stockdale of Calhoun, John R. Henry
of Limestone, John S. Ford of Cameron, Joshua F. Johnson of
Titus, and John H. Reagan of Anderson County. McKay, "Making
the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 74.

21 Ibid., p. 75.
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In response to the call of the governor, the convention

assembled in Austin on September 6, 1875, and remained in

session until November 24 of that year. On the third ballot

the convention chose E. B. Pickett of Liberty County as

president, and he in turn organized the body into committees

and assigned them various responsibilities.22 Following the

initial organization several non-constitutional questions

occupied the attention of convention delegates which re-

vealed the basic conservatism of that body. The matter of

per diem and mileage for the delegates called forth a variety

of resolutions, most proposing that the convention begin its

economic retrenchment by restricting the members' own

salaries. The majority report of the Committee on Per Diem

and Mileage, which was finally adopted, granted the delegates

five dollars daily plus five dollars for every twenty-five

miles travelled to and from the convention, as compared with

the eight dollars daily paid to the members of the 1869 con-

vention.23 This first minor success in economic retrench-

ment was negated somewhat by a convention deadlock over the

issue of employing a stenographer to record convention de-

bates at $10 per day. Although leading convention delegates

22 Journal of the Constitutional Convention of the State
of Texas(Galveston 1875), p. 21. Hereafter cited as
Convention Journal, 1875.

2 3 Austin State Gazette, September 9, 1875, in Seth
Shephard McKay, editor, Debates in the Texas Constitutional
Convention of 1875 (Austin, 1930), pp. 5-11. Hereafter
cited as Convention Debates.
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such as John H. Reagan and George Fluornoy supported the

move to have the debates recorded, for the sake of later

judicial interpretation of the Constitution as well as the

historical importance of the meeting, the economy-minded

delegates blocked the measure.24 The cost in per diem for

the time consumed debating the question actually cost more

than the stenographer's fees for the entire convention, and,

more seriously, observers of the convention were forced to

rely on scanty newspaper summaries of the daily debates.

The convention likewise rejected a motion by the Committee

on Printing concerning the purchase of newspapers for use

by delegates in informing their constituents of the con-

vention proceedings.25 It was soon obvious that the mania

for economy so prominent in the campaign for the convention

would dominate the proceedings.

A desire for political retrenchment and conservatism

in general was revealed in the flood of early resolutions

introduced by the delegates. The Committee on State Affairs

proposed that the convention use the Texas Constitution of

1845 as its guide in order to "expedite" its "labors." This

resolution won wide support.27 Resolutions were proposed

24 Convention Journal, 1875, p. 101.

25 Ibid., p. 37.

2 6 Galveston Daily News, June 2, 1875, p. 1.

2 7 Austin State Gazette, September 17, 18, 1875, as cited
in McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 42-45.
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prohibiting counties and municipalities from contracting

debt without legislative consent. Other resolutions called

for restricting the suffrage to taxpayers only and limiting

the power of the state local governments to subsidize cor-

porations or even carry on internal improvements except by

vote of the property holders in the area concerned. Some

delegates supported revising the educational system of the

state in favor of local control and establishing strict

government control over the railroads in the state, while

others wanted to rigidly regulate the charter privileges of

private corporations. E. L. Dohoney, of Lamar County, even

went so far as to offer a resolution barring from public

office in Texas anyone who had ever been guilty of malfeasance

or defalcation in office, been convicted of a felony or fought

a duel, was a known heavy drinker or disbelieved in the ex-

istence of God.28 From these resolutions, introduced as

they were in the opening sessions of the convention, it was

obvious that the delegates had come to do more than alter a

few "obnoxious" features of the "radical" Constitution. They

intended to chage the entire structure of the organic law to

one of an exceedingly more restrictive character, with econ-

omy and decentralization the chief aspects of the proposed

restrictions.

28 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 48, 51, 53-54, 55-57,
86-88, 88-90.
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One political matter directly involving the constitution

related to a proposed ordinance delaying the state election

of December, 1875, until the new Constitution should have

been adopted by the people. Those supporting the ordinance

claimed that such an election, and the subsequent convening

of the legislature, should await the adoption of a new Con-

stitution. It was pointed out that a United States Senate

seat was open and that two legislatures meeting in the same

year might cause doubt as to the validity of the senatorial

election. To postpone the election it was only necessary

for the convention to extend the terms of office of those

whose tenure expired in December, 1875, and to call upon the

governor, in case the Constitution was rejected by the

people, to order an election within ten days under the old

Constitution. Supporters of this motion pointed out to the

economy-minded delegates that an election in December and a

brief legislative session could cost as much as $300,000.29

Delegate Charles P. West closed a long address to great

applause with words that held the key to understanding the

motives for postponement. He declared:

If an election is held in December the re-
sult will be the election of ninety new members
of the lower house and twenty new senators. The
senators will be elected for six years; and members

of the lower house for two years. There will spring
into life from that election a band of fresh and
hungry office holders in every county in this state
to show the people what a beautiful constitution

29 Ibid., p. 176ff.
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this $8 a day instrument is. They will tell the
people what a miserable failure we have made in
forming a constitution, and that the salvation of
the county depends upon their holding office for
the next two and six years . . .30

A strong minority, however, opposed postponing the election

on the grounds that the convention lacked the authority to

do so, and that the regular election in December would in

no way obstruct adoption of the new constitution. They

argued that postponing the election would deprive the state

of legal officers and keep in place those whose terms had

expired, and contended that such an act would mean setting

a dangerous and unnecessary precedent.31 The appeal of

economy, the fear of injuring the chances of the new Consti-

tution, and perhaps the desire of many delegates to run for

office under the new Constitution combined to secure the

adoption of the ordinance postponing the December general

election by a vote of fifty-six to twenty-five, with all the

Republicans and eleven Democrats voting against the measure.32

Interestingly, many of those supporting the postponement had

vigorously denounced the members of the Twelfth Legislature

for extending their terms of office and postponing a state

election. That the gentlemen of the 1875 convention were

30 Austin State Gazette, September 25, 1875, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, p. 68.

31 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 182ff.

3 2 Austin State Gazette, September 26, 1875, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 70-75, 93.
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interested in political office can be seen in their hurried

disposal of a resolution by W. P. McLean which made members

of the convention ineligible to hold any office created by

the new constitution for one year and also prohibited them

from serving in Congress for one year following the adoption

of the new document. This measure was buried in committee

and never debated further. 3 3

Proceeding to debate on constitutional provisions, the

convention demonstrated a basic conservatism in all areas of

constitutional construction, being guided primarily in its

final action by the dominant motives of economy, decentral-

ization, and narrow restrictiveness. In their discussions

the delegates had before them the examples of constitutional

revision in several other states. Reaction against radical

Reconstruction, particularly that phase of Republican state

government which advocated a strong central authority and

legislative initiative, produced a general reaction through-

out the South following the collapse of the radical regimes.

That reaction was codified in new state constitutions in

Virginia in 1870, Tennessee in 1870, Texas in 1876, Georgia

in 1877, and Louisiana in 1879. C. Van Woodward states that

"almost all of the new instruments show the fear and preju-

dices of the times, though they are embodied in different

degrees and ways" and, he says, 'the most common characteristic

33 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 82, 84.
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was an overweening distrust of legislatures. "34 Both the

debates and final action of the Texas convention on almost

every measure validate the implication that constitutional

"redemption" in Texas followed the general pattern in the

South during that period. In doing away with the typical

reconstruction clauses found in the bill of rights of the

1869 Constitution, by eliminating the declaration against

secession, in reapportioning the legislature based on the

last census, and in placing severe limitations on the state

legislature the Texas Constitution resembled other southern

redemption documents.35 To understand the nature of all the

significant aspects of constitutional reconstruction under

the "redeemers" in Texas, a brief review of the convention's

action on each major section of the constitution is helpful.

As economy of government was primary to the thinking of

so many, the issue of public debt became paramount in the

early days of convention debate. The Committee on the Legis-

lative Department reported a section which prohibited the

legislature from contracting any state debt or liability

except in case of invasion or insurrection, and then only to

the amount of $500,000. Judge John W. Ferris of Ellis

County tried unsuccessfully to attach an amendment which set

the state debt limit at $100,000, as in the 1845 constitution,

3 4Van Woodward, Origins of the New South, pp. 65-66.

35McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 79.
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and he suggested that no debt be created or bonds issued ex-

cept by a two-thirds vote of the legislature.36 Judge Reagan

offered a substitute limiting to $200,000 the amount of debt

which could be accumulated to finance deficiencies of rev-

enue. 37 As finally adopted by the convention this section

allowed for the creation of debt by the state only "to

supply casual deficiencies of revenue, repel invasion, sup-

press insurrection, defend the state in war, or pay existing

debt." Indebtedness to finance revenue deficiencies was

limited to $200,000. 38 Further, the convention engrossed

sections prohibiting the legislature from authorizing any

city or town to lend its credit or grant public money to any

individual, association, or corporation, or to become a

stock holder in any such corporation.39 Finally, in order

to restrict municipal debt, only the taxpayers of a given

city were accorded the right to vote to issue bonds or spend

public monies. 40 In these measures, the convention demon-

strated the Granger horror of public and private debt and

the common belief that radical extravagance and not the need

for additional public services had been responsible for the

relatively large debt of the state government.

36 Austin State Gazette, September 30, 1875, as cited in

McKay, Convention Debates, p. 114.

3 7McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 81.

3 8 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 522.

39 Ibid., pp. 567. 4 0 Ibid., p. 551.
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Further demonstrating the economic retrenchment spirit

prevalent in the convention was the article concerning cor-

porations. Leading members of the convention, particularly

those of Granger leanings, were concerned with curbing

possible abuses of public interest by corporate power.

George Fluornoy of Galveston was especially successful in

this respect as he secured the adoption of his proposals to

place corporations under the surveillance of the attorney-

general, and to allow that officer to initiate prosecution

of any corporation guilty of abuses of its charter privileges

or of any state law. 41 Fluornoy was responsible also for an

amendment which allowed the legislature to tax the gross

earnings and franchises of corporations in the state, a pro-

vision bitterly fought by Judges Reagan and Ballinger and

others.42 The corporations sections further required all

corporate organizations doing business in the state to main-

tain an office in the state wherein the books of the

corporation were to be kept open for the inspection of

stockholders, and in addition required the passage of general

laws providing "fully for the adequate protection of the

public and of the individual stockholders." The Constitution

4:Austin State Gazette, October 10, 1875, as cited in

McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 163-164.

4 2Austin State Gazette, October 13, 1875, as cited in

McKay, Convention Debates,, pp. 369-371.
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placed the granting of franchises under legislative control;

restricted the issuance of stocks or bonds "except for money

paid, labor done, or property actually received"; voided the

"fictitious iLncrease of stock or indebtedness . . ."; and

subjected the right to set freight rates, fares and tolls or

wharfage, to "amendment, modification, or repeal by the

Legislature." 43 Although these were certainly strict mea-

sures of control for that period, they did not represent the

fullness of regulatory power sought by some members.44 The

restrictions adopted were representative of the emerging

national Granger-versus-corporation issue. The convention's

action concerning corporations and other economic matters

caused one editor to exclaim that "the spirit of Grangerism

appears to be rife in that body . . ." and that the Grangers

in the convention were dominated by goals of "thrift" above

"statesmanship."45

A leading Granger, Charles DeMorse of Red River County,

sought to include in the constitution a provision limiting

legal interest rates to 8 per cent per annum which might be

increased "by special contract in writing" to 10 per cent,

with any attempt at further exactions to effect a forfeiture

4 3 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 559-560, 569, 570.

4 4 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 86-88.

4 5 San Antonio Daily Herald, October 16, 1875, p. 2.
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of both principal and interest. 46 The convention adopted

this measure, changing it only to allow by joint agreement a

maximum of 12 per cent interest. 47 The passage of this usury

law was a major concession to the agricultural element so

powerful in the convention.

The subject of reapportionment caused considerable de-

bate. The Committee on the Legislative Department

recommended thirty-one senatorial districts and seventy-seven

representational districts. An attempt was made to restrict

the state to thirty districts, with one senator and three

representatives to be elected from each district as was pro-

vided in the 1869 constitution. 48 The purpose for defending

the existing system of representation was obviously that it

would serve further to break the remaining local power of

the Republicans in several areas.49 The forces of localism

were too strong to resist,50 however, and the initial recom-

mendation of the legislative committee was adopted.51 Under

the apportionment section the state would also have a reap-

portionment of representation following each federal census.52

46
Convention Journal, 1875, p. 39.

47 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 579.

48 Ibid., pp. 403-404.

49 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 80.

5 0 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 41-42.

51 Ibid., p. 217.

5 2 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 515.
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The article on the legislative department reflected the

most restrictive aspect of the convention delegates' thinking.

Of the fifty-eight sections of the legislative article finally

adopted, more than half placed limitations on the legisla-

ture's authority. It was, perhaps, at this point that the

framers of the new constitution most violently reacted to the

legislative aggressiveness of the reconstruction period. By

1875, the decline in prestige of the state legislature in

Texas had reached its nadir, and a spirit of localism dom-

inated the convention meeting in that year. Delegates wanted

biennial sessions, reduced terms of office and lower salaries,

and a severely limited authority for future law-making bodies.5 3

The resultant article provided more of a legislative code

than constitutional guidelines. Minute provisions were made

for the procedure to be followed in writing and acting on

bills; the time of meeting, size of quorum, and amount of

per diem and mileage were predetermined; the power to levy

taxes or pass local or special laws was radically curtailed;

rules to prevent hasty legislative action, or the use of

"riders" or mislabeling of bills were included; and major

changes, including the reduction of senatorial terms from six

to four years, changing the session of the legislature from

annual to biennial meetings, and setting a maximum limit of

150 representatives in the lower house were inserted.

53 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 31-32.
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To encourage short sessions and minimal legislative activity,

the convention set legislative pay at five dollars a day for

the first sixty days, which amount would thereafter be re-

duced to two dollars a day as long as that session lasted.5 4

The convention's action on this section placed delaying

restrictions on the legislature, and at the same time, re-

quired short and infrequent sessions, both of which ultimately

encouraged the very thing the delegates of 1875 were trying

to prevent--hasty legislative action on important measures.

Many editors in the state did not share the convention's

enthusiasm for a weak and restricted legislature. The

Houston Daily Telegraph condemned the legislative article as

"a shackle put upon the State which will retard its progress,"

and "an insult to the integrity of those who may hereafter

be elected to represent their local constituents . . . ."55

Indeed, restrictions placed on the legislature's power to

act still remain, and even with more than forty amendments

to that section adopted since 1876,56 these restrictions

severely impede the legislature from meeting the govern-

mental needs of a modern state.5 7

5 4 Sayles, Laws of Texas, pp. 509-526.

5 5 Houston DaiLy Telegraph, December 2, 1875, as cited
in Myres, "Mysticism, Realism, and the Texas Constitution of
1876," p. 180.

5 6 Marburger, Amendments to the Texas Constitution of
1876, p. 55.

5 7 League of Women Voters, Constitutional Review, pp. 14-15.
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Decentralization continued to be a primary aim in the

structuring of the executive article. The strong centraliz-

ing trend under the Republican Davis had been reversed

somewhat by his successor in office and by a Democratic

legislature. Many delegates, however, demanded further

guarantees against the recurrence of the Republican "usur-

pations" as well as satisfaction of their own desires for

economic retrenchment. The delegates moved to reduce

salaries and terms of executive officials and to curtail the

appointive power of the governor. The executive article

reduced the governor's term from four years to two; made all

executive officers elective except the secretary of state;

abolished the state superintendent of public instruction;

and radically reduced the salaries of all state executives.58

The delegates limited the power of the chief executive by

requiring senatorial consent of vacancy appointments, yet

increased his influence by allowing the governor to veto

separate items of an appropriations bill.5 9

The question of executive salaries brought forth both

spirited convention debate and considerable public comment.

Efforts were made to reduce the governor's salary to $3,000

from the $4,000 recommended by the Committee on the Execu-

tive Department, which already represented a 20 per cent

5 8 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 526-534.

59 Ibid., pp. 529-530.
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slash from the amount paid under the 1869 constitution.

Salaries of other officials came in for drastic reductions,

including a 50 per cent cut in the lieutenant-governor's pay.

Under the new constitution the lieutenant-governor received

the same pay as a state senator; the secretary of state re-

ceived $2,000 annually, the attorney-general $2,000 and

fees, the comptroller, treasurer, and commissioner of the

general land office, $2,500 each. 60 It was pointed out by

several delegates that these salaries were inadequate,61 and

amendments were offered to raise them.62 Even prominent re-

trenchers like Reagan and DeMorse insisted that the savings

made in reducing such salaries were insignificant and un-

necessary, but such arguments proved fruitless.63 The press

condemned the executive article as "a measured concession to

a sort of monomaniac zeal for retrenchment . . ." and proph-

esied that "the essentials of an efficient government will be

to a great extent retrenched away. "6 4

60 Ibid., pp. 531, 533-534.

61.
Austin State Gazette, October 5, 1875, as cited in

McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 154-159.

62 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 284ff.

63 Ibid., p. 296.

6 4 Galveston Daily News, October 14, 1875, p. 1. This
opinion was shared by the Houston Telegraph and the Austin
Statesman, as cited in McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution
of 1876," p. 87.
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By reducing the terms of office and salaries of court

officials, and by making all judicial offices elective, the

convention of 1875 extended its decentralization policies

into that department. Before such aims were accomplished,

however, there was considerable debate among the delegates.

The majority of the Committee on the Judicial Department

recommended reestablishment of the courts provided for by

the 1869 constitution and advocated increasing the supreme

court from three to five justices, who would serve eight

years at a salary of $4,000 annually. They wanted to grant

the district courts jurisdiction in all civil and criminal

cases in which the amount involved exceeded $100 and sug-

gested that the terms and salaries of the district judges

be set at six years and $3,000 respectively. The Committee

called for adding county courts, which would have juris-

diction over misdemeanors and civil cases involving from

$100 to $500, and for allowing the county commissioner's

courts to establish justice courts to care for judicial

affairs of a minor nature.65 Judge Reagan and three others

on the committee returned a minority report which recommended

changes in the jurisdictions of the various courts in order

to relieve overcrowded dockets. Reagan proposed increasing

the jurisdiction of the justice courts to cover offenses

involving $200 or less, and likewise suggested enlarging the

65 Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 406ff.
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jurisdiction of the county courts. The minority report

called for additional courts of appeal and prescribed other

significant changes designed to increase the efficiency of

the state's judiciary. Both the majority and the minority

of the committee agreed that all judges should be elected.6 6

The convention finally adopted the more significant

features of the Reagan minority report. The delegates ap-

proved the establishment of a three-judge supreme court,

reduction of the number of district courts from thirty-five

to twenty-six, and creation of a state court of appeals

while authorizing county courts to be developed. The con-

vention empowered the legislature to establish criminal

courts in cities of 30,000 or more, provided the city would

support such courts once they were established, and allowed

the legislature to create more district courts as the need

developed. Specific measures in this area which were dis-

tinctly conservative and representative of economic

retrenchment were added to these general provisions.67 The

terms and salaries of supreme court justices were reduced to

66 Ibid., pp. 413, 418, 457.

67 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 535-550. Even
the clerks of the district courts had to be elected every
two years; juries were not to be impaneled in civil suits
unless requested; county judges were to receive only "fees
and prerequisites"; etc. For a full discussion of juris-
dictional changes, see Leila Clark Wynn, "A History of the
Civil Courts in Texas," Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
LX (July, 1956) , 1-22.
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six years and $2,500, respectively, district court justices

to the same amount and four year terms. This action for

all practical purposes reinstituted the terms and salaries

of the judicial officers of the 1845 constitution. In

addition, the convention strengthened the impeachment pro-

visions of the existing constitution to include a method of

removing judges for incompetence, neglect of duty, or other

reasonable causes not previously considered impeachable.6 8

The main objections to the judicial article centered around

a fear that the salary scales and brevity of some terms

would encourage mediocrity within the system.6 9

A major debate erupted with regard to the proposal

offered by the majority of the Committee on Suffrage suggest-

ing that the new constitution contain a poll tax requirement

for voter qualification. Factions within all parties divided

on this volatile issue. Reagan, Stockdale, Dohoney, Crawford

and exponents of the voter tax pointed out that it did not

represent restrictions based on "race, color, or previous

condition of servitude," as recently outlawed by the

fifteenth amendment to the federal. Constitution; that it

placed no greater hardship on blacks than whites; and that

it was the only way to restrict a floating, irresponsible

68 Ibid., pp. 576-577.

6 9 Galveston a News, October 14, 1875, p. 1; Reagan,
Memoirs, pp. 241-242; Austin State Gazette, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 381-384, 421-425, 430, 442.
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element in the population which contributed nothing to the

government but claimed the right to participate in it.7 0

Opponents of the tax, which included all the Republicans and

many of the most prominent Democrats, argued that engrossing

such a requirement would bring federal interference which

might reduce the representation of the state in the Congress,

and contended that it would be resented by the voters and

would endanger the adoption of the new constitution. They

maintained that the amendment would discriminate against

Negroes and poor whites; would be dangerous to the support

of the Democratic party; and would work a hardship far in

excess of whatever revenue it might provide.71 These argu-

ments were the more persuasive and the convention voted

sixty-one to twenty to exclude the poll tax from the suf-

frage article, with the agricultural retrenchers and the

Republicans combining in the final vote.72 The suffrage

provision in the new constitution withheld the vote from

minors, lunatics, idiots, paupers, felons, soldiers and

sailors of the United States. It extended the ballot to the

adult male population and even broadened the suffrage to in-

clude aliens who had been in the country one year and had

declared their intentions of becoming citizens six months in

7 0 Austin State Gazette, October 7, 1875, as cited in
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," pp. 96-97.

71 Ibid.

72 McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 98.
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advance of the elections. Laws providing for voter regis-

tration were prohibited and voters were directed to ballot

in the precinct of their residence, rather than at the county

seat as the 1869 document had required. The "long ballot"

was establishedwhich, with the newly created elective

positions and the shortening of so many terms, guaranteed

that each voter would be regularly confronted with a virtual

jungle of names at each election.
7 3

Nothing evoked such intensity of debate and public

comment as the discussions on the provisions of the new con-

stitution concerned with public schools and higher education.

Three basic positions on the question of state aid to edu-

cation were apparent in the debates. A strong element

insisted that no aid should be extended whatever and that it

was criminal to tax one man for the education of another man's

child. These extreme retrenchers argued that education, to

be efficient, had to be compulsory and to make it so was be-

yond the constitutional power of the government, insisting

also that state control of curriculum and teachers endangered

religious liberty.74 One such advocate even saw the state's

educational system as a radical plot to educate the children

of the state "into monarchical ideas" in order to "blot out

the original principles of free government and establish a

7 3 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 250-252.

7 4Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 245-247.
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strong central monarchical government. "75 Another strong

faction, which particularly favored the traditional southern

emphasis on private and sectarian schools, felt that state aid

should be accorded only for the education of indigent children.

Part of the support for this argument came from the feeling

that the state was too poor at that time to finance a general

free public school system.76 In this vein, the minority re-

port of the Committee on Education recommended that the new

constitution eliminate the clause granting one-tenth of the

general revenue to the school fund and distribute the interest

in the permanent school fund among the counties to be used to

educate orphans only.7 7

The majority within the convention, however, felt com-

mitted to some form of free public education for all the

children of the state. Henry Cline of Houston reminded the

delegates that the Democratic party had publicly pledged

itself to public education in the last state election, and

that there were more than 339,000 children of school age in

the state.78 The majority report of the education committee

explained it was the duty of the state to provide for the

75 Galveston Dail News, October 13, 1875, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 194-195.

76 Austin State Gazette, October 15, 1875, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 227-229.

7 7 Convention Journal, 1875, p. 247.

7 8 Galveston Daily News, October 19, 1875, p. 1.
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support and maintenance of free public schools and recom-

mended a program that would redefine the permanent school

fund. It would permit the legislature to appropriate not

more than one-tenth of the general revenue for school sup-

port in addition to "such poll tax as may by law be levied."

The legislature could establish and maintain schools at

least four months each year, provide for separate schools

for whites and blacks with equal provisions for both, and

create a state board of education consisting of the governor,

comptroller and treasurer of the state.7 9

Most debate on the school article centered around the

means of financing the system and the disposition of the

school lands. Conservatives wanted the school lands re-

turned to the jurisdiction of the counties. The power of

the legislature to tax for the support of the schools came

under direct attack by the conservative forces. A plan by

W. P. Ballinger to levy a poll tax of $2.00 and a state im-

posed school tax of one-fourth of 1 per cent was defeated,

as was a motion by DeMorse to allow local taxpayers to levy

the same amount.80 A special committee appointed to study

the entire situation recommended that the state set aside

for schools one-fourth of the general revenue and addition-

ally specified a $2.00 poll tax for the same purpose. Judge

79 Convention Journal, 1875, p. 243.

80 Ibid., p. 329.
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Reagan supported this plan, saying that the state was too

poor to do more, and he offered an amendment reducing the

poll tax to $1.00.81 Republicans in the convention pressed

for additional support for education, usually backing some

measure of direct taxation.82 A compromise was finally

reached on November 6 in the final passage of an article

calling for the legislature to set aside not more than one-

fourth of the general revenue in addition to a $1.00 poll

tax for the state's part in support of the school system.

All funds, lands, and properties previously set aside became

part of the permanent school fund, with income from this

fund to be combined with the poll tax and revenue appro-

priation to constitute the available school fund. The

available fund would then be distributed proportionately

among the counties. Public lands set aside for educational

purposes were remanded to the custody of the counties, to

remain under the direct control of the county commissioners'

courts. The state superintendent of public instruction was

replaced by a state board of education consisting of the

governor, the secretary of state, and the comptroller whose

duty it would be to "distribute said funds to the several

counties and perform such other duties concerning public

schools as may be prescribed by law. "8 3

8 1 Ibid., p. 397. 8 2 Ibid., pp. 318, 332, 518.

83 Ibid., p. 616.
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The convention dealt a serious blow to the progress of

higher education in the state in the provisions concerning

the university. While the article called on the legislature

to establish a state university "of the first class," it

provided that no tax should be levied and no appropriation

made from the general revenue of the state to erect buildings.

At the same time it exchanged the rich university land hold-

ings in East Texas for apparently worthless and underdeveloped

acreage in the Panhandle.8 4

The convention's niggardly treatment of education needs

in the state brought forth the invectives of most of the

leading editors in the state. The Galveston Daily News

"regretted that the convention, after decreeing universal

suffrage, had now also decreed universal ignorance," and

pointed out the folly of fighting against a poll tax as an

impediment to voting and at the same time fighting an educa-

tional system that would produce an intelligent electorate.85

The San Antonio Daily Herald blasted the "false economy" and

"anti-education" position of the convention and saw in it a

conspiracy of eastern residents against the western portion

84 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 555-557. Under
an act of the legislature in 1858, one section of every ten
granted to the railroads in the state was set aside for the
support of the university fund, which by 1875 had accrued to
some 3,200,000 acres, most of which lay in the rich areas
north and east of Dallas County. The new provision annulled
the 1858 grant.

85 Galveston Daily News, October 13, 1875, p. 1.
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of the state.86 The education article represents both the

economic philosophy and the desire for local control which

dominated conservative thinking throughout the convention.

It was strongly opposed by all fourteen Republicans and

thirteen prominent Democrats.8 7

With the Grangers so active in the convention, it is

understandable that the subject of railroads should be

given ample attention in that body's deliberations. That

there was a great deal of anti-railroad sentiment among the

delegates can be seen in several resolutions offered early

in the convention which virtually placed the operations of

roads in Texas under the direct authority of the state govern-

ment.88 A Granger, E. S. Robertson of Bell County, attacked

the railroads for their failure to comply with state laws or

to keep faith with the provisions of their charters. Robert-

son felt that offering cheap land would induce immigration

to Texas faster than building railroads, and therefore he

proposed that the legislature be prohibited from extending

time, granting relief, or offering new subsidies to any

railroads in the state.8 9

86 San Antonio Daily Herald, October 23, 1875, p. 2.
Other examples of press reaction may be seen in McKay,
"Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," pp. 105-106.

8 7 Convention Journal, 1875, p. 616.

8 8 Ibid. , pp. 30, 88-90.

8 9 Austin State Gazette, November 20, 1875, as cited in
McKay, Convention Debates, pp. 408-415.
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There were those, however, who hoped to curb railroad

abuses and yet simultaneously stimulate increased mileage in

the state. These advocates favored coming to the aid of

existing roads floundering as a result of the panic of 1873.

Western representatives pointed out that that portion of the

state had the right to the same subsidy benefits as had been

received by the now well-developed eastern portion of Texas,

and prophesied that aborting of this privilege would spark

the state division controversy once more.90 The majority

report of the Committee on Public Lands provided that the

legislature would have no power to grant state lands to any

railroad company. The exposure of the Credit Mobilier and

other railroad scandals, in addition to the growing strength

of the Grangers in the state, had militated against this type

of aid.9 Amendments were offered providing land grants in

west and southeast Texas only, but were decisively defeated.9 2

The article finally adopted represented a victory for

those who favored both development and control of the rail-

roads. Railroads were declared to be "public highways" and

"common carriers" and as such were subject to government

regulation. The legislature was empowered to correct abuses

and prevent unjust discrimination in rates even to the point

90 Austin State Gazette, September 30, 1876, as cited in
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," p. 112.

9 1 Van Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 32.

9 2 Convention Journal, 1875, p. 624.
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of setting maximum limits which could be charged. The con-

vention further required railroads to maintain offices and

open books, and to hold annual meetings in the state; for-

bade consolidation of competing lines; remanded franchises

for street railways to local authorities; and prohibited re-

bates and other similar price discriminations.93 The public

lands article returned the state to the 1854 system of

granting sixteen sections to the mile; and relief for rail-

roads was made possible provided those applying accepted all

provisions of the constitution pertaining to them.94 Ap-

parently the railroad interests in the convention had accepted

Granger control in order to get Granger support for land sub-

sidies and legislative relief.

The taxation and revenue provisions proposed by the

convention again reflected the influence of the propertied

and agricultural interests of the state. The legislature

was allowed to impose a poll tax, occupation taxes, cor-

poration and railroad taxes, while occupation taxes on those

engaging in agricultural pursuits was expressly forbidden.

The state was limited to a tax of fifty cents on the one

hundred dollars valuation, and cities, counties, and towns

were expressly forbidden to levy more than one-half that

assessed by the state in any one year. The assessment and

93 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, pp. 564-567, 582.

9Ibid.,pp. 573, 516.
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collection of taxes was made the responsibility of local

officials who had to be locally elected.95 The hated road

tax was excluded from the new constitution and the legis-

lature was permitted to provide only for the laying out and

working of the public roads and the building of bridges,

which activity was to be accomplished with convict labor,

fines, and forfeitures.96 These measures represented a

return to the general pattern of taxation followed in the

pre-civil war days and marked a triumph for the rural in-

terest in the state.

A variety of other measures were debated and engrossed

by the convention which further carried out the retrenchment

designs of the conservatives. The homestead provision was

essentially the same as that in the 1869 document, except

that the new article provided additional safeguards for the

wife's interests.9 The writ of habeas corpus was never to

be suspended, a provision pressed by those who were still

hostile about E. J. Davis' use of that power.98 In accord

with economy the state's immigration bureau, which had been

quite effective in bringing settlers into Texas and in

publicizing the state's benefits,99 was excluded in the new

9 5 Ibid., pp. 557-562. 9 6 Ibid., p. 582.

9 7 Ibid., p. 587. 9 8Ibid., p. 503.

A report of the state superintendent of the immigration
bureau demonstrated that the department had rendered in-
valuable aid in this area at minimal expense. Inquiries by
the Galveston Daily News showed anti-immigration bureau
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constitution and the legislature was expressly forbidden to

make provision for such in the future.1 0 0

Curiously, the members of the constitutional convention

made no provision for the calling of a new convention in the

future to further revise the organic law of the state. They

did however provide what they considered to be a more flex-

ible method of amending the constitution. Whereas the 1869

document had required a two-thirds vote of the legislature,

followed by popular ratification and then a two-thirds vote

of the legislature meeting immediately after the people's

ratification, the new constitution allowed such amendments

to become law following public approval without resubmission

101
to another legislature. From the ratification campaign

of 1876 it can be deduced that the chief motivation behind

this "liberal" amendment policy was that it encouraged the

support of those who objected to certain provisions, but did

.102
not want to subject the state to another convention.

A general omnibus bill was passed submitting the new

constitution and setting dates for elections if it should be

sentiment was based on alleged mismanagement and misappli-
cation of funds, as well as failure to discriminate among
immigrants which allowed the entrance of many undesirables
and paupers. Galveston Daily News, April 4, 1875, p. 2.

10 0 Sayles, Constitutions of Texas, p. 596.

0 1 Ibid., p. 597.

10 2 Galveston Daily News, January 6, 1876, p. 2.
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approved. The Republicans and several Democrats sought to

have the constitution submitted alone and the legislative

elections held later, but they were soundly defeated.1 0 3

The completed constitution passed the convention by a major-

ity of fifty-three to eleven, with five Democrats and six

Republicans voting against the document.104 Prior to ad-

journment the convention, conscious of the public debate the

proposed constitution might arouse, appointed a special com--

mittee of twelve to prepare an address to the people pointing

out the merits of the new document. The committee remained

in Austin after the convention adjourned and prepared a

lengthy document praising the new constitution. The tenor

of the address was similar to that which had dominated the

spirit of the convention. Enumerated were the defects of

the 1869 constitution, which allowed "heavy taxation . . .

[an] unwise, expensive, and irritating system of registration

. . . money subsidies voted to railroads to the enormous sum

of twelve millions of dollars . . . high salaries .

useless officers . . . [and] oppressive and often vicious

administration of the laws . . 105 Praising the work of

103
Convention Journal, 1875, pp. 772-775.

10 4 Ibid., p. 718.

10 5 "Address to the People of Texas," prepared by the
Special Committee on the Address to the Public of the consti-
tutional convention of Texas, 1875 (Austin, 1875), pp. 1-12.
A photocopy can be located in the Archives, Texas State
Library, Austin.
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the present convention, the address included a careful

summary of the economic savings offered in each department

of government. By inflating the value of lands remanded to

the counties for school purposes and pointing to the unlim-

ited public lands at the disposal of public education in

the state, the address excused the convention from author-

izing taxes for that purpose. The authors of the report

proclaimed that the new constitution would save the tax-

payers of Texas more than $1,500,000 annually without serious-

ly reducing public services by the government.10 6

Outside the convention there were those who did not

agree with or support the conclusions of the special

"address." The San Antonio Dail Herald denounced the

"address of the Kangaroo Committee" as "balderash" and said

it was prepared to "gulp it down" only because provisions

for amending the new document would make possible alterations

relatively easy.10 7  External criticism of the convention's

work, in fact, never abated throughout its deliberations.1 0 8

10 6 Ibid., p. 3 and passim.

1 0 7 San Antonio Daily Herald, November 30, 1875, p. 2.

10 8 Galveston Daily News, October 14, 1875, p. 1;
October 19, 1875, p. 1; October 21, 1875, p. 1; October 23,
1875, p. 1; San Antonio Daily Herald, October 16, 1875, p. 2;
October 19, 1875, p. 2; October 20, 1875, p. 2. The issue of
the San Antonio Daily Herald on October 23, 1875, p. 2, re-
printed the invectives of the Waco Examiner, Fort Worth
Democrat, Houston Telegraph, Austin Statesman, and the
Navasota Tablet. For other examples of editorial attack see
Myres, "Mysticism, Realism, and the Texas Constitution of
1876," pp. 173-178.
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In the debates which occurred during the weeks following

convention adjournment, the new constitution became a

divisive issue within Democratic ranks. At the state Demo-

cratic convention in Galveston in January, Governor Coke

made a stirring speech in support of the new document, call-

ing it an agent of the people's redemption and suggesting

that its rejection would be "an unmixed evil to the party

and people of Texas."109 Other speakers likewise praised the

new constitution but insisted that support of that document

not be made a test of party loyalty.110  After the party

convention closed, the Galveston Daily News noted the con-

spicuous absence of any mention of the constitution in the

Democratic platform and called it "a brilliant flash of

silence."illl Such comments reveal the variety of opinions

held by Democratic "redeemers" with regard to the proposed

constitution.

Following a rather stormy and divisive campaign for

ratification, 12 the proposed constitution was accepted by

a vote of 136,606 to 56,652 and became the organic basis of

Texas law. A recent study attributes the adoption of the

10 9 Galveston Daily News, January 6, 1876, p. 2.

Ibid.

illIbid., January 8, 1876, p. 1.

1 1 2 The issues and popular attitudes expressed during this
campaign were widely variant and are thoroughly discussed in
McKay, "Making the Texas Constitution of 1876," pp. 167-183.
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constitution to the support of the Grangers, the leadership

of the Democratic party, and personal popularity of the

constitution's most avid supporter, Governor Richard Coke.1 1 3

It has also been ably supported that while the people of

Texas did not believe the constitution to be as meritorious

as had been proclaimed, they agreed to ratify it because

they thought it preferable to the obnoxious instrument of

1869 and felt that its principal defects could be overcome

by amendment.1 1 4

Any evaluation of the last of the reconstruction consti-

tutions tends to center around the document's relation to

the past as well as to the contemporary setting in which it

was written. Doubtlessly, it grew out of a context of re-

action and resentment resulting from the antagonisms

encouraged during the period of Republican Reconstruction in

Texas. Legislative restrictions, the decentralization of

executive and judicial authority, and the emphasis on local

control of schools and taxes cannot be disassociated from the

experiments in government, education, and public service of

the Davis regime. The resultant reaction produced "a govern-

ment of negation" which was so individualistic in nature that

it has become almost an anachronism in a modern era of

113W. E. Benton, Suffrage and Elections (Dallas, 1960),

pp. 43-44.

1 4DMyres, "Mysticism, Realism, and the Texas Constitution
of 1876,", p. 183.
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collective action and expanded public services.115 This

codification of the rural, Democratic reaction to the Re-

publican experiment "froze a passing mood into fundamental

law. .. . "116

Nor can one escape the observation that the economic

motivations of the framers of this constitution dictated

their social and political philosophies. Financial re-

trenchment provided the motif for governmental "reform."

Concepts of government rooted in Jeffersonian democracy, so

rife in Granger thinking, allowed the convention delegates

to conscientiously cripple the educational system of the

state, reduce the revenues of the government to an unreal-

istic figure, and provide official salaries which were

almost certain to exclude the most capable persons from

holding public office.

Views of the 1876 constitution which take seriously the

popular interpretation of that document as only a wise and

frugal instrument designed to protect the honest and indus-

trious people of Texas from the wicked designs of corporations,

railroads, and "carpetbag" politicians, are hopelessly

.117naive. Supporters of that document were not united on all

11 5 Ibid., p. 182.

1 1 6 Van Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 65.

1 1 7 For such a perspective taken by modern scholars, see
Thomas and Thomas, "The Texas Constitution of 1876," pp. 907-
908.
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its points in any respect. It was framed by men who differ-

ed greatly with regard to schools, railroads, and government.

But at least a majority of the authors were united in their

general commitment to an agrarian economy, a weak central

government, and low taxes. At best, the new constitution

was a futile attempt to return to the imagined millenium of

pre-civil war days in Texas. Despite historical evidences

to the fact that, as Thomas Wolfe said, "You can't go home

again," the framers of the 1876 constitution of Texas were

determined to make a valiant attempt. A century later,

after almost 200 amendments, Texans are still living with

that attempt at retrenchment.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Evaluating the decade of constitutional change in Texas

after the Civil War forces a consideration of the relational

aspects of the three documents composed during, that period.

Certain similarities and distinctions among the state consti-

tutions of 1866, 1869, and 1876 are obvious, while others

are more subtle. The same can be said of the historical

context out of which each of these charters emerged. This

study has produced several conclusions with regard to the

inter-relatedness of the three constitutions and the signi-

ficant influences which determined the character of each.

The most outstanding feature of all three of the Re-

construction constitutions was the tenor of moderation which

dominated each of the conventions and the documents produced

by each. The term "moderate" adequately describes consti-

tutional revision in Texas during Reconstruction, if by

"moderate" it is implied that in no instance did an extremist

element dominate the convention proceedings of the three

groups of delegates. True, to a white conservative in 1869

Negro suffrage, compulsory education, and broad tax powers

in the hands of the government seemed radical, much as the

decentralization policies of the 1875 convention must have

227
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been considered extreme by hard-core Republicans. In reality,

however, in no convention of the period were genuine "radi-

cals" numerically strong enough to engross into the

constitution provisions which could be considered grossly out

of step with the tenor of the times. When it is considered

that individuals were present who advocated such extreme

measures as Negro deportation, complete disfranchisement of

ex-rebels, prohibition of all free public schools, or im-

mediate division of the state, each of which had numerous

supporters, the constitutional changes which actually result-

ed appear relatively mild.

In fact, each convention was unusually lengthy in

duration because the delegates were seeking some middle

ground, some basis of bipolar agreement, upon which to solve

divisive issues. In 1866 moderate conservatives prevented

blatant secessionists from incorporating severely anti-

Negro provisions into the constitution. Three years later,

A. J. Hamilton and his moderate forces prevented radical Re-

publicans from taking full advantage of the moment to divide

the state or proscript ex-rebels. In 1875 moderate Demo-

crats restrained extreme Grangerism from retrenching the

state government entirely out of social and political in-

volvement through radical economic measures. In reality there

was no "radical" or "conservative" party dominant in any

convention of the period.
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A primary task of historians of Texas Reconstruction is

to extricate these political designations from the popular

mythology of that period. Only two parties existed in Texas

between 1865 and 1876, Republicans and Democrats. Within

the ranks of each were individuals favoring reactionary

principles or defending the status quo. Epithets like

"radical" and "rebel" or "secessionist" and "unionist" simply

represent designations adopted to give expression to the

sentiments of observers of the political scene. In essence,

the prime movers of constitutional revision in Texas during

Reconstruction were either natives or long--time sons of the

state who had been looking for an opportunity to give expres-

sion to their particular philosophy of government, society,

and economics. Whether they were speaking of judicial dis-

tricts, school lands, or railroads, the delegates revealed

attitudes that had existed residually in Texas for many

years and were not the child of the war or Reconstruction

period.

In this sense, it is not possible to make reference to

a "radical" constitution or a "conservative" constitution

with much assurance. Myths of party solidarity or popular

uprisings with regard to the creation of these three docu-

ments simply cannot withstand investigation. The Republicans

were badly divided in 1869, the Davis faction deciding to

support the new constitution only after it became apparent
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that Congress could not be induced to set that document

aside. Likewise in 1876 the Democratic party was seriously

divided on the "redeemer" constitution, so much so that the

state convention of that party refused to include support

for the constitution's adoption in their party platform lest

serious division erupt within the Democratic ranks. Within

each convention votes on critical issues were usually quite

close, with a narrow majority carrying a proposition only

after intensive debate and revision. Even with guidelines

established by presidential or congressional prerequisites,

the example of other state constitutions, and months of

pre-convention debates, the Texas delegates took more than

ten months of actual debate to write the three constitutions

of the period. This fact does not support the popular con-

tention that either radicals, secessionists or Grangers

successfully herded any constitution to completion.

The influence of political expediency on the three

constitutions must be taken into account. Party politics

and the political aspirations of leading convention dele-

gates certainly played a significant role in convention

deliberations. That the Democrats wanted a return to the

traditional pre-war power structure in Texas is obvious, as

is the desire of the fledgling Republican party in Texas to

secure a foothold in the state. The conventions, made up

of leading men from all parts of the state, gave ample

opportunity for political maneuvering by both parties.
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Manipulations of such matters as printing contracts, rail-

road relief, corporation charters, voter registration

procedures, and so forth, figured prominently in the plans

of each party to build local followings throughout the state.

With regard to personal ambitions, one need only make

reference to the facts that E. J. Davis used the presidency

of the convention to capture the governorship for the Repub--

lican party, General J. J. Reynolds sought a United States

Senate seat after aiding the Davis faction, and Richard Coke

secured a coveted seat in the United State Senate after suc-

cessfully sponsoring constitution revision and adoption in

1876. John Reagan recouped his political fortunes in 1876

and was returned to Congress before the 1876 convention ad-

journed. Other less important persons used the conventions

to catapult themselves into political prominence. The

question of state division was given added support by those

who hoped that a proliferation of political offices would

result from such an event.

Even national politics figured prominently in the Con-

vention's activities. The possible victory of a National

Union Party with Andrew Johnson at its head in 1866 encour-

aged state conservatives to resist radical alterations of

the constitution. The trimph of "radicals"' in Congress in

1866 certainly made possible the emergence of Texas Republi-

cans and the Constitution of 1869. And the abandonment of

the Davis regime by Grant obviously allowed the Democrats to
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reassume control in Texas and to once again sponsor consti-

tutional revision.

The predominant influence of political exigency upon

constitution changes in Texas in the Reconstruction era leads

to the conclusion that, in reality, popular involvement in

the whole question of revision was indeed indirect and

secondary. None of the three constitutions resulted from

public or editorial demand. Each was passed by the elec-

torate with little opposition. In each election for or

against calling a convention a bare majority of registered

voters balloted. Even the conservative faction was forced

to admit that Davis, in spite of all efforts to discredit and

defeat him, won office in 1869, "by default." The same could

be said of the state constitutions of 1866, 1869, and 1876.

The voters did not enthusiastically support the constitutions;

they were rather not aggressively opposed to them. Public

apathy with regard to constitutional revision, is, then, not

a problem of recent origin. Even in the tumultuous debates

of post-civil war Texas party leaders found it necessary to

resort to every conceivable technique for getting out the

voters.

In respect to the usual defense employed against con-

stitutional change in modern times, namely that the previous

constitution was written by super-statesman gifted with in-

ordinate integrity and omniscient abilities, and hence were

above reproach, it should be observed that in each of the
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Reconstruction conventions vested interests were of primary

concern. Employers of ex-slaves, railroad and corporation

executives, the forces of agrarianism, and defenders of low

taxation exercised their respective influences over the con-

stitutions of 1866, 1869, and 1876. Land grants, contract

labor laws, currency policies, public debt, and railroad

expansion were far more dominant in the debates of the Re-

construction conventions than such matters as political or

educational philosophy, legislative responsibility, civic

development, or the natural rights of the ex-slaves.

Another myth often defended by less observant Texas

historians with regard to this period of history relates to

the influence of Negroes and "Carpetbaggers" on political

and constitutional developments. In fact, there was no

prominent person of either Negro or carpetbagger designation

who played a deciding role in any of the three conventions.

Only in the 1869 convention were Negroes numerically sub-

stantial and then their influence was negligible. The

"radical" legislature elected with and under the 1869 con-

stitution contained only two Negro senators and only eight

representatives of that race. While the Negro vote certainly

made possible the election of Davis, if only 1,000 of the

39,000 registered white voters who did not vote in 1869 had

exercised their franchise they could have brought defeat to

the Republican "radical." Leaders of all major factions

within each of the conventions were either native Texans or
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long-time residents of the state. The revisions of the Texas

constitution were seriously influenced by neither Negro nor

carpetbagger delegates nor was the general state government

much affected by these groups throughout the period.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the Texas con-

stitutions of the Reconstruction period reflected generally

the influence of the frontier or southwestern culture which

predominated affairs at that time. The influence of Granger-

ism, the democratizing effects of frontier culture, the

availability of free public lands, the comparatively un-

structured forces of social control, and the immense

geographical expansiveness of the state all combined to

radically affect, in a multiplicity of ways, the consti-

tutions produced during that period. The distances to be

travelled, lack of adequate rail and communication facilities,

the difficulty in holding well-organized elections, and the

laxity in collecting public taxes were influential in the

debates and condlusions of the constitutional conventions.

Hence, the Texas Reconstruction experiment cannot be under-

stood when simply "grouped" with developments in other

Confederate states at that time. Texas was frontier-oriented,

a western state, and contained immense economic and social

problems peculiar to its own culture. While constitutional

revision in other ex-Confederate states may have influenced

the Texas conventions, and certain similarities between state
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documents may have existed, one must make the distinctions

within the Texas documents which had their origin in

frontier culture. Texas touched the Confederacy in the

east, and the wilderness in the west, and both borders

carried corresponding influence in the constitutional de-

bates of Texas during the reconstruction.

It is not an exaggeration to say that Texas consti-

tutional history of Reconstruction was primarily economically

oriented. A field of investigation much too long delayed in

evolvement is the economic background of Texas constitutional

development. Convention delegates had obvious connections

with railroads, farmer alliances, corporations, and land

speculators, and used the convention floor to defend and en-

hance the development of their particular economic interests,

often to the detriment of the larger interest of the entire

population. The 1866 constitution allowed class legislation

detrimental to the Negro in the form of contract labor and

vagrancy laws; the 1869 document permitted money subsidies

to railroads; the 1876 constitution definitely favored

agrarian interest with its concepts of economic and polit-

ical retrenchment. These economic goals often went

unnoticed and unmentioned in public debate on the consti-

tutions, being overshadowed by more emotive concerns such as

Negro suffrage, "radicalism" and racial matters in general.

Recognition of the preeminence of economic matters in the

process of constitutional revision in Texas serves to remove
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some of the gloss from the image of superiority which tends

to make some reluctant to tamper with the present state con-

stitution.
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